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Abstract

Artificial Intelligence has been developing exponentially over the last decade. Its evolu-
tion is mainly linked to the progress of computer graphics card processors, allowing to
accelerate the calculation of learning algorithms, and to the access to massive volumes of
data. This progress has been principally driven by a search for quality prediction models,
making them extremely accurate but opaque. Their large-scale adoption is hampered by
their lack of transparency, thus causing the emergence of eXplainable Artificial Intelligence
(XAI). This new line of research aims at fostering the use of learning models based on
mass data by providing methods and concepts to obtain explanatory elements concerning
their functioning. However, the youth of this field causes a lack of consensus and cohesion
around the key definitions and objectives governing it. This thesis contributes to the field
through two perspectives, one through a theory of what is XAI and how to achieve it and
one practical. The first is based on a thorough review of the literature, resulting in two
contributions: 1) the proposal of a new definition for Explainable Artificial Intelligence
and 2) the creation of a new taxonomy of existing explainability methods. The practical
contribution consists of two learning frameworks, both based on a paradigm aiming at link-
ing the connectionist and symbolic paradigms. The first framework, Greybox, sequentially
combines an opaque and a transparent model in order to obtain an interpretable image
classification based on the different parts of objects that can be recognized on the image.
The second framework, Transparent Distillation, aims at distilling the expert knowledge
contained in a transparent classifier into a deep learning model. These two frameworks
fill a gap in the state of the art by allowing the user to obtain a classification with similar
performance to opaque models while having a valid and faithful explanation of why the
prediction was made. Ultimately, the achievements detailed in this thesis contribute to
the general knowledge on the explainability of learning models at a time when the main
challenge of Artificial Intelligence is to meet ethical, trust and reliability criteria.
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List of Symbols

AI Artificial Intelligence: the theory and development of computer systems able to
perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence such as visual perception
speech recognition decision-making and translation between languages.

DL Deep Learning: part of a broader family of machine learning methods based on
artificial neural networks with representation learning.

DNN Deep Neural Network: A deep neural network is a neural network with a certain
level of complexity, with more than two layers

KB Knowledge Base: the underlying set of facts assumptions and rules which a computer
system has available to solve a problem.

KG Knowledge Graph: A knowledge graph, also known as a semantic network, rep-
resents a network of real-world entities—i.e. objects, events, situations, or con-
cepts—and illustrates the relationship between them. This information is usually
stored in a graph database and visualized as a graph structure, prompting the term
knowledge “graph.”

ML Machine Learning: part of artificial intelligence. Machine learning algorithms build
a model based on sample data, known as training data, in order to make predictions
or decisions without being explicitly programmed to do so.

NB Naive Bayes: family of simple probabilistic classifiers based on applying Bayes’
theorem with strong (naive) independence assumptions between the feature.

NeSy Neural Symbolic Artificial Intelligence: Hybrid AI approach combining neural
networks and classical rule-based symbolic AI.

OWL Web Ontology Language: a family of knowledge representation languages or on-
tology languages for authoring ontologies or knowledge. bases. The languages
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

are characterized by formal semantics and RDF/ XML-based serializations for the
Semantic Web.

RDF Resource Description Framework: it consists of a number of tools that use concepts
from graph theory to add relationships and semantics to unstructured data such
as the World Wide Web. The central aim for the RDF framework is to provide a
way for machine inter-operation of cross-domain data and merging information
from different sources as effortless as possible. An RDF triple or statement is the
foundation of the RDF data model. It consists of a subject a predicate and an object
resource that together form a statement. Triples consisting of matching subjects and
objects can be linked together to form an RDF graph.

XAI Explainable Artificial Intelligence: given an audience, an explainable Artificial
Intelligence is one that produces details or reasons to make its functioning clear or
easy to understand.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a seventy year old field covering a variety of sciences, theories
and technologies aimed at mimicking human cognitive abilities. The hype around AI in the
1960s quickly died down, mainly due to the limitations of computing at the time. Since
2010, the discipline has experienced a new boom, mainly due to significant improvements
in computing power and access to large amounts of data. These two points have allowed a
paradigm shift from expert systems, designed to be a logical mirror of human reasoning by
following strict and precise rules, to connectionist models discovering by themselves the
correlations existing in huge datasets.

At first, AI models were easily readable and explainable, but this trend quickly ended.
The term black-box started to appear with expert systems containing several hundred
rules, making it difficult for a human to understand how the model works. This opacity
has increased tenfold with the paradigm shift and the new prosperity of Deep Learning
(DL). The vastness of the parameter space of DL models and the absence of concrete rules
governing their decision making means that their predictions cannot be explained, either by
an external explanatory element or by the model developer. It makes Deep Neural networks
(DNNs) considered as complex black-box models [1]. The opposite of black-box-ness is
transparency, i.e., the search for a direct understanding of the mechanism by which a model
works [2].

The danger is on creating and using decisions that are not justifiable, legitimate, or that
simply do not allow obtaining detailed explanations of their behaviour [3]. Explanations
supporting the output of a model are crucial, e.g., in precision medicine, where experts
require far more information from the model than a simple binary prediction for supporting
their diagnosis [4]. Other examples include autonomous vehicles in transportation, security
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

and finance, among others. As black-box Machine Learning (ML) models are increasingly
being employed to make important predictions in critical contexts [5], the demand for
transparency is increasing from the various stakeholders in AI [6]. In critical settings
[7], robustness to input data perturbation is an important desideratum for security, while
an equally important requirement is to produce explanations that can be understood by a
human user [8].

In general, humans are reluctant to adopt techniques that are not directly interpretable,
tractable and trustworthy [9], given the increasing demand for ethical AI [10]. It is
customary to think that by focusing solely on performance, the systems will be increasingly
opaque. This is true in the sense that there is a trade-off between the performance of a model
and its transparency [11]. However, an improvement in the understanding of a system can
lead to the correction of its deficiencies. When developing a ML model, the consideration
of interpretability as an additional design driver can improve its implementability for 3
reasons:

• Interpretability helps ensure impartiality in decision-making, i.e. to detect, and conse-
quently, correct from bias in the training dataset.

• Interpretability facilitates the provision of robustness by highlighting potential adversarial
perturbations that could change the prediction.

• Interpretability can act as an insurance that only meaningful variables infer the output,
i.e., guaranteeing that an underlying truthful causality exists in the model reasoning.

All these means that the interpretation of the system should, in order to be considered
practical, provide either an understanding of the model mechanisms and predictions, a
visualization of the model’s discrimination rules, or hints on what could perturb the model
[12].

In order to avoid limiting the effectiveness of the current generation of AI systems,
eXplainable AI [3] proposes creating a suite of ML techniques that 1) produce more
explainable models while maintaining a high level of learning performance (e.g., prediction
accuracy), and 2) enable humans to understand, appropriately trust, and effectively manage
the emerging generation of artificially intelligent partners. XAI draws as well insights from
the Social Sciences [13] and considers the psychology of explanation.

1.2 Motivation and Objectives
The various milestones in AI in recent years have been driven by a search for performance.
This quest for precision and accuracy in predictions has sometimes been done at the expense

2



1.2. MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES

of all other considerations. The models are more and more opaque and the state of the
art in most domains is achieved by deep architectures of neural networks handling high
dimensional data. It has become impossible to do without these models in certain fields,
such as image recognition or natural language processing, as they outperform traditional
algorithms. However, as explained above, it is not possible to use these high-performance
models in critical environments. On some tasks such as image recognition, one finds oneself
with high performance models that are opaque and therefore impossible to deploy, and on
the other hand, models that are transparent but whose performance is far from the state of
the art.

Assuming that it is fundamental to be able to answer the question of "Why was this
prediction made?", there are 3 possibilities to try to overcome this trade-off: 1) improve
transparent methods to make them as good as black boxes, 2) create post-hoc methods to
extract explanatory elements from black boxes, and 3) combine opaque and transparent
methods to form a new model drawing on the strengths of both paradigms. The common
concern of these different points is that there is no unified framework posing a consensus on
what constitutes an explanation and on the different concepts governing the notions within
XAI and its need is felt as the field is growing extremely fast. Therefore, this thesis focuses
on two main objectives, one theorizing what is XAI and how to achieve it and one practical.
First, the creation of a guide to categorize and group all the work that has been done in
the field in recent years under a single set of definitions and concepts. Second, to push the
current limits of the trade-off between performance and explainability by developing new
learning frameworks based on a hybrid combination of opaque and transparent methods.

This thesis is thus organized around 4 main themes that have guided these 3 years of
research:

• Surveying the field of XAI: A set of concepts that summarize the diverse references
found in the literature, trying to build a consensus around it. This is accompanied by
a new taxonomy to classify explainability methods.

• Neural-Symbolic Framework: The formalization of a neural-symbolic learning
framework, allowing to produce predictions through a neural network while making
them explicit through a symbolic knowledge base. In this framework, it is necessary
that the symbolic knowledge base influences and constrains the learning of the neural
network. The question of how to constrain the neural network and the various forms
that the knowledge base can take is the basis of the work carried out thereafter.

• Greybox XAI: a learning framework that is intended to be a use case extracted from
the neural-symbolic formalization proposed previously. Here the expert knowledge

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

base takes the form of a logical membership relation between objects and their sub-
parts, while the constraint is found through a serial composition of a neural network
and a logistic regression.

• Transparent Distillation: a second neural-symbolic use case. This time the learning
constraint takes the form of a knowledge distillation between a transparent teacher
and an opaque student, whose role is to predict both the different parts of objects on
the image and the major object present on the image.

1.3 Reading this thesis
This manuscript has been written so that each chapter reports on the work that has been done
to advance each of the above objectives. Thus, the first chapter reports the theory of what is
XAI and how to achieve it by proposing a complete survey of the literature. The second
chapter lays the foundations of the position taken with respect to XAI by establishing a
modular Neural-Symbolic (NeSy) framework. The NeSy philosophy will be taken up again
in the two following chapters in order to propose two learning frameworks with the aim of
producing accurate and explainable predictions. Therefore, a field expert will be able to
skip to Chapter 2 and focus on the technical and practical contribution of the manuscript.

4



Chapter 2

Concepts and Taxonomies toward
Explainable AI

This first chapter covers the theoretical contribution of this thesis. It proposes a new set of
concepts and definitions, and reports a new taxonomy of explainability methods based on
these definitions.

2.1 Introduction
This literature outbreak shares its rationale with the research agendas of national govern-
ments and agencies. Although some recent surveys [4, 14, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18] summarize
the upsurge of activity in XAI across sectors and disciplines, this overview aims to cover
the creation of a complete unified framework of categories and concepts that allow for
scrutiny and understanding of the field of XAI methods. Furthermore, we pose intriguing
thoughts around the explainability of AI models in data fusion contexts with regards to data
privacy and model confidentiality. This, along with other research opportunities and chal-
lenges identified throughout our study, serve as the pull factor toward Responsible Artificial
Intelligence, term by which we refer to a series of AI principles to be necessarily met when
deploying AI in real applications. As we will later show in detail, model explainability is
among the most crucial aspects to be ensured within this methodological framework. All in
all, the novel contributions of this overview can be summarized as follows:

1. Grounded on a first elaboration of concepts and terms used in XAI-related research,
we propose a novel definition of explainability that places audience (Figure 2.1) as a
key aspect to be considered when explaining a ML model. We also elaborate on the
diverse purposes sought when using XAI techniques, from trustworthiness to privacy
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CHAPTER 2. CONCEPTS AND TAXONOMIES TOWARD EXPLAINABLE
AI

awareness, which round up the claimed importance of purpose and targeted audience in
model explainability.

2. We define and examine the different levels of transparency that a ML model can feature
by itself, as well as the diverse approaches to post-hoc explainability, namely, the
explanation of ML models that are not transparent by design.

3. We thoroughly analyze the literature on XAI and related concepts published to date,
covering approximately 400 contributions arranged into two different taxonomies. The
first taxonomy addresses the explainability of ML models using the previously made
distinction between transparency and post-hoc explainability, including models that are
transparent by themselves, Deep and non-Deep (i.e., shallow) learning models. The
second taxonomy deals with XAI methods suited for the explanation of Deep Learning
models, using classification criteria closely linked to this family of ML methods (e.g.
layerwise explanations, representation vectors, attention).

4. We enumerate a series of challenges of XAI that still remain insufficiently addressed to
date. Specifically, we identify research needs around the concepts and metrics to evaluate
the explainability of ML models, and outline research directions toward making Deep
Learning models more understandable. We further augment the scope of our prospects
toward the implications of XAI techniques in regards to confidentiality, robustness in
adversarial settings, data diversity, and other areas intersecting with explainability.

5. After the previous prospective discussion, we arrive at the concept of Responsible
Artificial Intelligence, a manifold concept that imposes the systematic adoption of
several AI principles for AI models to be of practical use. In addition to explainability,
the guidelines behind Responsible AI establish that fairness, accountability and privacy
should also be considered when implementing AI models in real environments.

The remainder of this overview is structured as follows: first, Section 2.2 and sub-
sections therein open a discussion on the terminology and concepts revolving around
explainability and interpretability in AI, ending up with the aforementioned novel definition
of interpretability (Subsections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2), and a general criterion to categorize and
analyze ML models from the XAI perspective. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 proceed by reviewing
recent findings on XAI for ML models (on transparent models and post-hoc techniques
respectively) that comprise the main division in the aforementioned taxonomy. We also
include a review on hybrid approaches among the two, to attain XAI. Benefits and caveats
of the synergies among the families of methods are discussed in Section 2.5, where we
present a prospect of general challenges and some consequences to be cautious about.
Finally, Section 2.6 elaborates on the concept of Responsible Artificial Intelligence. Section
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2.2. EXPLAINABILITY: WHAT, WHY, WHAT FOR AND HOW?

2.7 concludes the survey with an outlook aimed at engaging the community around this
vibrant research area, which has the potential to impact society, in particular those sectors
that have progressively embraced ML as a core technology of their activity.

2.2 Explainability: What, Why, What For and How?
Before proceeding with our literature study, it is convenient to first establish a common
point of understanding on what the term explainability stands for in the context of AI and,
more specifically, ML. This is indeed the purpose of this section, namely, to pause at the
numerous definitions that have been done in regards to this concept (what?), to argue why
explainability is an important issue in AI and ML (why? what for?) and to introduce
the general classification of XAI approaches that will drive the literature study thereafter
(how?).

2.2.1 Terminology Clarification
One of the issues that hinders the establishment of common grounds is the interchangeable
misuse of interpretability and explainability in the literature. There are notable differences
among these concepts. To begin with, interpretability refers to a passive characteristic of
a model referring to the level at which a given model makes sense for a human observer.
This feature is also expressed as transparency. By contrast, explainability can be viewed as
an active characteristic of a model, denoting any action or procedure taken by a model with
the intent of clarifying or detailing its internal functions.

To summarize the most commonly used nomenclature, in this section we clarify the
distinction and similarities among terms often used in the ethical AI and XAI communities.

• Understandability (or equivalently, intelligibility) denotes the characteristic of a model
to make a human understand its function – how the model works – without any need for
explaining its internal structure or the algorithmic means by which the model processes
data internally [19].

• Comprehensibility: when conceived for ML models, comprehensibility refers to the abil-
ity of a learning algorithm to represent its learned knowledge in a human understandable
fashion [20, 21, 22]. This notion of model comprehensibility stems from the postulates of
Michalski [23], which stated that “the results of computer induction should be symbolic
descriptions of given entities, semantically and structurally similar to those a human
expert might produce observing the same entities. Components of these descriptions
should be comprehensible as single ‘chunks’ of information, directly interpretable in
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natural language, and should relate quantitative and qualitative concepts in an integrated
fashion”. Given its difficult quantification, comprehensibility is normally tied to the
evaluation of the model complexity [18].

• Interpretability: it is defined as the ability to explain or to provide the meaning in
understandable terms to a human.

• Explainability: explainability is associated with the notion of explanation as an interface
between humans and a decision maker that is, at the same time, both an accurate proxy
of the decision maker and comprehensible to humans [18].

• Transparency: a model is considered to be transparent if by itself it is understandable.
Since a model can feature different degrees of understandability, transparent models in
Section 2.3 are divided into three categories: simulatable models, decomposable models
and algorithmically transparent models [2].

In all the above definitions, understandability emerges as the most essential concept
in XAI. Both transparency and interpretability are strongly tied to this concept: while
transparency refers to the characteristic of a model to be, on its own, understandable for a
human, understandability measures the degree to which a human can understand a decision
made by a model. Comprehensibility is also connected to understandability in that it relies
on the capability of the audience to understand the knowledge contained in the model.
All in all, understandability is a two-sided matter: model understandability and human
understandability. This is the reason why the definition of XAI given in Section 2.2.2 refers
to the concept of audience, as the cognitive skills and pursued goal of the users of the
model have to be taken into account jointly with the intelligibility and comprehensibility
of the model in use. This prominent role taken by understandability makes the concept of
audience the cornerstone of XAI, as we next elaborate in further detail.

2.2.2 What?

Although it might be considered to be beyond the scope of this paper, it is worth noting
the discussion held around general theories of explanation in the realm of philosophy [24].
Many proposals have been done in this regard, suggesting the need for a general, unified
theory that approximates the structure and intent of an explanation. However, nobody
has stood the critique when presenting such a general theory. For the time being, the
most agreed-upon thought blends together different approaches to explanation drawn from
diverse knowledge disciplines. A similar problem is found when addressing interpretability
in AI. It appears from the literature that there is not yet a common point of understanding
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on what interpretability or explainability are. However, many contributions claim the
achievement of interpretable models and techniques that empower explainability.

To shed some light on this lack of consensus, it might be interesting to place the
reference starting point at the definition of the term Explainable Artificial Intelligence given
by D. Gunning in [3]:

“XAI will create a suite of machine learning techniques that enables human users to
understand, appropriately trust, and effectively manage the emerging generation of
artificially intelligent partners”

This definition brings together two concepts (understanding and trust) that need to be
addressed in advance. However, it misses to consider other purposes motivating the need
for interpretable AI models, such as causality, transferability, informativeness, fairness and
confidence [2, 25, 26, 27]. We will later delve into these topics, mentioning them here as a
supporting example of the incompleteness of the above definition.

As exemplified by the definition above, a thorough, complete definition of explainability
in AI still slips from our fingers. A broader reformulation of this definition (e.g. “An
explainable Artificial Intelligence is one that produces explanations about its functioning”)
would fail to fully characterize the term in question, leaving aside important aspects such
as its purpose. To build upon the completeness, a definition of explanation is first required.

As extracted from the Cambridge Dictionary of English Language, an explanation is
“the details or reasons that someone gives to make something clear or easy to understand”
[28]. In the context of an ML model, this can be rephrased as: "the details or reasons
a model gives to make its functioning clear or easy to understand". It is at this point
where opinions start to diverge. Inherently stemming from the previous definitions, two
ambiguities can be pointed out. First, the details or the reasons used to explain, are
completely dependent of the audience to which they are presented. Second, whether the
explanation has left the concept clear or easy to understand also depends completely on the
audience. Therefore, the definition must be rephrased to reflect explicitly the dependence
of the explainability of the model on the audience. To this end, a reworked definition could
read as:

Given a certain audience, explainability refers to the details and reasons a model gives
to make its functioning clear or easy to understand.

Since explaining, as argumenting, may involve weighting, comparing or convincing an
audience with logic-based formalization of (counter) arguments [29], explainability might
convey us into the realm of cognitive psychology and the psychology of explanations [3],
since measuring whether something has been understood or put clearly is a hard task to be
gauged objectively. However, measuring to which extent the internals of a model can be
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explained could be tackled objectively. Any means to reduce the complexity of the model
or to simplify its outputs should be considered as an XAI approach. How big this leap
is in terms of complexity or simplicity will correspond to how explainable the resulting
model is. An underlying problem that remains unsolved is that the interpretability gain
provided by such XAI approaches may not be straightforward to quantify: for instance, a
model simplification can be evaluated based on the reduction of the number of architectural
elements or number of parameters of the model itself (as often made, for instance, for
DNNs). On the contrary, the use of visualization methods or natural language for the
same purpose does not favor a clear quantification of the improvements gained in terms of
interpretability. The derivation of general metrics to assess the quality of XAI approaches
remain as an open challenge that should be under the spotlight of the field in forthcoming
years. We will further discuss on this research direction in Section 2.5.

Explainability is linked to post-hoc explainability since it covers the techniques used
to convert a non-interpretable model into a explainable one. In the remaining of this
manuscript, explainability will be considered as the main design objective, since it repre-
sents a broader concept. A model can be explained, but the interpretability of the model is
something that comes from the design of the model itself. Bearing these observations in
mind, explainable AI can be defined as follows:

Given an audience, an explainable Artificial Intelligence is one that produces details or
reasons to make its functioning clear or easy to understand.

This definition is posed here as a first contribution of the present overview, implicitly
assumes that the ease of understanding and clarity targeted by XAI techniques for the model
at hand reverts on different application purposes, such as a better trustworthiness of the
model’s output by the audience.

2.2.3 Why?
As stated in the introduction, explainability is one of the main barriers AI is facing nowadays
in regards to its practical implementation. The inability to explain or to fully understand the
reasons by which state-of-the-art ML algorithms perform as well as they do, is a problem
that find its roots in two different causes, which are conceptually illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Without a doubt, the first cause is the gap between the research community and business
sectors, impeding the full penetration of the newest ML models in sectors that have
traditionally lagged behind in the digital transformation of their processes, such as banking,
finances, security and health, among many others. In general this issue occurs in strictly
regulated sectors with some reluctance to implement techniques that may put at risk their
assets.
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The second axis is that of knowledge. AI has helped research across the world with
the task of inferring relations that were far beyond the human cognitive reach. Every field
dealing with huge amounts of reliable data has largely benefited from the adoption of AI and
ML techniques. However, we are entering an era in which results and performance metrics
are the only interest shown up in research studies. Although for certain disciplines this
might be the fair case, science and society are far from being concerned just by performance.
The search for understanding is what opens the door for further model improvement and its
practical utility.

Target audience
in XAI

Who? Domain experts/users of the model (e.g. medical doctors, insurance agents)
Why? Trust the model itself, gain scientific knowledge

Who? Regulatory entities/agencies

Why? Certify model compliance with the

Who? Users affected by model decisions

Why? Understand their situation, verify

Who? Managers and executive board members

Why? Assess regulatory compliance, understand

Who? Data scientists, developers, product owners...

Why? Ensure/improve product efficiency, research,

corporate AI applications...new functionalities...

fair decisions... legislation in force, audits, ...

?

?

< / >

?

$ $ $

?

?

?

Figure 2.1: Diagram showing the different purposes of explainability in ML models sought
by different audience profiles. Two goals occur to prevail across them: need for model
understanding, and regulatory compliance. Image partly inspired by the one presented in
[30], used with permission from IBM.

The following section develops these ideas further by analyzing the goals motivating
the search for explainable AI models.

2.2.4 What for?
The research activity around XAI has so far exposed different goals to draw from the
achievement of an explainable model. Almost none of the papers reviewed completely
agrees in the goals required to describe what an explainable model should compel. However,
all these different goals might help discriminate the purpose for which a given exercise
of ML explainability is performed. Unfortunately, scarce contributions have attempted to
define such goals from a conceptual perspective [2, 14, 25, 44]. We now synthesize and
enumerate definitions for these XAI goals, so as to settle a first classification criteria for the
full suit of papers covered in this review:
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XAI Goal Main target audience (Fig.
2)

References

Trustworthiness
Domain experts, users of the
model affected by decisions

[2, 11, 25, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]

Causality
Domain experts, managers
and executive board members,
regulatory entities/agencies

[34, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]

Transferability
Domain experts, data
scientists

[2, 7, 22, 27, 43, 44, 31, 36, 37, 38, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58,
59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70,
71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82,
83, 84]

Informativeness All

[2, 7, 22, 26, 27, 43, 44, 31, 33, 34, 36, 37,
40, 45, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57,
58, 59, 62, 63, 64, 65, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72,
73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 85, 86, 87, 88, 58, 89,
90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100,
101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109,
110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118,
119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127,
128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136,
137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145,
146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153]

Confidence
Domain experts, developers,
managers, regulatory
entities/agencies

[2, 43, 34, 45, 47, 53, 60, 71, 87, 88, 95, 107,
116, 118, 154]

Fairness
Users affected by model
decisions, regulatory
entities/agencies

[2, 25, 43, 34, 46, 98, 99, 100, 119, 120, 127,
155, 156, 157]

Accessibility
Product owners, managers,
users affected by model
decisions

[22, 27, 44, 31, 36, 49, 52, 54, 61, 66, 67, 68,
69, 70, 73, 74, 75, 85, 92, 93, 102, 104, 106,
107, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 123, 128]

Interactivity
Domain experts, users
affected by model decisions

[36, 49, 58, 64, 66, 73, 85, 123]

Privacy
awareness

Users affected by model
decisions, regulatory
entities/agencies

[88]

Table 2.1: Goals pursued in the reviewed literature toward reaching explainability, and their
main target audience

.
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• Trustworthiness: several authors agree upon the search for trustworthiness as the primary
aim of an explainable AI model [158, 31]. However, declaring a model as explainable as
per its capabilities of inducing trust might not be fully compliant with the requirement of
model explainability. Trustworthiness might be considered as the confidence of whether a
model will act as intended when facing a given problem. Although it should most certainly
be a property of any explainable model, it does not imply that every trustworthy model can
be considered explainable on its own, nor is trustworthiness a property easy to quantify.
Trust might be far from being the only purpose of an explainable model since the relation
among the two, if agreed upon, is not reciprocal. Part of the reviewed papers mention the
concept of trust when stating their purpose for achieving explainability. However, as seen
in Table 2.1, they do not amount to a large share of the recent contributions related to
XAI.

• Causality: another common goal for explainability is that of finding causality among data
variables. Several authors argue that explainable models might ease the task of finding
relationships that, should they occur, could be tested further for a stronger causal link
between the involved variables [159, 160]. The inference of causal relationships from
observational data is a field that has been broadly studied over time [161]. As widely
acknowledged by the community working on this topic, causality requires a wide frame
of prior knowledge to prove that observed effects are causal. A ML model only discovers
correlations among the data it learns from, and therefore might not suffice for unveiling a
cause-effect relationship. However, causation involves correlation, so an explainable ML
model could validate the results provided by causality inference techniques, or provide a
first intuition of possible causal relationships within the available data. Again, Table 2.1
reveals that causality is not among the most important goals if we attend to the amount of
papers that state it explicitly as their goal.

• Transferability: models are always bounded by constraints that should allow for their
seamless transferability. This is the main reason why a training-testing approach is
used when dealing with ML problems [162, 163]. Explainability is also an advocate for
transferability, since it may ease the task of elucidating the boundaries that might affect
a model, allowing for a better understanding and implementation. Similarly, the mere
understanding of the inner relations taking place within a model facilitates the ability of a
user to reuse this knowledge in another problem. There are cases in which the lack of
a proper understanding of the model might drive the user toward incorrect assumptions
and fatal consequences [7, 164]. Transferability should also fall between the resulting
properties of an explainable model, but again, not every transferable model should be
considered as explainable. As observed in Table 2.1, the amount of papers stating that the
ability of rendering a model explainable is to better understand the concepts needed to
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reuse it or to improve its performance is the second most used reason for pursuing model
explainability.

• Informativeness: ML models are used with the ultimate intention of supporting decision
making [91]. However, it should not be forgotten that the problem being solved by the
model is not equal to that being faced by its human counterpart. Hence, a great deal
of information is needed in order to be able to relate the user’s decision to the solution
given by the model, and to avoid falling in misconception pitfalls. For this purpose,
explainable ML models should give information about the problem being tackled. Most
of the reasons found among the papers reviewed is that of extracting information about
the inner relations of a model. Almost all rule extraction techniques substantiate their
approach on the search for a simpler understanding of what the model internally does,
stating that the knowledge (information) can be expressed in these simpler proxies that
they consider explaining the antecedent. This is the most used argument found among
the reviewed papers to back up what they expect from reaching explainable models.

• Confidence: as a generalization of robustness and stability, confidence should always
be assessed on a model in which reliability is expected. The methods to maintain
confidence under control are different depending on the model. As stated in [165,
166, 167], stability is a must-have when drawing interpretations from a certain model.
Trustworthy interpretations should not be produced by models that are not stable. Hence,
an explainable model should contain information about the confidence of its working
regime.

• Fairness: from a social standpoint, explainability can be considered as the capacity to
reach and guarantee fairness in ML models. In a certain literature strand, an explainable
ML model suggests a clear visualization of the relations affecting a result, allowing
for a fairness or ethical analysis of the model at hand [10, 99]. Likewise, a related
objective of XAI is highlighting bias in the data a model was exposed to [168, 169]. The
support of algorithms and models is growing fast in fields that involve human lives, hence
explainability should be considered as a bridge to avoid the unfair or unethical use of
algorithm’s outputs.

• Accessibility: a minor subset of the reviewed contributions argues for explainability as
the property that allows end users to get more involved in the process of improving and
developing a certain ML model [36, 85] . It seems clear that explainable models will ease
the burden felt by non-technical or non-expert users when having to deal with algorithms
that seem incomprehensible at first sight. This concept is expressed as the third most
considered goal among the surveyed literature.
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• Interactivity: some contributions [49, 58] include the ability of a model to be interactive
with the user as one of the goals targeted by an explainable ML model. Once again, this
goal is related to fields in which the end users are of great importance, and their ability to
tweak and interact with the models is what ensures success.

• Privacy awareness: almost forgotten in the reviewed literature, one of the byproducts
enabled by explainability in ML models is its ability to assess privacy. ML models may
have complex representations of their learned patterns. Not being able to understand
what has been captured by the model [1] and stored in its internal representation may
entail a privacy breach. Contrarily, the ability to explain the inner relations of a trained
model by non-authorized third parties may also compromise the differential privacy of
the data origin. Due to its criticality in sectors where XAI is foreseen to play a crucial
role, confidentiality and privacy issues will be covered further in Subsection 2.5.4

This subsection has reviewed the goals encountered among the broad scope of the
reviewed papers. All these goals are clearly under the surface of the concept of explain-
ability introduced before in this section. To round up this prior analysis on the concept of
explainability, the last subsection deals with different strategies followed by the community
to address explainability in ML models.

2.2.5 How?
The literature makes a clear distinction among models that are interpretable by design,
and those that can be explained by means of external XAI techniques. This duality could
also be regarded as the difference between interpretable models and model interpretability
techniques; a more widely accepted classification is that of transparent models and post-
hoc explainability. This same duality also appears in the paper presented in [18] in which
the distinction its authors make refers to the methods to solve the transparent box design
problem against the problem of explaining the black-box problem. This work, further
extends the distinction made among transparent models including the different levels of
transparency considered.

Within transparency, three levels are contemplated: algorithmic transparency, decom-
posability and simulatability1. Among post-hoc techniques we may distinguish among text
explanations, visualizations, local explanations, explanations by example, explanations by
simplification and feature relevance. In this context, there is a broader distinction proposed
by [25] discerning between 1) opaque systems, where the mappings from input to output are
invisible to the user; 2) interpretable systems, in which users can mathematically analyze

1The alternative term simulability is also used in the literature to refer to the capacity of a system or
process to be simulated. However, we note that this term does not appear in current English dictionaries.
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the mappings; and 3) comprehensible systems, in which the models should output symbols
or rules along with their specific output to aid in the understanding process of the rationale
behind the mappings being made. This last classification criterion could be considered
included within the one proposed earlier, hence this paper will attempt at following the
more specific one.

Levels of Transparency in Machine Learning Models

Transparent models convey some degree of interpretability by themselves. Models be-
longing to this category can be also approached in terms of the domain in which they are
interpretable, namely, algorithmic transparency, decomposability and simulatability. As
we elaborate next in connection to Figure 2.2, each of these classes contains its prede-
cessors, e.g. a simulatable model is at the same time a model that is decomposable and
algorithmically transparent:

• Simulatability denotes the ability of a model of being simulated or thought about strictly
by a human, hence complexity takes a dominant place in this class. This being said,
simple but extensive (i.e., with too large amount of rules) rule based systems fall out of
this characteristic, whereas a single perceptron neural network falls within. This aspect
aligns with the claim that sparse linear models are more interpretable than dense ones
[170], and that an interpretable model is one that can be easily presented to a human
by means of text and visualizations [31]. Again, endowing a decomposable model with
simulatability requires that the model has to be self-contained enough for a human to
think and reason about it as a whole.

• Decomposability stands for the ability to explain each of the parts of a model (input,
parameter and calculation). It can be considered as intelligibility as stated in [171]. This
characteristic might empower the ability to understand, interpret or explain the behavior
of a model. However, as occurs with algorithmic transparency, not every model can
fulfill this property. Decomposability requires every input to be readily interpretable (e.g.
cumbersome features will not fit the premise). The added constraint for an algorithmically
transparent model to become decomposable is that every part of the model must be
understandable by a human without the need for additional tools.

• Algorithmic Transparency can be seen in different ways. It deals with the ability of the
user to understand the process followed by the model to produce any given output from its
input data. Put it differently, a linear model is deemed transparent because its error surface
can be understood and reasoned about, allowing the user to understand how the model
will act in every situation it may face [163]. Contrarily, it is not possible to understand it
in deep architectures as the loss landscape might be opaque [172, 173] since it cannot be
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fully observed and the solution has to be approximated through heuristic optimization (e.g.
through stochastic gradient descent). The main constraint for algorithmically transparent
models is that the model has to be fully searchable by means of mathematical analysis
and methods.

Mϕ

x1

x2

x3

y

(b)

If x2 > 180 then y = 1

Else if x1 + x3 > 150 then y = 1

Else y = 0

Mϕ

x1

x2

x3

y

(a)

If g(fA(x1), fB(x2)) > 5

then y = 1, else y = 0

fA(x1) = 1/x2
1, fB(x2) = log x2

g(f, g) = 1/(f + g) x1: weight, x2: height, x3: age

Mϕ

x1

x2

x3

y

(c)(c)

95% of the positive training samples

have x2 > 180 7→ Rule 1

90% of the positive training samples

have x1 + x3 > 150 7→ Rule 2

? ? ?

Figure 2.2: Conceptual diagram exemplifying the different levels of transparency char-
acterizing a ML model Mφ, with φ denoting the parameter set of the model at hand: (a)
simulatability; (b) decomposability; (c) algorithmic transparency. Without loss of generality,
the example focuses on the ML model as the explanation target. However, other targets for
explainability may include a given example, the output classes or the dataset itself.

Post-hoc Explainability Techniques for Machine Learning Models

Post-hoc explainability targets models that are not readily interpretable by design by
resorting to diverse means to enhance their interpretability, such as text explanations, visual
explanations, local explanations, explanations by example, explanations by simplification
and feature relevance explanations techniques. Each of these techniques covers one of the
most common ways humans explain systems and processes by themselves.

Further along this river, actual techniques, or better put, actual group of techniques are
specified to ease the future work of any researcher that intends to look up for an specific
technique that suits its knowledge. Not ending there, the classification also includes the
type of data in which the techniques has been applied. Note that many techniques might be
suitable for many different types of data, although the categorization only considers the
type used by the authors that proposed such technique. Overall, post-hoc explainability
techniques are divided first by the intention of the author (explanation technique e.g.
Explanation by simplification), then, by the method utilized (actual technique e.g. sensitivity
analysis) and finally by the type of data in which it was applied (e.g. images).

• Text explanations deal with the problem of bringing explainability for a model by means
of learning to generate text explanations that help explaining the results from the model
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[169]. Text explanations also include every method generating symbols that represent the
functioning of the model. These symbols may portrait the rationale of the algorithm by
means of a semantic mapping from model to symbols.

• Visual explanation techniques for post-hoc explainability aim at visualizing the model’s
behavior. Many of the visualization methods existing in the literature come along with
dimensionality reduction techniques that allow for a human interpretable simple visualiza-
tion. Visualizations may be coupled with other techniques to improve their understanding,
and are considered as the most suitable way to introduce complex interactions within the
variables involved in the model to users not acquainted to ML modeling.

• Local explanations tackle explainability by segmenting the solution space and giving
explanations to less complex solution subspaces that are relevant for the whole model.
These explanations can be formed by means of techniques with the differentiating property
that these only explain part of the whole system’s functioning.

• Explanations by example consider the extraction of data examples that relate to the
result generated by a certain model, enabling to get a better understanding of the model
itself. Similarly to how humans behave when attempting to explain a given process,
explanations by example are mainly centered in extracting representative examples that
grasp the inner relationships and correlations found by the model being analyzed.

• Explanations by simplification collectively denote those techniques in which a whole
new system is rebuilt based on the trained model to be explained. This new, simplified
model usually attempts at optimizing its resemblance to its antecedent functioning,
while reducing its complexity, and keeping a similar performance score. An interesting
byproduct of this family of post-hoc techniques is that the simplified model is, in general,
easier to be implemented due to its reduced complexity with respect to the model it
represents.

• Finally, feature relevance explanation methods for post-hoc explainability clarify the
inner functioning of a model by computing a relevance score for its managed variables.
These scores quantify the affection (sensitivity) a feature has upon the output of the model.
A comparison of the scores among different variables unveils the importance granted
by the model to each of such variables when producing its output. Feature relevance
methods can be thought to be an indirect method to explain a model.

The above classification (portrayed graphically in Figure 2.3) will be used when re-
viewing specific/agnostic XAI techniques for ML models in the following sections (Table
2.2). For each ML model, a distinction of the propositions to each of these categories is
presented in order to pose an overall image of the field’s trends.
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Model
Transparent ML Models Post-

hoc
analysis

Simulatability Decomposability Algorithmic Transparency

Linear/Logistic Regression
Predictors are human readable and
interactions among them are kept to

a minimum

Variables are still readable, but the
number of interactions and

predictors involved in them have
grown to force decomposition

Variables and interactions are too
complex to be analyzed without

mathematical tools
Not needed

Decision Trees

A human can simulate and obtain
the prediction of a decision tree on
his/her own, without requiring any

mathematical background

The model comprises rules that do
not alter data whatsoever, and

preserves their readability

Human-readable rules that explain
the knowledge learned from data

and allows for a direct
understanding of the prediction

process

Not needed

K-Nearest Neighbors

The complexity of the model
(number of variables, their

understandability and the similarity
measure under use) matches human

naive capabilities for simulation

The amount of variables is too high
and/or the similarity measure is too
complex to be able to simulate the

model completely, but the similarity
measure and the set of variables can

be decomposed and analyzed
separately

The similarity measure cannot be
decomposed and/or the number of

variables is so high that the user has
to rely on mathematical and

statistical tools to analyze the model

Not needed

Rule Based Learners

Variables included in rules are
readable, and the size of the rule set

is manageable by a human user
without external help

The size of the rule set becomes too
large to be analyzed without

decomposing it into small rule
chunks

Rules have become so complicated
(and the rule set size has grown so
much) that mathematical tools are
needed for inspecting the model

behaviour

Not needed

General Additive Models

Variables and the interaction among
them as per the smooth functions

involved in the model must be
constrained within human

capabilities for understanding

Interactions become too complex to
be simulated, so decomposition

techniques are required for
analyzing the model

Due to their complexity, variables
and interactions cannot be analyzed

without the application of
mathematical and statistical tools

Not needed

Bayesian Models

Statistical relationships modeled
among variables and the variables

themselves should be directly
understandable by the target

audience

Statistical relationships involve so
many variables that they must be
decomposed in marginals so as to

ease their analysis

Statistical relationships cannot be
interpreted even if already

decomposed, and predictors are so
complex that model can be only

analyzed with mathematical tools

Not needed

Tree Ensembles ✗ ✗ ✗

Needed: Usually Model
simplification or Feature relevance

techniques

Support Vector Machines ✗ ✗ ✗

Needed: Usually Model
simplification or Local explanations

techniques

Multi–layer Neural Network ✗ ✗ ✗

Needed: Usually Model
simplification, Feature relevance or

Visualization techniques

Convolutional Neural Network ✗ ✗ ✗
Needed: Usually Feature relevance

or Visualization techniques

Recurrent Neural Network ✗ ✗ ✗
Needed: Usually Feature relevance

techniques

Table 2.2: Overall picture of the classification of ML models attending to their level of
explainability.
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Figure 2.3: Conceptual diagram showing the different post-hoc explainability approaches
available for a ML model Mφ.

2.3 Transparent Machine Learning Models

The previous section introduced the concept of transparent models. A model is considered
to be transparent if by itself it is understandable. The models surveyed in this section are a
suit of transparent models that can fall in one or all of the levels of model transparency de-
scribed previously (namely, simulatability, decomposability and algorithmic transparency).
In what follows we provide reasons for this statement, with graphical support given in
Figure 2.4.

2.3.1 Linear/Logistic Regression

Logistic Regression (LR) is a classification model to predict a dependent variable (category)
that is dichotomous (binary). However, when the dependent variable is continuous, linear
regression would be its homonym. This model takes the assumption of linear dependence
between the predictors and the predicted variables, impeding a flexible fit to the data.
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Figure 2.4: Graphical illustration of the levels of transparency of different ML models
considered in this overview: (a) Linear regression; (b) Decision trees; (c) K-Nearest
Neighbors; (d) Rule-based Learners; (e) Generalized Additive Models; (f) Bayesian Models.

This specific reason (stiffness of the model) is the one that maintains the model under
the umbrella of transparent methods. However, as stated in Section 2, explainability is
linked to a certain audience, which makes a model fall under both categories depending
who is to interpret it. This way, logistic and linear regression, although clearly meeting
the characteristics of transparent models (algorithmic transparency, decomposability and
simulatability), may also demand post-hoc explainability techniques (mainly, visualization),
particularly when the model is to be explained to non-expert audiences.

The usage of this model has been largely applied within Social Sciences for quite a long
time, which has pushed researchers to create ways of explaining the results of the models
to non-expert users. Most authors agree on the different techniques used to analyze and
express the soundness of LR [174, 175, 176, 177], including the overall model evaluation,
statistical tests of individual predictors, goodness-of-fit statistics and validation of the
predicted probabilities. The overall model evaluation shows the improvement of the applied
model over a baseline, showing if it is in fact improving the model without predictions.
The statistical significance of single predictors is shown by calculating the Wald chi-square
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statistic. The goodness-of-fit statistics show the quality of fitness of the model to the data
and how significant this is. This can be achieved by resorting to different techniques e.g.
the so-called Hosmer-Lemeshow (H-L) statistic. The validation of predicted probabilities
involves testing whether the output of the model corresponds to what is shown by the data.
These techniques show mathematical ways of representing the fitness of the model and its
behavior.

Other techniques from other disciplines besides Statistics can be adopted for explaining
these regression models. Visualization techniques are very powerful when presenting
statistical conclusions to users not well-versed in statistics. For instance, the work in [178]
shows that the usage of probabilities to communicate the results, implied that the users
where able to estimate the outcomes correctly in 10% of the cases, as opposed to 46% of the
cases when using natural frequencies. Although logistic regression is among the simplest
classification models in supervised learning, there are concepts that must be taken care of.

In this line of reasoning, the authors of [179] unveil some concerns with the interpre-
tations derived from LR. They first mention how dangerous it might be to interpret log
odds ratios and odd ratios as substantive effects, since they also represent unobserved
heterogeneity. Linked to this first concern, [179] also states that a comparison between
these ratios across models with different variables might be problematic, since the unob-
served heterogeneity is likely to vary, thereby invalidating the comparison. Finally they
also mention that the comparison of these odds across different samples, groups and time
is also risky, since the variation of the heterogeneity is not known across samples, groups
and time points. This last paper serves the purpose of visualizing the problems a model’s
interpretation might entail, even when its construction is as simple as that of LR.

Also interesting is to note that, for a model such as logistic or linear regression to
maintain decomposability and simulatability, its size must be limited, and the variables
used must be understandable by their users. As stated in Section 2, if inputs to the model
are highly engineered features that are complex or difficult to understand, the model at
hand will be far from being decomposable. Similarly, if the model is so large that a human
cannot think of the model as a whole, its simulatability will be put to question.

2.3.2 Decision Trees

Decision trees are another example of a model that can easily fulfill every constraint for
transparency. Decision trees are hierarchical structures for decision making used to support
regression and classification problems [131, 180]. In the simplest of their flavors, decision
trees are simulatable models. However, their properties can render them decomposable or
algorithmically transparent.

Decision trees have always lingered in between the different categories of transparent
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models. Their utilization has been closely linked to decision making contexts, being
the reason why their complexity and understandability have always been considered a
paramount matter. A proof of this relevance can be found in the upsurge of contributions to
the literature dealing with decision tree simplification and generation [131, 180, 181, 182].
As noted above, although being capable of fitting every category within transparent models,
the individual characteristics of decision trees can push them toward the category of
algorithmically transparent models. A simulatable decision tree is one that is manageable
by a human user. This means its size is somewhat small and the amount of features and
their meaning are easily understandable. An increment in size transforms the model into
a decomposable one since its size impedes its full evaluation (simulation) by a human.
Finally, further increasing its size and using complex feature relations will make the model
algorithmically transparent loosing the previous characteristics.

Decision trees have long been used in decision support contexts due to their off-the-
shelf transparency. Many applications of these models fall out of the fields of computation
and AI (even information technologies), meaning that experts from other fields usually
feel comfortable interpreting the outputs of these models [183, 184, 185]. However, their
poor generalization properties in comparison with other models make this model family
less interesting for their application to scenarios where a balance between predictive
performance is a design driver of utmost importance. Tree ensembles aim at overcoming
such a poor performance by aggregating the predictions performed by trees learned on
different subsets of training data. Unfortunately, the combination of decision trees looses
every transparent property, calling for the adoption of post-hoc explainability techniques as
the ones reviewed later in the manuscript.

2.3.3 K-Nearest Neighbors

Another method that falls within transparent models is that of K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN),
which deals with classification problems in a methodologically simple way: it predicts
the class of a test sample by voting the classes of its K nearest neighbors (where the
neighborhood relation is induced by a measure of distance between samples). When used in
the context of regression problems, the voting is replaced by an aggregation (e.g. average)
of the target values associated with the nearest neighbors.

In terms of model explainability, it is important to observe that predictions generated by
KNN models rely on the notion of distance and similarity between examples, which can
be tailored depending on the specific problem being tackled. Interestingly, this prediction
approach resembles that of experience-based human decision making, which decides upon
the result of past similar cases. There lies the rationale of why KNN has also been adopted
widely in contexts in which model interpretability is a requirement [186, 187, 188, 189].
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Furthermore, aside from being simple to explain, the ability to inspect the reasons by which
a new sample has been classified inside a group and to examine how these predictions
evolve when the number of neighbors K is increased or decreased empowers the interaction
between the users and the model.

One must keep in mind that as mentioned before, KNN’s class of transparency depends
on the features, the number of neighbors and the distance function used to measure the
similarity between data instances. A very high K impedes a full simulation of the model
performance by a human user. Similarly, the usage of complex features and/or distance
functions would hinder the decomposability of the model, restricting its interpretability
solely to the transparency of its algorithmic operations.

2.3.4 Rule-based Learning

Rule-based learning refers to every model that generates rules to characterize the data it
is intended to learn from. Rules can take the form of simple conditional if-then rules or
more complex combinations of simple rules to form their knowledge. Also connected to
this general family of models, fuzzy rule based systems are designed for a broader scope
of action, allowing for the definition of verbally formulated rules over imprecise domains.
Fuzzy systems improve two main axis relevant for this paper. First, they empower more
understandable models since they operate in linguistic terms. Second, they perform better
that classic rule systems in contexts with certain degrees of uncertainty. Rule based learners
are clearly transparent models that have been often used to explain complex models by
generating rules that explain their predictions [125, 126, 190, 191].

Rule learning approaches have been extensively used for knowledge representation in
expert systems [192]. However, a central problem with rule generation approaches is the
coverage (amount) and the specificity (length) of the rules generated. This problem relates
directly to the intention for their use in the first place. When building a rule database, a
typical design goal sought by the user is to be able to analyze and understand the model.
The amount of rules in a model will clearly improve the performance of the model at the
stake of compromising its intepretability. Similarly, the specificity of the rules plays also
against interpretability, since a rule with a high number of antecedents an/or consequences
might become difficult to interpret. In this same line of reasoning, these two features of a
rule based learner play along with the classes of transparent models presented in Section
2. The greater the coverage or the specificity is, the closer the model will be to being just
algorithmically transparent. Sometimes, the reason to transition from classical rules to
fuzzy rules is to relax the constraints of rule sizes, since a greater range can be covered
with less stress on interpretability.

Rule based learners are great models in terms of interpretability across fields. Their
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natural and seamless relation to human behaviour makes them very suitable to understand
and explain other models. If a certain threshold of coverage is acquired, a rule wrapper
can be thought to contain enough information about a model to explain its behavior to
a non-expert user, without forfeiting the possibility of using the generated rules as an
standalone prediction model.

2.3.5 General Additive Models

In statistics, a Generalized Additive Model (GAM) is a linear model in which the value of
the variable to be predicted is given by the aggregation of a number of unknown smooth
functions defined for the predictor variables. The purpose of such model is to infer the
smooth functions whose aggregate composition approximates the predicted variable. This
structure is easily interpretable, since it allows the user to verify the importance of each
variable, namely, how it affects (through its corresponding function) the predicted output.

Similarly to every other transparent model, the literature is replete with case studies
where GAMs are in use, specially in fields related to risk assessment. When compared to
other models, these are understandable enough to make users feel confident on using them
for practical applications in finance [193, 194, 195], environmental studies [196], geology
[197], healthcare [7], biology [198, 199] and energy [200]. Most of these contributions
use visualization methods to further ease the interpretation of the model. GAMs might be
also considered as simulatable and decomposable models if the properties mentioned in its
definitions are fulfilled, but to an extent that depends roughly on eventual modifications to
the baseline GAM model, such as the introduction of link functions to relate the aggregation
with the predicted output, or the consideration of interactions between predictors.

All in all, applications of GAMs like the ones exemplified above share one common
factor: understandability. The main driver for conducting these studies with GAMs is to
understand the underlying relationships that build up the cases for scrutiny. In those cases
the research goal is not accuracy for its own sake, but rather the need for understanding
the problem behind and the relationship underneath the variables involved in data. This is
why GAMs have been accepted in certain communities as their de facto modeling choice,
despite their acknowledged misperforming behavior when compared to more complex
counterparts.

2.3.6 Bayesian Models

A Bayesian model usually takes the form of a probabilistic directed acyclic graphical model
whose links represent the conditional dependencies between a set of variables. For example,
a Bayesian network could represent the probabilistic relationships between diseases and
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symptoms. Given symptoms, the network can be used to compute the probabilities of
the presence of various diseases. Similar to GAMs, these models also convey a clear
representation of the relationships between features and the target, which in this case are
given explicitly by the connections linking variables to each other.

Once again, Bayesian models fall below the ceiling of Transparent models. Its cat-
egorization leaves it under simulatable, decomposable and algorithmically transparent.
However, it is worth noting that under certain circumstances (overly complex or cum-
bersome variables), a model may loose these first two properties. Bayesian models have
been shown to lead to great insights in assorted applications such as cognitive modeling
[201, 202], fishery [196, 203], gaming [204], climate [205], econometrics [206] or robotics
[207]. Furthermore, they have also been utilized to explain other models, such as averaging
tree ensembles [208].

2.4 Post-hoc Explainability Techniques for Machine Learn-
ing Models

When ML models do not meet any of the criteria imposed to declare them transparent, a
separate method must be devised and applied to the model to explain its decisions. This
is the purpose of post-hoc explainability techniques (also referred to as post-modeling
explainability), which aim at communicating understandable information about how an
already developed model produces its predictions for any given input. In this section
we categorize and review different algorithmic approaches for post-hoc explainability,
discriminating among 1) those that are designed for their application to ML models of any
kind; and 2) those that are designed for a specific ML model and thus, can not be directly
extrapolated to any other learner. We now elaborate on the trends identified around post-hoc
explainability for different ML models, which are illustrated in Figure 2.5 in the form of
hierarchical bibliographic categories and summarized next:

• Model-agnostic techniques for post-hoc explainability (Subsection 2.4.1), which can
be applied seamlessly to any ML model disregarding its inner processing or internal
representations.

• Post-hoc explainability that are tailored or specifically designed to explain certain ML
models. We divide our literature analysis into two main branches: contributions dealing
with post-hoc explainability of shallow ML models, which collectively refers to all ML
models that do not hinge on layered structures of neural processing units (Subsection
2.4.2); and techniques devised for deep learning models, which correspondingly denote
the family of neural networks and related variants, such as convolutional neural networks,
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recurrent neural networks (Subsection 2.4.3) and hybrid schemes encompassing deep
neural networks and transparent models. For each model we perform a thorough re-
view of the latest post-hoc methods proposed by the research community, along with a
identification of trends followed by such contributions.

• We end our literature analysis with Subsection 2.4.4, where we present a second taxonomy
that complements the more general one in Figure 2.5 by classifying contributions dealing
with the post-hoc explanation of Deep Learning models. To this end we focus on particular
aspects related to this family of black-box ML methods, and expose how they link to the
classification criteria used in the first taxonomy.

2.4.1 Model-agnostic Techniques for Post-hoc Explainability
Model-agnostic techniques for post-hoc explainability are designed to be plugged to any
model with the intent of extracting some information from its prediction procedure. Some-
times, simplification techniques are used to generate proxies that mimic their antecedents
with the purpose of having something tractable and of reduced complexity. Other times,
the intent focuses on extracting knowledge directly from the models or simply visualizing
them to ease the interpretation of their behavior. Following the taxonomy introduced in
Section 2, model-agnostic techniques may rely on model simplification, feature relevance
estimation and visualization techniques:

• Explanation by simplification. They are arguably the broadest technique under the cate-
gory of model agnostic post-hoc methods. Local explanations are also present within this
category, since sometimes, simplified models are only representative of certain sections
of a model. Almost all techniques taking this path for model simplification are based on
rule extraction techniques. Among the most known contributions to this approach we
encounter the technique of Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME)
[31] and all its variations [214, 216]. LIME builds locally linear models around the
predictions of an opaque model to explain it. These contributions fall under explanations
by simplification as well as under local explanations. Besides LIME and related flavors,
another approach to rule extraction is G-REX [212]. Although it was not originally
intended for extracting rules from opaque models, the generic proposition of G-REX has
been extended to also account for model explainability purposes [190, 211]. In line with
rule extraction methods, the work in [215] presents a novel approach to learn rules in
CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form) or DNF (Disjunctive Normal Form) to bridge from
a complex model to a human-interpretable model. Another contribution that falls off
the same branch is that in [218], where the authors formulate model simplification as
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XAI in ML

Transparent Models

Logistic / Linear Regression
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K-Nearest Neighbors
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General Additive Models: [7]

Bayesian Models: [158, 48, 209, 210]

Post-Hoc Explainability

Model-Agnostic

Explanation by simplification

Rule-based learner: [31, 50, 119, 190, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216]

Decision Tree: [22, 118, 132, 134, 148, 217, 218]

Others: [55, 219]

Feature relevance explanation

Influence functions: [173, 220, 221]

Sensitivity: [222, 223]

Game theory inspired: [224, 225] [226]

Saliency: [84, 227]

Interaction based: [122, 228]

Others: [139, 140, 229, 230, 231]

Local Explanations

Rule-based learner: [31, 216]

Decision Tree: [232, 233]

Others: [66, 224, 230, 234, 235, 236, 237]

Visual explanation

Conditional / Dependence / Shapley plots: [55, 224, 238, 239]

Sensitivity / Saliency: [84, 227] [222, 223]

Others: [116, 122, 139, 178, 234]

Model-Specific

Ensembles and Multiple Classifier Systems

Explanation by simplification Decision Tree/Prototype: [83, 117, 121]

Feature relevance explanation Feature importance / contribution: [102, 103, 240, 241]

Visual explanation Variable importance / attribution: [103, 241] [242, 243]

Support Vector Machines

Explanation by simplification

Rule-based learner: [56, 92, 93, 97, 105, 133, 244, 245, 246]

Probabilistic: [247, 248]

Others: [101]

Feature relevance explanation Feature Contribution / Statistics: [249] [115, 249]

Visual explanation Internal visualization: [67, 76, 250]

Multi-Layer Neural Networks

Explanation by simplification

Rule-based learner: [81, 82, 146, 147, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256]

Decision Tree: [22, 55, 78, 80, 96, 134, 257, 258, 259]

Others: [79]

Feature relevance explanation
Importance/Contribution: [59, 60, 109, 260, 261]

Sensitivity / Saliency: [260] [262]

Local explanation Decision Tree / Sensitivity: [233] [263]

Explanation by Example Activation clusters: [8, 143]

Text explanation Caption generation: [110] [149]

Visual explanation Saliency / Weights: [264]

Architecture modification Others: [8] [265] [266]

Convolutional Neural Networks

Explanation by simplification Decision Tree: [77]

Feature relevance explanation
Activations: [71, 267] [45]

Feature Extraction: [71, 267]

Visual explanation

Filter / Activation: [62, 135, 136, 141, 151, 268, 269, 270]

Sensitivity / Saliency: [130, 271] [45]

Others: [272]

Architecture modification

Layer modification: [142, 273, 274]

Model combination: [90, 273, 275]

Attention networks: [106, 113, 276, 277] [90]

Loss modification: [275] [112]

Others: [278]

Recurrent Neural Networks

Explanation by simplification Rule-based learner: [145]

Feature relevance explanation Activation propagation: [279]

Visual explanation Activations: [280]

Architecture modification
Loss / Layer modification: [275, 281] [273]

Others: [150, 282, 283] [284]

Figure 2.5: Taxonomy of the reviewed literature and trends identified for explainability
techniques related to different ML models. References boxed in blue, green and red
correspond to XAI techniques using image, text or tabular data, respectively. In order to
build this taxonomy, the literature has been analyzed in depth to discriminate whether a
post-hoc technique can be seamlessly applied to any ML model, even if, e.g., explicitly
mentions Deep Learning in its title and/or abstract.
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a model extraction process by approximating a transparent model to the complex one.
Simplification is approached from a different perspective in [119], where an approach
to distill and audit black box models is presented. In it, two main ideas are exposed: a
method for model distillation and comparison to audit black-box risk scoring models;
and an statistical test to check if the auditing data is missing key features it was trained
with. The popularity of model simplification is evident, given it temporally coincides
with the most recent literature on XAI, including techniques such as LIME or G-REX.
This symptomatically reveals that this post-hoc explainability approach is envisaged to
continue playing a central role on XAI.

• Feature relevance explanation techniques aim to describe the functioning of an opaque
model by ranking or measuring the influence, relevance or importance each feature has in
the prediction output by the model to be explained. An amalgam of propositions are found
within this category, each resorting to different algorithmic approaches with the same
targeted goal. One fruitful contribution to this path is that of [224] called SHAP (SHapley
Additive exPlanations). Its authors presented a method to calculate an additive feature
importance score for each particular prediction with a set of desirable properties (local
accuracy, missingness and consistency) that its antecedents lacked. Another approach to
tackle the contribution of each feature to predictions has been coalitional Game Theory
[225] and local gradients [234]. Similarly, by means of local gradients [230] test the
changes needed in each feature to produce a change in the output of the model. In
[228] the authors analyze the relations and dependencies found in the model by grouping
features, that combined, bring insights about the data. The work in [173] presents a
broad variety of measures to tackle the quantification of the degree of influence of inputs
on outputs of systems. Their QII (Quantitative Input Influence) measures account for
correlated inputs while measuring influence. In contrast, in [222] the authors build
upon the existing SA (Sensitivity Analysis) to construct a Global SA which extends
the applicability of the existing methods. In [227] a real-time image saliency method
is proposed, which is applicable to differentiable image classifiers. The study in [122]
presents the so-called Automatic STRucture IDentification method (ASTRID) to inspect
which attributes are exploited by a classifier to generate a prediction. This method finds
the largest subset of features such that the accuracy of a classifier trained with this subset
of features cannot be distinguished in terms of accuracy from a classifier built on the
original feature set. In [221] the authors use influence functions to trace a model’s
prediction back to the training data, by only requiring an oracle version of the model with
access to gradients and Hessian-vector products. Heuristics for creating counterfactual
examples by modifying the input of the model have been also found to contribute to its
explainability [236, 237]. Compared to those attempting explanations by simplification,
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a similar amount of publications were found tackling explainability by means of feature
relevance techniques. Many of the contributions date from 2017 and some from 2018,
implying that as with model simplification techniques, feature relevance has also become
a vibrant subject study in the current XAI landscape.

• Visual explanation techniques are a vehicle to achieve model-agnostic explanations.
Representative works in this area can be found in [222], which present a portfolio of
visualization techniques to help in the explanation of a black-box ML model built upon the
set of extended techniques mentioned earlier (Global SA). Another set of visualization
techniques is presented in [223]. The authors present three novel SA methods (data
based SA, Monte-Carlo SA, cluster-based SA) and one novel input importance measure
(Average Absolute Deviation). Finally, [238] presents ICE (Individual Conditional
Expectation) plots as a tool for visualizing the model estimated by any supervised
learning algorithm. Visual explanations are less common in the field of model-agnostic
techniques for post-hoc explainability. Since the design of these methods must ensure
that they can be seamlessly applied to any ML model disregarding its inner structure,
creating visualizations from just inputs and outputs from an opaque model is a complex
task. This is why almost all visualization methods falling in this category work along with
feature relevance techniques, which provide the information that is eventually displayed
to the end user.

Several trends emerge from our literature analysis. To begin with, rule extraction tech-
niques prevail in model-agnostic contributions under the umbrella of post-hoc explainability.
This could have been intuitively expected if we bear in mind the wide use of rule based
learning as explainability wrappers anticipated in Section 2.3.4, and the complexity imposed
by not being able to get into the model itself. Similarly, another large group of contributions
deals with feature relevance. Lately these techniques are gathering much attention by the
community when dealing with DL models, with hybrid approaches that utilize particular
aspects of this class of models and therefore, compromise the independence of the feature
relevance method on the model being explained. Finally, visualization techniques propose
interesting ways for visualizing the output of feature relevance techniques to ease the task
of model’s interpretation. By contrast, visualization techniques for other aspects of the
trained model (e.g. its structure, operations, etc) are tightly linked to the specific model to
be explained.

2.4.2 Post-hoc Explainability in Shallow ML Models
Shallow ML covers a diversity of supervised learning models. Within these models, there
are strictly interpretable (transparent) approaches (e.g. KNN and Decision Trees, already
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discussed in Section 2.3). However, other shallow ML models rely on more sophisticated
learning algorithms that require additional layers of explanation. Given their prominence
and notable performance in predictive tasks, this section concentrates on two popular
shallow ML models (tree ensembles and Support Vector Machines, SVMs) that require the
adoption of post-hoc explainability techniques for explaining their decisions.

Tree Ensembles, Random Forests and Multiple Classifier Systems

Tree ensembles are arguably among the most accurate ML models in use nowadays. Their
advent came as an efficient means to improve the generalization capability of single decision
trees, which are usually prone to overfitting. To circumvent this issue, tree ensembles
combine different trees to obtain an aggregated prediction/regression. While it results to
be effective against overfitting, the combination of models makes the interpretation of the
overall ensemble more complex than each of its compounding tree learners, forcing the
user to draw from post-hoc explainability techniques. For tree ensembles, techniques found
in the literature are explanation by simplification and feature relevance techniques; we next
examine recent advances in these techniques.

To begin with, many contributions have been presented to simplify tree ensembles
while maintaining part of the accuracy accounted for the added complexity. The author
from [118] poses the idea of training a single albeit less complex model from a set of
random samples from the data (ideally following the real data distribution) labeled by the
ensemble model. Another approach for simplification is that in [117], in which authors
create a Simplified Tree Ensemble Learner (STEL). Likewise, [121] presents the usage
of two models (simple and complex) being the former the one in charge of interpretation
and the latter of prediction by means of Expectation-Maximization and Kullback-Leibler
divergence. As opposed to what was seen in model-agnostic techniques, not that many
techniques to board explainability in tree ensembles by means of model simplification. It
derives from this that either the proposed techniques are good enough, or model-agnostic
techniques do cover the scope of simplification already.

Following simplification procedures, feature relevance techniques are also used in the
field of tree ensembles. Breiman [285] was the first to analyze the variable importance
within Random Forests. His method is based on measuring MDA (Mean Decrease Ac-
curacy) or MIE (Mean Increase Error) of the forest when a certain variable is randomly
permuted in the out-of-bag samples. Following this contribution [241] shows, in an real
setting, how the usage of variable importance reflects the underlying relationships of a
complex system modeled by a Random Forest. Finally, a crosswise technique among post-
hoc explainability, [240] proposes a framework that poses recommendations that, if taken,
would convert an example from one class to another. This idea attempts to disentangle the
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variables importance in a way that is further descriptive. In the article, the authors show
how these methods can be used to elevate recommendations to improve malicious online
ads to make them rank higher in paying rates.

Similar to the trend shown in model-agnostic techniques, for tree ensembles again,
simplification and feature relevance techniques seem to be the most used schemes. How-
ever, contrarily to what was observed before, most papers date back from 2017 and place
their focus mostly on bagging ensembles. When shifting the focus towards other ensemble
strategies, scarce activity has been recently noted around the explainability of boosting and
stacking classifiers. Among the latter, it is worth highlighting the connection between the
reason why a compounding learner of the ensemble produces an specific prediction on a
given data, and its contribution to the output of the ensemble. The so-called Stacking With
Auxiliary Features (SWAF) approach proposed in [242] points in this direction by harness-
ing and integrating explanations in stacking ensembles to improve their generalization. This
strategy allows not only relying on the output of the compounding learners, but also on the
origin of that output and its consensus across the entire ensemble. Other interesting studies
on the explainability of ensemble techniques include model-agnostic schemes such as
DeepSHAP [226], put into practice with stacking ensembles and multiple classifier systems
in addition to Deep Learning models; the combination of explanation maps of multiple
classifiers to produce improved explanations of the ensemble to which they belong [243];
and recent insights dealing with traditional and gradient boosting ensembles [286, 287].

Support Vector Machines

Another shallow ML model with historical presence in the literature is the SVM. SVM
models are more complex than tree ensembles, with a much opaquer structure. Many
implementations of post-hoc explainability techniques have been proposed to relate what is
mathematically described internally in these models, to what different authors considered
explanations about the problem at hand. Technically, an SVM constructs a hyper-plane or set
of hyper-planes in a high or infinite-dimensional space, which can be used for classification,
regression, or other tasks such as outlier detection. Intuitively, a good separation is achieved
by the hyperplane that has the largest distance (so-called functional margin) to the nearest
training-data point of any class, since in general, the larger the margin, the lower the
generalization error of the classifier. SVMs are among the most used ML models due to
their excellent prediction and generalization capabilities. From the techniques stated in
Section 2, post-hoc explainability applied to SVMs covers explanation by simplification,
local explanations, visualizations and explanations by example.

Among explanation by simplification, four classes of simplifications are made. Each of
them differentiates from the other by how deep they go into the algorithm inner structure.
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First, some authors propose techniques to build rule based models only from the support
vectors of a trained model. This is the approach of [92], which proposes a method that
extracts rules directly from the support vectors of a trained SVM using a modified sequential
covering algorithm. In [56] the same authors propose eclectic rule extraction, still consid-
ering only the support vectors of a trained model. The work in [93] generates fuzzy rules
instead of classical propositional rules. Here, the authors argue that long antecedents reduce
comprehensibility, hence, a fuzzy approach allows for a more linguistically understandable
result. The second class of simplifications can be exemplified by [97], which proposed the
addition of the SVM’s hyperplane, along with the support vectors, to the components in
charge of creating the rules. His method relies on the creation of hyper-rectangles from
the intersections between the support vectors and the hyper-plane. In a third approach to
model simplification, another group of authors considered adding the actual training data as
a component for building the rules. In [125, 244, 246] the authors proposed a clustering
method to group prototype vectors for each class. By combining them with the support
vectors, it allowed defining ellipsoids and hyper-rectangles in the input space. Similarly in
[105], the authors proposed the so-called Hyper-rectangle Rule Extraction, an algorithm
based on SVC (Support Vector Clustering) to find prototype vectors for each class and then
define small hyper-rectangles around. In [104], the authors formulate the rule extraction
problem as a multi-constrained optimization to create a set of non-overlapping rules. Each
rule conveys a non-empty hyper-cube with a shared edge with the hyper-plane. In a similar
study conducted in [245], extracting rules for gene expression data, the authors presented a
novel technique as a component of a multi-kernel SVM. This multi-kernel method consists
of feature selection, prediction modeling and rule extraction. Finally, the study in [133]
makes use of a growing SVC to give an interpretation to SVM decisions in terms of linear
rules that define the space in Voronoi sections from the extracted prototypes.

Leaving aside rule extraction, the literature has also contemplated some other techniques
to contribute to the interpretation of SVMs. Three of them (visualization techniques) are
clearly used toward explaining SVM models when used for concrete applications. For
instance, [76] presents an innovative approach to visualize trained SVM to extract the
information content from the kernel matrix. They center the study on Support Vector
Regression models. They show the ability of the algorithm to visualize which of the input
variables are actually related with the associated output data. In [67] a visual way combines
the output of the SVM with heatmaps to guide the modification of compounds in late stages
of drug discovery. They assign colors to atoms based on the weights of a trained linear
SVM that allows for a much more comprehensive way of debugging the process. In [115]
the authors argue that many of the presented studies for interpreting SVMs only account
for the weight vectors, leaving the margin aside. In their study they show how this margin
is important, and they create an statistic that explicitly accounts for the SVM margin. The
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authors show how this statistic is specific enough to explain the multivariate patterns shown
in neuroimaging.

Noteworthy is also the intersection between SVMs and Bayesian systems, the latter
being adopted as a post-hoc technique to explain decisions made by the SVM model. This
is the case of [248] and [247], which are studies where SVMs are interpreted as MAP
(Maximum A Posteriori) solutions to inference problems with Gaussian Process priors. This
framework makes tuning the hyper-parameters comprehensible and gives the capability
of predicting class probabilities instead of the classical binary classification of SVMs.
Interpretability of SVM models becomes even more involved when dealing with non-CPD
(Conditional Positive Definite) kernels that are usually harder to interpret due to missing
geometrical and theoretical understanding. The work in [101] revolves around this issue
with a geometrical interpretation of indefinite kernel SVMs, showing that these do not
classify by hyper-plane margin optimization. Instead, they minimize the distance between
convex hulls in pseudo-Euclidean spaces.

A difference might be appreciated between the post-hoc techniques applied to other
models and those noted for SVMs. In previous models, model simplification in a broad
sense was the prominent method for post-hoc explainability. In SVMs, local explanations
have started to take some weight among the propositions. However, simplification based
methods are, on average, much older than local explanations.

As a final remark, none of the reviewed methods treating SVM explainability are dated
beyond 2017, which might be due to the progressive proliferation of DL models in almost
all disciplines. Another plausible reason is that these models are already understood, so it
is hard to improve upon what has already been done.

2.4.3 Explainability in Deep Learning

Post-hoc local explanations and feature relevance techniques are increasingly the most
adopted methods for explaining DNNs. This section reviews explainability studies proposed
for the most used DL models, namely multi-layer neural networks, Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN).

Multi-layer Neural Networks

From their inception, multi-layer neural networks (also known as multi-layer perceptrons)
have been warmly welcomed by the academic community due to their huge ability to infer
complex relations among variables. However, as stated in the introduction, developers
and engineers in charge of deploying these models in real-life production find in their
questionable explainability a common reason for reluctance. That is why neural networks
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have been always considered as black-box models. The fact that explainability is often
a must for the model to be of practical value, forced the community to generate multiple
explainability techniques for multi-layer neural networks, including model simplification
approaches, feature relevance estimators, text explanations, local explanations and model
visualizations.

Several model simplification techniques have been proposed for neural networks with
one single hidden layer, however very few works have been presented for neural networks
with multiple hidden layers. One of these few works is DeepRED algorithm [257], which
extends the decompositional approach to rule extraction (splitting at neuron level) presented
in [259] for multi-layer neural network by adding more decision trees and rules.

Some other works use model simplification as a post-hoc explainability approach. For
instance, [55] presents a simple distillation method called Interpretable Mimic Learning to
extract an interpretable model by means of gradient boosting trees. In the same direction,
the authors in [134] propose a hierarchical partitioning of the feature space that reveals the
iterative rejection of unlikely class labels, until association is predicted. In addition, several
works addressed the distillation of knowledge from an ensemble of models into a single
model [79, 288, 289] .

Given the fact that the simplification of multi-layer neural networks is more complex as
the number of layers increases, explaining these models by feature relevance methods has
become progressively more popular. One of the representative works in this area is [59],
which presents a method to decompose the network classification decision into contributions
of its input elements. They consider each neuron as an object that can be decomposed and
expanded then aggregate and back-propagate these decompositions through the network,
resulting in a deep Taylor decomposition. In the same direction, the authors in [109]
proposed DeepLIFT, an approach for computing importance scores in a multi-layer neural
network. Their method compares the activation of a neuron to the reference activation and
assigns the score according to the difference.

On the other hand, some works try to verify the theoretical soundness of current
explainability methods. For example, the authors in [262], bring up a fundamental problem
of most feature relevance techniques, designed for multi-layer networks. They showed that
two axioms that such techniques ought to fulfill namely, sensitivity and implementation
invariance, are violated in practice by most approaches. Following these axioms, the
authors of [262] created integrated gradients, a new feature relevance method proven to
meet the aforementioned axioms. Similarly, the authors in [60] analyzed the correctness
of current feature relevance explanation approaches designed for Deep Neural Networks,
e,g., DeConvNet, Guided BackProp and LRP, on simple linear neural networks. Their
analysis showed that these methods do not produce the theoretically correct explanation
and presented two new explanation methods PatternNet and PatternAttribution that are
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more theoretically sound for both, simple and deep neural networks.

Convolutional Neural Networks

Currently, CNNs constitute the state-of-art models in all fundamental computer vision tasks,
from image classification and object detection to instance segmentation. Typically, these
models are built as a sequence of convolutional layers and pooling layers to automatically
learn increasingly higher level features. At the end of the sequence, one or multiple fully
connected layers are used to map the output features map into scores. This structure entails
extremely complex internal relations that are very difficult to explain. Fortunately, the road
to explainability for CNNs is easier than for other types of models, as the human cognitive
skills favors the understanding of visual data.

Existing works that aim at understanding what CNNs learn can be divided into two
broad categories: 1) those that try to understand the decision process by mapping back the
output in the input space to see which parts of the input were discriminative for the output;
and 2) those that try to delve inside the network and interpret how the intermediate layers
see the external world, not necessarily related to any specific input, but in general.

One of the seminal works in the first category was [290]. When an input image runs
feed-forward through a CNN, each layer outputs a number of feature maps with strong and
soft activations. The authors in [290] used Deconvnet, a network designed previously by
the same authors [141] that, when fed with a feature map from a selected layer, reconstructs
the maximum activations. These reconstructions can give an idea about the parts of the
image that produced that effect. To visualize these strongest activations in the input image,
the same authors used the occlusion sensitivity method to generate a saliency map [135],
which consists of iteratively forwarding the same image through the network occluding a
different region at a time.

To improve the quality of the mapping on the input space, several subsequent papers
proposed simplifying both the CNN architecture and the visualization method. In particular,
[95] included a global average pooling layer between the last convolutional layer of the CNN
and the fully-connected layer that predicts the object class. With this simple architectural
modification of the CNN, the authors built a class activation map that helps identify the
image regions that were particularly important for a specific object class by projecting
back the weights of the output layer on the convolutional feature maps. Later, in [142],
the authors showed that max-pooling layers can be used to replace convolutional layers
with a large stride without loss in accuracy on several image recognition benchmarks. They
obtained a cleaner visualization than Deconvnet by using a guided backpropagation method.

To increase the interpretability of classical CNNs, the authors in [112] used a loss
for each filter in high level convolutional layers to force each filter to learn very specific
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object components. The obtained activation patterns are much more interpretable for their
exclusiveness with respect to the different labels to be predicted. The authors in [71]
proposed visualizing the contribution to the prediction of each single pixel of the input
image in the form of a heatmap. They used a Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP)
technique, which relies on a Taylor series close to the prediction point rather than partial
derivatives at the prediction point itself. To further improve the quality of the visualization,
attribution methods such as heatmaps, saliency maps or class activation methods (GradCAM
[291]) are used (see Figure 2.6). In particular, the authors in [291] proposed a Gradient-
weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM), which uses the gradients of any target
concept, flowing into the final convolutional layer to produce a coarse localization map,
highlighting the important regions in the image for predicting the concept.

(a) Heatmap [168] (b) Attribution [292] (c) Grad-CAM [291]

Figure 2.6: Examples of rendering for different XAI visualization techniques on images.

In addition to the aforementioned feature relevance and visual explanation methods,
some works proposed generating text explanations of the visual content of the image. For
example, the authors in [90] combined a CNN feature extractor with an RNN attention
model to automatically learn to describe the content of images. In the same line, [277]
presented a three-level attention model to perform a fine-grained classification task. The
general model is a pipeline that integrates three types of attention: the object level attention
model proposes candidate image regions or patches from the input image, the part-level
attention model filters out non-relevant patches to a certain object, and the last attention
model localizes discriminative patches. In the task of video captioning, the authors in [110]
use a CNN model combined with a bi-directional LSTM model as encoder to extract video
features and then feed these features to an LSTM decoder to generate textual descriptions.

One of the seminal works in the second category is [136]. In order to analyse the visual
information contained inside the CNN, the authors proposed a general framework that
reconstruct an image from the CNN internal representations and showed that several layers
retain photographically accurate information about the image, with different degrees of
geometric and photometric invariance. To visualize the notion of a class captured by a CNN,
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the same authors created an image that maximizes the class score based on computing the
gradient of the class score with respect to the input image [271]. In the same direction,
the authors in [267] introduced a Deep Generator Network (DGN) that generates the most
representative image for a given output neuron in a CNN.

For quantifying the interpretability of the latent representations of CNNs, the authors
in [124] used a different approach called network dissection. They run a large number
of images through a CNN and then analyze the top activated images by considering each
unit as a concept detector to further evaluate each unit for semantic segmentation. This
paper also examines the effects of classical training techniques on the interpretability of the
learned model. Although many of the techniques examined above utilize local explanations
to achieve an overall explanation of a CNN model, others explicitly focus on building global
explanations based on locally found prototypes. In [263, 293], the authors empirically
showed how local explanations in deep networks are strongly dominated by their lower
level features. They demonstrated that deep architectures provide strong priors that prevent
the altering of how these low-level representations are captured. Instead of using one single
interpretability technique, the framework proposed in [294] combines several methods
to provide much more information about the network. For example, combining feature
visualization (what is a neuron looking for?) with attribution (how does it affect the output?)
allows exploring how the network decides between labels. This visual interpretability
interface displays different blocks such as feature visualization and attribution depending
on the visualization goal. This interface can be thought of as a union of individual elements
that belong to layers (input, hidden, output), atoms (a neuron, channel, spatial or neuron
group), content (activations – the amount a neuron fires, attribution – which classes a
spatial position most contributes to, which tends to be more meaningful in later layers),
and presentation (information visualization, feature visualization). Figure 2.7 shows some
examples. Attribution methods normally rely on pixel association, displaying what part of
an input example is responsible for the network activating in a particular way [292].

(a) Neuron (b) Channel (c) Layer

Figure 2.7: Feature visualization at different levels of a certain network [292].
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All in all, visualization mixed with feature relevance methods are arguably the most
adopted approach to explainability in CNNs. A much simpler approach to all the previously
cited methods was proposed in LIME framework [70], as was described in Subsection
2.4.1 LIME perturbs the input and sees how the predictions change. In image classification,
LIME creates a set of perturbed instances by dividing the input image into interpretable
components (contiguous superpixels), and runs each perturbed instance through the model
to get a probability. A simple linear model learns on this data set, which is locally weighted.
At the end of the process, LIME presents the superpixels with highest positive weights as
an explanation (see Figure 2.8).

(a) Original image (b) Explaining electric guitar (c) Explaining acoustic guitar

Figure 2.8: Examples of explanation when using LIME on images [70].

A completely different explainability approach is proposed in adversarial detection. To
understand model failures in detecting adversarial examples, the authors in [8] apply the
k-nearest neighbors algorithm on the representations of the data learned by each layer of
the CNN. A test input image is considered as adversarial if its representations are far from
the representations of the training images.

Recurrent Neural Networks

As occurs with CNNs in the visual domain, RNNs have lately been used extensively for
predictive problems defined over inherently sequential data, with a notable presence in
natural language processing and time series analysis. These types of data exhibit long-term
dependencies that are complex to be captured by a ML model. RNNs are able to retrieve
such time-dependent relationships by formulating the retention of knowledge in the neuron
as another parametric characteristic that can be learned from data.

Few contributions have been made for explaining RNN models. These studies can
be divided into two groups: 1) explainability by understanding what a RNN model has
learned (mainly via feature relevance methods); and 2) explainability by modifying RNN
architectures to provide insights about the decisions they make (local explanations).
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In the first group, the authors in [279] extend the usage of LRP to RNNs. They propose
a specific propagation rule that works with multiplicative connections as those in LSTMs
(Long Short Term Memory) units and GRUs (Gated Recurrent Units). The authors in
[280] propose a visualization technique based on finite horizon n-grams that discriminates
interpretable cells within LSTM and GRU networks. Following the premise of not altering
the architecture, [295] extends the interpretable mimic learning distillation method used
for CNN models to LSTM networks, so that interpretable features are learned by fitting
Gradient Boosting Trees to the trained LSTM network under focus.

Aside from the approaches that do not change the inner workings of the RNNs, [284]
presents RETAIN (REverse Time AttentIoN) model, which detects influential past patterns
by means of a two-level neural attention model. To create an interpretable RNN, the
authors in [282] propose an RNN based on SISTA (Sequential Iterative Soft-Thresholding
Algorithm) that models a sequence of correlated observations with a sequence of sparse
latent vectors, making its weights interpretable as the parameters of a principled statistical
model. Finally, [283] constructs a combination of an HMM (Hidden Markov Model) and
an RNN, so that the overall model approach harnesses the interpretability of the HMM and
the accuracy of the RNN model.

2.4.4 Alternative Taxonomy of Post-hoc Explainability Techniques for
Deep Learning

DL is the model family where most research has been concentrated in recent times and
they have become central for most of the recent literature on XAI. While the division
between model-agnostic and model-specific is the most common distinction made, the
community has not only relied on this criteria to classify XAI methods. For instance, some
model-agnostic methods such as SHAP [224] are widely used to explain DL models. That
is why several XAI methods can be easily categorized in different taxonomy branches
depending on the angle the method is looked at. An example is LIME which can also be
used over CNNs, despite not being exclusive to deal with images. Searching within the
alternative DL taxonomy shows us that LIME can explicitly be used for Explaining a Deep
Network Processing, as a kind of Linear Proxy Model. Another type of classification is
indeed proposed in [14] with a segmentation based on 3 categories. The first category
groups methods explaining the processing of data by the network, thus answering to the
question “why does this particular input leads to this particular output?”. The second one
concerns methods explaining the representation of data inside the network, i.e., answering
to the question “what information does the network contain?”. The third approach concerns
models specifically designed to simplify the interpretation of their own behavior. Such
a multiplicity of classification possibilities leads to different ways of constructing XAI
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taxonomies.
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Attention Networks
[266, 277, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311]

Representation Disentanglement
[112, 278, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319]
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[323, 324, 325, 326]
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[25, 169, 327, 328, 329, 330]
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[8, 331, 332, 333, 334]

Relational Reasoning
[74, 335, 336, 337]

Case-base Reasoning
[338, 339, 340]

Explanation of Deep

Explanation Producing

Learning Representation

Explanation of Deep
Network Processing

Systems

Simplification

Local Explanation

Text Explanation

Feature Relevance

Architecture Modification

Visual explanation

XAI in DL

XAI in ML

Hybrid Transparent and
Black-box Methods

Transparent Models

(Fig. 11.a)

(Fig. 6)

Explanation by Example

(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: (a) Alternative Deep Learning specific taxonomy extended from the categoriza-
tion from [14]; and (b) its connection to the taxonomy in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.9 shows the alternative Deep Learning taxonomy inferred from [14]. From the
latter, it can be deduced the complementarity and overlapping of this taxonomy to Figure
2.5 as:

• Some methods [271, 279] classified in distinct categories (namely feature relevance for
CNN and feature relevance for RNN) in Figure 2.5 are included in a single category
(Explanation of Deep Network Processing with Salience Mapping) when considering the
classification from [14].
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• Some methods [81, 143] are classified on a single category (Explanation by simplification
for Multi-Layer Neural Network) in Figure 2.5 while being in 2 different categories
(namely, Explanation of Deep Network Processing with Decision Trees and Explanation
of Deep Network Representation with the Role of Representation Vectors) in [14], as
shown in Figure 2.9.

A classification based on explanations of model processing and explanations of model
representation is relevant, as it leads to a differentiation between the execution trace of the
model and its internal data structure. This means that depending of the failure reasons of
a complex model, it would be possible to pick-up the right XAI method according to the
information needed: the execution trace or the data structure. This idea is analogous to
testing and debugging methods used in regular programming paradigms [341].

2.5 XAI: Opportunities, Challenges and Future Research
Needs

We now capitalize on the performed literature review to put forward a critique of the
achievements, trends and challenges that are still to be addressed in the field of explainability
of ML and data fusion models. Actually our discussion on the advances taken so far in this
field has already anticipated some of these challenges. In this section we revisit them and
explore new research opportunities for XAI, identifying possible research paths that can be
followed to address them effectively in years to come:

• When introducing the overview in Section 2.1 we already mentioned the existence of
a trade-off between model interpretability and performance, in the sense that making a
ML model more understandable could eventually degrade the quality of its produced
decisions. In Subsection 2.5.1 we will stress on the potential of XAI developments to
effectively achieve an optimal balance between the interpretability and performance of
ML models.

• In Subsection 2.2.2 we stressed on the imperative need for reaching a consensus on
what explainability entails within the AI realm. Reasons for pursuing explainability are
also assorted and, under our own assessment of the literature so far, not unambiguously
mentioned throughout related works. In Subsection 2.5.2 we will further delve into this
important issue.

• Given its notable prevalence in the XAI literature, Subsections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 revolved on
the explainability of Deep Learning models, examining advances reported so far around
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a specific bibliographic taxonomy. We go in this same direction with Subsection 2.5.3,
which exposes several challenges that hold in regards to the explainability of this family
of models.

• Finally, we close up this prospective discussion with Subsections 2.5.4 to 2.5.8, which
place on the table several research niches that despite its connection to model explainabil-
ity, remain insufficiently studied by the community.

Before delving into these identified challenges, it is important to bear in mind that this
prospective section is complemented by Section 2.6, which enumerates research needs and
open questions related to XAI within a broader context: the need for responsible AI.

2.5.1 On the trade-off between Interpretability and Performance
The matter of interpretability versus performance is one that repeats itself through time, but
as any other big statement, has its surroundings filled with myths and misconceptions.

As perfectly stated in [342], it is not necessarily true that models that are more complex
are inherently more accurate. This statement is false in cases in which the data is well
structured and features at our disposal are of great quality and value. This case is somewhat
common in some industry environments, since features being analyzed are constrained
within very controlled physical problems, in which all of the features are highly correlated,
and not much of the possible landscape of values can be explored in the data [343]. What can
be hold as true, is that more complex models enjoy much more flexibility than their simpler
counterparts, allowing for more complex functions to be approximated. Now, returning
to the statement “models that are more complex are more accurate”, given the premise
that the function to be approximated entails certain complexity, that the data available for
study is greatly widespread among the world of suitable values for each variable and that
there is enough data to harness a complex model, the statement presents itself as a true
statement. It is in this situation that the trade-off between performance and interpretability
can be observed. It should be noted that the attempt at solving problems that do not respect
the aforementioned premises will fall on the trap of attempting to solve a problem that does
not provide enough data diversity (variance). Hence, the added complexity of the model
will only fight against the task of accurately solving the problem.

In this path toward performance, when the performance comes hand in hand with
complexity, interpretability encounters itself on a downwards slope that until now appeared
unavoidable. However, the apparition of more sophisticated methods for explainability
could invert or at least cancel that slope. Figure 2.10 shows a tentative representation
inspired by previous works [3], in which XAI shows its power to improve the common trade-
off between model interpretability and performance. Another aspect worth mentioning at
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Figure 2.10: Trade-off between model interpretability and performance, and a representation
of the area of improvement where the potential of XAI techniques and tools resides.

this point due to its close link to model interpretability and performance is the approximation
dilemma: explanations made for a ML model must be made drastic and approximate
enough to match the requirements of the audience for which they are sought, ensuring that
explanations are representative of the studied model and do not oversimplify its essential
features.

2.5.2 On the Concept and Metrics

The literature clearly asks for an unified concept of explainability. In order for the field to
thrive, it is imperative to place a common ground upon which the community is enabled
to contribute new techniques and methods. A common concept must convey the needs
expressed in the field. It should propose a common structure for every XAI system. This
paper attempted a new proposition of a concept of explainability that is built upon that from
Gunning [3]. In that proposition and the following strokes to complete it (Subsection 2.2.2),
explainability is defined as the ability a model has to make its functioning clearer to an
audience. To address it, post-hoc type methods exist. The concept portrayed in this survey
might not be complete but as it stands, allows for a first common ground and reference
point to sustain a profitable discussion in this matter. It is paramount that the field of XAI
reaches an agreement in this respect combining the shattered efforts of a widespread field
behind the same banner.

Another key feature needed to relate a certain model to this concrete concept is the
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existence of a metric. A metric, or group of them should allow for a meaningful comparison
of how well a model fits the definition of explainable. Without such tool, any claim
in this respect dilutes among the literature, not providing a solid ground on which to
stand. These metrics, as the classic ones (accuracy, F1, sensitivity...), should express how
well the model performs in a certain aspect of explainability. Some attempts have been
done recently around the measurement of XAI, as reviewed thoroughly in [344, 345]. In
general, XAI measurements should evaluate the goodness, usefulness and satisfaction of
explanations, the improvement of the mental model of the audience induced by model
explanations, and the impact of explanations on the performance of the model and on the
trust and reliance of the audience. Measurement techniques surveyed in [344] and [345]
(e.g., goodness checklist, explanation satisfaction scale, elicitation methods for mental
models, computational measures for explainer fidelity, explanation trustworthiness and
model reliability) seem to be a good push in the direction of evaluating XAI techniques.
Unfortunately, conclusions drawn from these overviews are aligned with our prospects on
the field: more quantifiable, general XAI metrics are really needed to support the existing
measurement procedures and tools proposed by the community.

This survey does not tackle the problem of designing such a suite of metrics, since
such a task should be approached by the community as a whole prior acceptance of the
broader concept of explainability, which on the other hand, is one of the aims of the current
work. Nevertheless, we advocate for further efforts towards new proposals to evaluate
the performance of XAI techniques, as well as comparison methodologies among XAI
approaches that allow contrasting them quantitatively under different application context,
models and purposes.

2.5.3 Challenges to achieve Explainable Deep Learning

While many efforts are currently being made in the area of XAI, there are still many
challenges to be faced before being able to obtain explainability in DL models. First,
as explained in Subsection 2.2.2, there is a lack of agreement on the vocabulary and the
different definitions surrounding XAI. As an example, we often see the terms feature
importance and feature relevance referring to the same concept. This is even more obvious
for visualization methods, where there is absolutely no consistency behind what is known
as saliency maps, salient masks, heatmaps, neuron activations, attribution, and other
approaches alike. As XAI is a relatively young field, the community does not have a
standardized terminology yet.

As it has been commented in Subsection 2.5.1, there is a trade-off between interpretabil-
ity and accuracy [14], i.e., between the simplicity of the information given by the system
on its internal functioning, and the exhaustiveness of this description. Whether the observer
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is an expert in the field, a policy-maker or a user without machine learning knowledge,
intelligibility does not have to be at the same level in order to provide the audience an
understanding [6]. This is one of the reasons why, as mentioned above, a challenge in
XAI is establishing objective metrics on what constitutes a good explanation. A possibility
to reduce this subjectivity is taking inspiration from experiments on human psychology,
sociology or cognitive sciences to create objectively convincing explanations. Relevant
findings to be considered when creating an explainable AI model are highlighted in [13]:
First, explanations are better when constrictive, meaning that a prerequisite for a good
explanation is that it does not only indicate why the model made a decision X, but also
why it made decision X rather than decision Y. It is also explained that probabilities are not
as important as causal links in order to provide a satisfying explanation. Considering that
black box models tend to process data in a quantitative manner, it would be necessary to
translate the probabilistic results into qualitative notions containing causal links. In addition,
they state that explanations are selective, meaning that focusing solely on the main causes
of a decision-making process is sufficient. It was also shown that the use of counterfactual
explanations can help the user to understand the decision of a model [39, 41, 346].

Combining connectionist and symbolic paradigms seems a favourable way to address
this challenge [169, 325, 335, 347, 348]. On one hand, connectionist methods are more
precise but opaque. On the other hand, symbolic methods are popularly considered less
efficient, while they offer a greater explainability thus respecting the conditions mentioned
above:

• The ability to refer to established reasoning rules allows symbolic methods to be constric-
tive.

• The use of a KB formalized e.g. by an ontology can allow data to be processed directly
in a qualitative way.

• Being selective is less straightforward for connectionist models than for symbolic ones.

Recalling that a good explanation needs to influence the mental model of the user, i.e. the
representation of the external reality using, among other things, symbols, it seems obvious
that the use of the symbolic learning paradigm is appropriate to produce an explanation.
Therefore, neural-symbolic interpretability could provide convincing explanations while
keeping or improving generic performance [323].

As stated in [25], a truly explainable model should not leave explanation generation
to the users as different explanations may be deduced depending on their background
knowledge. Having a semantic representation of the knowledge can help a model to have
the ability to produce explanations (e.g., in natural language [169]) combining common
sense reasoning and human-understandable features.
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Furthermore, until an objective metric has been adopted, it appears necessary to make
an effort to rigorously formalize evaluation methods. One way may be drawing inspiration
from the social sciences, e.g., by being consistent when choosing the evaluation questions
and the population sample used [349].

A final challenge XAI methods for DL need to address is providing explanations that
are accessible for society, policy makers and the law as a whole. In particular, conveying
explanations that require non-technical expertise will be paramount to both handle ambigui-
ties, and to develop the social right to the (not-yet available) right for explanation in the EU
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [350].

2.5.4 Explanations for AI Security: XAI and Adversarial Machine
Learning

Nothing has been said about confidentiality concerns linked to XAI. One of the last surveys
very briefly introduced the idea of algorithm property and trade secrets [15]. However,
not much attention has been payed to these concepts. If confidential is the property that
makes something secret, in the AI context many aspects involved in a model may hold this
property. For example, imagine a model that some company has developed through many
years of research in a specific field. The knowledge synthesized in the model built might be
considered to be confidential, and it may be compromised even by providing only input
and output access [351]. The latter shows that, under minimal assumptions, data model
functionality stealing is possible. An approach that has served to make DL models more
robust against intellectual property exposure based on a sequence of non accessible queries
is in [352]. This recent work exposes the need for further research toward the development
of XAI tools capable of explaining ML models while keeping the model’s confidentiality in
mind.

Ideally, XAI should be able to explain the knowledge within an AI model and it should
be able to reason about what the model acts upon. However, the information revealed by
XAI techniques can be used both to generate more effective attacks in adversarial contexts
aimed at confusing the model, at the same time as to develop techniques to better protect
against private content exposure by using such information. Adversarial attacks [353] try to
manipulate a ML algorithm after learning what is the specific information that should be fed
to the system so as to lead it to a specific output. For instance, regarding a supervised ML
classification model, adversarial attacks try to discover the minimum changes that should
be applied to the input data in order to cause a different classification. This has happened
regarding computer vision systems of autonomous vehicles; a minimal change in a stop
signal, imperceptible to the human eye, led vehicles to detect it as a 45 mph signal [354]. For
the particular case of DL models, available solutions such as Cleverhans [355] seek to detect
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adversarial vulnerabilities, and provide different approaches to harden the model against
them. Other examples include AlfaSVMLib [356] for SVM models, and AdversarialLib
[357] for evasion attacks. There are even available solutions for unsupervised ML, like
clustering algorithms [358].

While XAI techniques can be used to furnish more effective adversarial attacks or to
reveal confidential aspects of the model itself, some recent contributions have capitalized
on the possibilities of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs [359]), Variational Au-
toencoders [360] and other generative models towards explaining data-based decisions.
Once trained, generative models can generate instances of what they have learned based on
a noise input vector that can be interpreted as a latent representation of the data at hand.
By manipulating this latent representation and examining its impact on the output of the
generative model, it is possible to draw insights and discover specific patterns related to the
class to be predicted. This generative framework has been adopted by several recent studies
[361, 362] mainly as an attribution method to relate a particular output of a Deep Learning
model to their input variables. Another interesting research direction is the use of generative
models for the creation of counterfactuals, i.e., modifications to the input data that could
eventually alter the original prediction of the model [363]. Counterfactual prototypes
help the user understand the performance boundaries of the model under consideration for
his/her improved trust and informed criticism. In light of this recent trend, we definitely
believe that there is road ahead for generative ML models to take their part in scenarios
demanding understandable machine decisions.

2.5.5 XAI and Output Confidence

Safety issues have also been studied in regards to processes that depend on the output of
AI models, such as vehicular perception and self-driving in autonomous vehicles, auto-
mated surgery, data-based support for medical diagnosis, insurance risk assessment and
cyber-physical systems in manufacturing, among others [364]. In all these scenarios erro-
neous model outputs can lead to harmful consequences, which has yielded comprehensive
regulatory efforts aimed at ensuring that no decision is made solely on the basis of data
processing [10].

In parallel, research has been conducted towards minimizing both risk and uncertainty
of harms derived from decisions made on the output of a ML model. As a result, many
techniques have been reported to reduce such a risk, among which we pause at the evaluation
of the model’s output confidence to decide upon. In this case, the inspection of the share
of epistemic uncertainty (namely, the uncertainty due to lack of knowledge) of the input
data and its correspondence with the model’s output confidence can inform the user and
eventually trigger his/her rejection of the model’s output [365, 366]. To this end, explaining
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via XAI techniques which region of the input data the model is focused on when producing
a given output can discriminate possible sources of epistemic uncertainty within the input
domain.

2.5.6 XAI, Rationale Explanation, and Critical Data Studies

When shifting the focus to the research practices seen in Data Science, it has been noted
that reproducibility is stringently subject not only to the mere sharing of data, models and
results to the community, but also to the availability of information about the full discourse
around data collection, understanding, assumptions held and insights drawn from model
construction and results’ analyses [367]. In other words, in order to transform data into a
valuable actionable asset, individuals must engage in collaborative sense-making by sharing
the context producing their findings, wherein context refers to sets of narrative stories
around how data were processed, cleaned, modeled and analyzed. In this discourse we find
also an interesting space for the adoption of XAI techniques due to their powerful ability
to describe black-box models in an understandable, hence conveyable fashion towards
colleagues from Social Science, Politics, Humanities and Legal fields.

XAI can effectively ease the process of explaining the reasons why a model reached
a decision in an accessible way to non-expert users, i.e. the rationale explanation. This
confluence of multi-disciplinary teams in projects related to Data Science and the search for
methodologies to make them appraise the ethical implications of their data-based choices
has been lately coined as Critical Data studies [368]. It is in this field where XAI can
significantly boost the exchange of information among heterogeneous audiences about the
knowledge learned by models.

2.5.7 XAI and Theory-guided Data Science

We envision an exciting synergy between the XAI realm and Theory-guided Data Science,
a paradigm exposed in [369] that merges both Data Science and the classic theoretical
principles underlying the application/context where data are produced. The rationale behind
this rising paradigm is the need for data-based models to generate knowledge that is the
prior knowledge brought by the field in which it operates. This means that the model type
should be chosen according to the type of relations we intend to encounter. The structure
should also follow what is previously known. Similarly, the training approach should not
allow for the optimization process to enter regions that are not plausible. Accordingly,
regularization terms should stand the prior premises of the field, avoiding the elimination
of badly represented true relations for spurious and deceptive false relations. Finally, the
output of the model should inform about everything the model has come to learn, allowing
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to reason and merge the new knowledge with what was already known in the field.
Many examples of the implementation of this approach are currently available with

promising results. The studies in [370]-[377] were carried out in diverse fields, showcasing
the potential of this new paradigm for data science. Above all, it is relevant to notice the
resemblance that all concepts and requirements of Theory-guided Data Science share with
XAI. All the additions presented in [369] push toward techniques that would eventually
render a model explainable, and furthermore, knowledge consistent. The concept of
knowledge from the beginning, central to Theory-guided Data Science, must also consider
how the knowledge captured by a model should be explained for assessing its compliance
with theoretical principles known beforehand. This, again, opens a magnificent window of
opportunity for XAI.

2.5.8 Guidelines for ensuring Interpretable AI Models
Recent surveys have emphasized on the multidisciplinary, inclusive nature of the process of
making an AI-based model interpretable. Along this process, it is of utmost importance
to scrutinize and take into proper account the interests, demands and requirements of all
stakeholders interacting with the system to be explained, from the designers of the system to
the decision makers consuming its produced outputs and users undergoing the consequences
of decisions made therefrom.

Given the confluence of multiple criteria and the need for having the human in the
loop, some attempts at establishing the procedural guidelines to implement and explain AI
systems have been recently contributed. Among them, we pause at the thorough study in
[378], which suggests that the incorporation and consideration of explainability in practical
AI design and deployment workflows should comprise four major methodological steps:

1. Contextual factors, potential impacts and domain-specific needs must be taken into
account when devising an approach to interpretability: These include a thorough under-
standing of the purpose for which the AI model is built, the complexity of explanations
that are required by the audience, and the performance and interpretability levels of
existing technology, models and methods. The latter pose a reference point for the AI
system to be deployed in lieu thereof.

2. Interpretable techniques should be preferred when possible: when considering explain-
ability in the development of an AI system, the decision of which XAI approach should
be chosen should gauge domain-specific risks and needs, the available data resources
and existing domain knowledge, and the suitability of the ML model to meet the re-
quirements of the computational task to be addressed. It is in the confluence of these
three design drivers where the guidelines postulated in [378] (and other studies in this
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same line of thinking [379]) recommend first the consideration of standard interpretable
models rather than sophisticated yet opaque modeling methods. In practice, the afore-
mentioned aspects (contextual factors, impacts and domain-specific needs) can make
transparent models preferable over complex modeling alternatives whose interpretability
require the application of post-hoc XAI techniques. By contrast, black-box models such
as those reviewed in this work (namely, support vector machines, ensemble methods
and neural networks) should be selected only when their superior modeling capabilities
fit best the characteristics of the problem at hand.

3. If a black-box model has been chosen, the third guideline establishes that ethics-, fairness-
and safety-related impacts should be weighed. Specifically, responsibility in the design
and implementation of the AI system should be ensured by checking whether such
identified impacts can be mitigated and counteracted by supplementing the system with
XAI tools that provide the level of explainability required by the domain in which it is
deployed. To this end, the third guideline suggests 1) a detailed articulation, examination
and evaluation of the applicable explanatory strategies, 2) the analysis of whether the
coverage and scope of the available explanatory approaches match the requirements
of the domain and application context where the model is to be deployed; and 3) the
formulation of an interpretability action plan that sets forth the explanation delivery
strategy, including a detailed time frame for the execution of the plan, and a clearance of
the roles and responsibilities of the team involved in the workflow.

4. Finally, the fourth guideline encourages to rethink interpretability in terms of the cog-
nitive skills, capacities and limitations of the individual human. This is an important
question on which studies on measures of explainability are intensively revolving by
considering human mental models, the accessibility of the audience to vocabularies of
explanatory outcomes, and other means to involve the expertise of the audience into the
decision of what explanations should provide.

We foresee that the set of guidelines proposed in [378] and summarized above will be
complemented and enriched further by future methodological studies, ultimately heading
to a more responsible use of AI. Methodological principles ensure that the purpose for
which explainability is pursued is met by bringing the manifold of requirements of all
participants into the process, along with other universal aspects of equal relevance such
as no discrimination, sustainability, privacy or accountability. A challenge remains in
harnessing the potential of XAI to realize a Responsible AI, as we discuss in the next
section.
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2.6 Toward Responsible AI: Principles of Artificial Intelli-
gence, Fairness, Privacy and Data Fusion

Over the years many organizations, both private and public, have published guidelines to
indicate how AI should be developed and used. These guidelines are commonly referred to
as AI principles, and they tackle issues related to potential AI threats to both individuals
and to the society as a whole. This section presents some of the most important and widely
recognized principles in order to link XAI – which normally appears inside its own principle
– to all of them. Should a responsible implementation and use of AI models be sought
in practice, it is our firm claim that XAI does not suffice on its own. Other important
principles of Artificial Intelligence such as privacy and fairness must be carefully addressed
in practice. In the following sections we elaborate on the concept of Responsible AI, along
with the implications of XAI and data fusion in the fulfillment of its postulated principles.

2.6.1 Principles of Artificial Intelligence
A recent review of some of the main AI principles published since 2016 appears in [380]. In
this work, the authors show a visual framework where different organizations are classified
according to the following parameters:

• Nature, which could be private sector, government, inter-governmental organization, civil
society or multistakeholder.

• Content of the principles: eight possible principles such as privacy, explainability, or
fairness. They also consider the coverage that the document grants for each of the
considered principles.

• Target audience: to whom the principles are aimed. They are normally for the organization
that developed them, but they could also be destined for another audience (see Figure
2.1).

• Whether or not they are rooted on the International Human Rights, as well as whether
they explicitly talk about them.

For instance, [381] is an illustrative example of a document of AI principles for the
purpose of this overview, since it accounts for some of the most common principles, and
deals explicitly with explainability. Here, the authors propose five principles mainly to
guide the development of AI within their company, while also indicating that they could
also be used within other organizations and businesses.
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The authors of those principles aim to develop AI in a way that it directly reinforces
inclusion, gives equal opportunities for everyone, and contributes to the common good. To
this end, the following aspects should be considered:

• The outputs after using AI systems should not lead to any kind of discrimination against
individuals or collectives in relation to race, religion, gender, sexual orientation, disability,
ethnic, origin or any other personal condition. Thus, a fundamental criteria to consider
while optimizing the results of an AI system is not only their outputs in terms of error
optimization, but also how the system deals with those groups. This defines the principle
of Fair AI.

• People should always know when they are communicating with a person, and when they
are communicating with an AI system. People should also be aware if their personal
information is being used by the AI system and for what purpose. It is crucial to ensure
a certain level of understanding about the decisions taken by an AI system. This can
be achieved through the usage of XAI techniques. It is important that the generated
explanations consider the profile of the user that will receive those explanations (the
so-called audience as per the definition given in Subsection 2.2.2) in order to adjust the
transparency level, as indicated in [43]. This defines the principle of Transparent and
Explainable AI.

• AI products and services should always be aligned with the United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals [382] and contribute to them in a positive and tangible way. Thus,
AI should always generate a benefit for humanity and the common good. This defines the
principle of Human-centric AI (also referred to as AI for Social Good [383]).

• AI systems, specially when they are fed by data, should always consider privacy and
security standards during all of its life cycle. This principle is not exclusive of AI systems
since it is shared with many other software products. Thus, it can be inherited from
processes that already exist within a company. This defines the principle of Privacy and
Security by Design, which was also identified as one of the core ethical and societal
challenges faced by Smart Information Systems under the Responsible Research and
Innovation paradigm (RRI, [384]). RRI refers to a package of methodological guidelines
and recommendations aimed at considering a wider context for scientific research, from
the perspective of the lab to global societal challenges such as sustainability, public
engagement, ethics, science education, gender equality, open access, and governance.
Interestingly, RRI also requires openness and transparency to be ensured in projects em-
bracing its principles, which links directly to the principle of Transparent and Explainable
AI mentioned previously.
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• The authors emphasize that all these principles should always be extended to any third-
party (providers, consultants, partners...).

Going beyond the scope of these five AI principles, the European Commission (EC)
has recently published ethical guidelines for Trustworthy AI [385] through an assessment
checklist that can be completed by different profiles related to AI systems (namely, product
managers, developers and other roles). The assessment is based in a series of principles:
1) human agency and oversight; 2) technical robustness and safety; 3) privacy and data
governance; 4) transparency, diversity, non-discrimination and fairness; 5) societal and
environmental well-being; 6) accountability. These principles are aligned with the ones
detailed in this section, though the scope for the EC principles is more general, including
any type of organization involved in the development of AI.

It is worth mentioning that most of these AI principles guides directly approach XAI as
a key aspect to consider and include in AI systems. In fact, the overview for these principles
introduced before [380], indicates that 28 out of the 32 AI principles guides covered in the
analysis, explicitly include XAI as a crucial component. Thus, the work and scope of this
chapter deals directly with one of the most important aspects regarding AI at a worldwide
level.

2.6.2 Fairness and Accountability
As mentioned in the previous section, there are many critical aspects, beyond XAI, included
within the different AI principles guidelines published during the last decade. However,
those aspects are not completely detached from XAI; in fact, they are intertwined. This
section presents two key components with a huge relevance within the AI principles guides,
Fairness and Accountability. It also highlights how they are connected to XAI.

Fairness and Discrimination

It is in the identification of implicit correlations between protected and unprotected features
where XAI techniques find their place within discrimination-aware data mining methods.
By analyzing how the output of the model behaves with respect to the input feature, the
model designer may unveil hidden correlations between the input variables amenable to
cause discrimination. XAI techniques such as SHAP [224] could be used to generate
counterfactual outcomes explaining the decisions of a ML model when fed with protected
and unprotected variables.

Recalling the Fair AI principle introduced in the previous section, [381] reminds that
fairness is a discipline that generally includes proposals for bias detection within datasets
regarding sensitive data that affect protected groups (through variables like gender, race...).
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Indeed, ethical concerns with black-box models arise from their tendency to unintentionally
create unfair decisions by considering sensitive factors such as the individual’s race, age
or gender [386]. Unfortunately, such unfair decisions can give rise to discriminatory
issues, either by explicitly considering sensitive attributes or implicitly by using factors
that correlate with sensitive data. In fact, an attribute may implicitly encode a protected
factor, as occurs with postal code in credit rating [387]. The aforementioned proposals
centered on fairness aspects permit to discover correlations between non-sensitive variables
and sensitive ones, detect imbalanced outcomes from the algorithms that penalize a specific
subgroup of people (discrimination), and mitigate the effect of bias on the model’s decisions.
These approaches can deal with:

• Individual fairness: here, fairness is analyzed by modeling the differences between each
subject and the rest of the population.

• Group fairness: it deals with fairness from the perspective of all individuals.

• Counterfactual fairness: it tries to interpret the causes of bias using, for example, causal
graphs.

The sources for bias, as indicated in [387], can be traced to:

• Skewed data: bias within the data acquisition process.

• Tainted data: errors in the data modelling definition, wrong feature labelling, and other
possible causes.

• Limited features: using too few features could lead to an inference of false feature
relationships that can lead to bias.

• Sample size disparities: when using sensitive features, disparities between different
subgroups can induce bias.

• Proxy features: there may be correlated features with sensitive ones that can induce bias
even when the sensitive features are not present in the dataset.

The next question that can be asked is what criteria could be used to define when AI
is not biased. For supervised ML, [388] presents a framework that uses three criteria to
evaluate group fairness when there is a sensitive feature present within the dataset:

• Independence: this criterion is fulfilled when the model predictions are independent
of the sensitive feature. Thus, the proportion of positive samples (namely, those ones
belonging to the class of interest) given by the model is the same for all the subgroups
within the sensitive feature.
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• Separation: it is met when the model predictions are independent of the sensitive feature
given the target variable. For instance, in classification models, the True Positive (TP)
rate and the False Positive (FP) rate are the same in all the subgroups within the sensitive
feature. This criteria is also known as Equalized Odds.

• Sufficiency: it is accomplished when the target variable is independent of the sensitive
feature given the model output. Thus, the Positive Predictive Value is the same for all
subgroups within the sensitive feature. This criteria is also known as Predictive Rate
Parity.

Although not all of the criteria can be fulfilled at the same time, they can be optimized
together in order to minimize the bias within the ML model.

There are two possible actions that could be used in order to achieve those criteria.
On one hand, evaluation includes measuring the amount of bias present within the model
(regarding one of the criteria aforementioned). There are many different metrics that can
be used, depending on the criteria considered. Regarding independence criterion, possible
metrics are statistical parity difference or disparate impact. In case of the separation
criterion, possible metrics are equal opportunity difference and average odds difference
[388]. Another possible metric is the Theil index [389], which measures inequality both in
terms of individual and group fairness.

On the other hand, mitigation refers to the process of fixing some aspects in the model
in order to remove the effect of the bias in terms of one or several sensitive features. Several
techniques exist within the literature, classified in the following categories:

• Pre-processing: these groups of techniques are applied before the ML model is trained,
looking to remove the bias at the first step of the learning process. An example is Reweigh-
ing [390], which modifies the weights of the features in order to remove discrimination
in sensitive attributes. Another example is [391], which hinges on transforming the input
data in order to find a good representation that obfuscates information about membership
in sensitive features.

• In-processing: these techniques are applied during the training process of the ML model.
Normally, they include Fairness optimization constraints along with cost functions of the
ML model. An example is Adversarial Debiasing, [392]. This technique optimizes jointly
the ability of predicting the target variable while minimizing the ability of predicting
sensitive features using a GAN.

• Post-processing: these techniques are applied after the ML model is trained. They are
less intrusive because they do not modify the input data or the ML model. An example is
Equalized Odds [388]. This techniques allows to adjust the thresholds in the classification
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model in order to reduce the differences between the TP rate and the FP rate for each
sensitive subgroup.

Even though these references apparently address an AI principle that appears to be
independent of XAI, the literature shows that they are intertwined. For instance, the survey
in [380] evinces that 26 out of the 28 AI principles that deal with XAI, also talk about
fairness explicitly. This fact elucidates that organizations usually consider both aspects
together when implementing Responsible AI.

The literature also exploses that XAI proposals can be used for bias detection. For
example, [393] proposes a framework to visually analyze the bias present in a model (both
for individual and group fairness). Thus, the fairness report is shown just like the visual
summaries used within XAI. This explainability approach eases the understanding and
measurement of bias. The system must report that there is bias, justify it quantitatively,
indicate the degree of fairness, and explain why a user or group would be treated unfairly
with the available data. Similarly, XAI techniques such as SHAP [224] could be used to
generate counterfactual outcomes explaining the decisions of a ML model when fed with
protected and unprotected variables. By identifying implicit correlations between protected
and unprotected features through XAI techniques, the model designer may unveil hidden
correlations between the input variables amenable to cause discrimination.

Another example is [394], where the authors propose a fair-by-design approach in
order to develop ML models that jointly have less bias and include as explanations human
comprehensible rules. The proposal is based in self-learning locally generative models
that use only a small part of the whole dataset available (weak supervision). It first finds
recursively relevant prototypes within the dataset, and extracts the empirical distribution
and density of the points around them. Then it generates rules in an IF/THEN format that
explain that a data point is classified within a specific category because it is similar to some
prototypes. The proposal then includes an algorithm that both generates explanations and
reduces bias, as it is demonstrated for the use case of recidivism using the Correctional
Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions (COMPAS) dataset [395]. The
same goal has been recently pursued in [396], showing that post-hoc XAI techniques
can forge fairer explanations from truly unfair black-box models. Finally, CERTIFAI
(Counterfactual Explanations for Robustness, Transparency, Interpretability, and Fairness
of Artificial Intelligence models) [397] uses a customized genetic algorithm to generate
counterfactuals that can help to see the robustness of a ML model, generate explanations,
and examine fairness (both at the individual level and at the group level) at the same time.

Strongly linked to the concept of fairness, much attention has been lately devoted to the
concept of data diversity, which essentially refers to the capability of an algorithmic model
to ensure that all different types of objects are represented in its output [398]. Therefore,
diversity can be thought to be an indicator of the quality of a collection of items that, when
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taking the form of a model’s output, can quantify the proneness of the model to produce
diverse results rather than highly accurate predictions. Diversity comes into play in human-
centered applications with ethical restrictions that permeate to the AI modeling phase
[399]. Likewise, certain AI problems (such as content recommendation or information
retrieval) also aim at producing diverse recommendations rather than highly-scoring yet
similar results [400, 401]. In these scenarios, dissecting the internals of a black-box model
via XAI techniques can help identifying the capability of the model to maintain the input
data diversity at its output. Learning strategies to endow a model with diversity keeping
capabilities could be complemented with XAI techniques in order to shed transparency
over the model internals, and assess the effectiveness of such strategies with respect to
the diversity of the data from which the model was trained. Conversely, XAI could help
to discriminate which parts of the model are compromising its overall ability to preserve
diversity.

Accountability

Regarding accountability, the EC [385] defines the following aspects to consider:

• Auditability: it includes the assessment of algorithms, data and design processes, but
preserving the intellectual property related to the AI systems. Performing the assessment
by both internal and external auditors, and making the reports available, could contribute
to the trustworthiness of the technology. When the AI system affects fundamental rights,
including safety-critical applications, it should always be audited by an external third
party.

• Minimization and reporting of negative impacts: it consists of reporting actions or
decisions that yield a certain outcome by the system. It also comprises the assessment
of those outcomes and how to respond to them. To address that, the development
of AI systems should also consider the identification, assessment, documentation and
minimization of their potential negative impacts. In order to minimize the potential
negative impact, impact assessments should be carried out both prior to and during
the development, deployment and use of AI systems. It is also important to guarantee
protection for anyone who raises concerns about an AI system (e.g., whistle-blowers).
All assessments must be proportionate to the risk that the AI systems pose.

• Trade-offs: in case any tension arises due to the implementation of the above requirements,
trade-offs could be considered but only if they are ethically acceptable. Such trade-offs
should be reasoned, explicitly acknowledged and documented, and they must be evaluated
in terms of their risk to ethical principles. The decision maker must be accountable for
the manner in which the appropriate trade-off is being made, and the trade-off decided
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should be continually reviewed to ensure the appropriateness of the decision. If there is
no ethically acceptable trade-off, the development, deployment and use of the AI system
should not proceed in that form.

• Redress: it includes mechanisms that ensure an adequate redress for situations when
unforeseen unjust adverse impacts take place. Guaranteeing a redress for those non-
predicted scenarios is a key to ensure trust. Special attention should be paid to vulnerable
persons or groups.

These aspects addressed by the EC highlight different connections of XAI with ac-
countability. First, XAI contributes to auditability as it can help explaining AI systems
for different profiles, including regulatory ones. Also, since there is a connection between
fairness and XAI as stated before, XAI can also contribute to the minimization and report
of negative impacts.

2.7 Conclusions and Outlook
This overview has revolved around eXplainable Artificial Intelligence, which has been
identified in recent times as an utmost need for the adoption of ML methods in real-life
applications. Our study has elaborated on this topic by first clarifying different concepts
underlying model explainability, as well as by showing the diverse purposes that motivate
the search for more interpretable ML methods. These conceptual remarks have served
as a solid baseline for a systematic review of recent literature dealing with explainability,
which has been approached from two different perspectives: 1) ML models that feature
some degree of transparency, thereby interpretable to an extent by themselves; and 2)
post-hoc XAI techniques devised to make ML models more interpretable. This literature
analysis has yielded a global taxonomy of different proposals reported by the community,
classifying them under uniform criteria. Given the prevalence of contributions dealing
with the explainability of Deep Learning models, we have inspected in depth the literature
dealing with this family of models, giving rise to an alternative taxonomy that connects
more closely with the specific domains in which explainability can be realized for Deep
Learning models.

We have moved our discussions beyond what has been made so far in the XAI realm
toward the concept of Responsible AI, a paradigm that imposes a series of AI principles to
be met when implementing AI models in practice, including fairness, transparency, and
privacy. We have also discussed the implications of adopting XAI techniques in the context
of data fusion, unveiling the potential of XAI to compromise the privacy of protected data
involved in the fusion process. Implications of XAI in fairness have also been discussed in
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detail. This vision of XAI as a core concept to ensure the aforementioned principles for
Responsible AI is summarized graphically in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Summary of XAI challenges discussed in this overview and its impact on the
principles for Responsible AI.

Our reflections about the future of XAI, conveyed in the discussions held throughout
this work, agree on the compelling need for a proper understanding of the potentiality
and caveats opened up by XAI techniques. It is our vision that model interpretability
must be addressed jointly with requirements and constraints related to data privacy, model
confidentiality, fairness and accountability. A responsible implementation and use of AI
methods in organizations and institutions worldwide will be only guaranteed if all these AI
principles are studied jointly.

The following chapter will attempt to fill a gap in the state of the art by proposing to push
back the trade-off between explainability and performance with a framework combining an
explainable base and a performing model.
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Chapter 3

Neural-Symbolic reasoning for XAI

Many high-performance models suffer from a lack of interpretability. There has been an
increasing influx of work on explainable artificial intelligence in order to disentangle what
is meant and expected by XAI. In his paper, [13] highlighted major findings that should
be considered when creating an explainable AI model. First, explanations are better when
constrictive, meaning that a prerequisite for a good explanation is that it does not only
indicate why the model made a decision X, but also why it made decision X rather than
decision Y. The ability to refer to established reasoning rules allows symbolic methods
to fulfill this property. It is also explained in Miller’s article that probabilities are not as
important as causal links in order to provide a satisfying explanation. Considering that black
box models tend to process data in a quantitative manner, it would be necessary to translate
the probabilistic results into qualitative notions containing causal links. Again, the use of
symbols could carry this property as the use of a Knowledge Base such as an ontology
can allow data to be processed directly in a qualitative way. In addition, they state that
explanations are selective, meaning that focusing solely on the main causes of a decision-
making process is sufficient. It is known that there is a trade-off between interpretability
and accuracy [14], i.e., between the simplicity of the information given by the system
on its internal functioning, and the exhaustiveness of this description. Considering that
additional variables and equations must be introduced in order to test whether a correlation
between two variables is genuine or spurious [402], being selective is less fast-forward for
connectionist models than for symbolic ones. Finally, considering that a good explanation
needs to influence the mental model of the user, i.e. the representation of the external reality
using, among other things, symbols, it seems obvious that the use of the symbolic learning
paradigm is appropriate to produce an explanation.

One of the goals of having interpretability in a model is to explain its reasoning
by expressing it in a way that is understandable and readable by human beings, while
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highlighting the biases learned by the model, in order to validate or invalidate its decision
rationale [18]. It is customary to think that by focusing solely on performance, the systems
will be increasingly opaque. This is true in the sense that there is a trade-off between
the performance of a model and its transparency [11]. We consider that the advocacy for
interpretability may lead to a generic performance improvement for 3 reasons: i) it will
help ensure impartiality in decision-making, i.e. to highlight, and consequently, correct
from bias in the training data-set, ii) interpretability facilitates the provision of robustness
by highlighting potential adversarial perturbations that could change the prediction, and
finally, iii) interpretability can act as an insurance that only meaningful variables infer the
output, i.e., guaranteeing that an underlying truthful causality exists in the model reasoning.
Combining the prediction capabilities of connectionist models with the transparency of
symbolic ones could put aside the trade-off by increasing both the interpretability and
the performance of AI models. Therefore, neural-symbolic interpretability can provide
convincing explanations while keeping or improving generic performance.

How can we combine the performance of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) and the inter-
pretability of symbolic representations to bring fairness, accountability and transparency
to Deep Learning? As it seems intuitive that the presence of a KB is useful to provide an
explanation, how to use it to influence a network is not obvious because KBs use a very
concrete formalism which is in opposition to the abstract features used by networks. In
this chapter, we introduce the neural-symbolic eXplainable AI framework, that weaves
a DNN and a Knowledge Base such that the prediction of a DNN is explained thanks
to the guide of an internal KB. The goal of this framework is to explain the prediction
of a DNN thanks to the influence of a KB. As the explanation is directly expressed in
terms of the data the network was exposed to, it does not suffer from human-induced nor
external sources of unfaithfulness. The DNN output is directly constrained by the extracted
semantic knowledge in a way such that the prediction can be explained in natural language
by leveraging description logics concepts and relations. In order to set the ground for
the required components to produce neural-symbolic explanations, we will first frame the
problem and the different building blocks of the framework in Section 3.2. We then propose
an example of how to use the framework for an image captioning task on Section 3.3. We
accompany this model with an example of its potential use, based on the image captioning
method in [168].

3.1 Related Work: Neural-Symbolic interpretability

The use of background knowledge in the form of logical statements or constraints in
knowledge bases has shown to not only improve explainability but also performance with
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respect to purely data-driven approaches [323, 324, 325]. A positive side effect shown
is that this hybrid approach provides robustness to the learning system when errors are
present in the training data labels. Other approaches have shown to be able to jointly learn
and reason with both symbolic and sub-symbolic representations and inference [347]. The
interesting aspect is that this blend allows for expressive probabilistic-logical reasoning in
an end-to-end fashion [326]. An example of use case is on dietary recommendations, where
explanations are extracted from the reasoning behind (non deep but KB-based) models
[327].

Data fusion approaches may thus consider endowing DL models with explainability
by externalizing other domain information sources [403]. Deep formulations of classi-
cal machine learning models have been done, e.g. in Deep Kalman filters (DKFs) [331],
Deep Variational Bayes Filters (DVBFs) [332], Structural Variational Autoencoders (SVAE)
[333], or CRF as RNNs [334]. These approaches provide deep models with the interpretabil-
ity inherent to probabilistic graphical models. For instance, SVAE combines probabilistic
graphical models in the embedding space with neural networks to enhance the interpretabil-
ity of DKFs. A particular example of classical ML model enhanced with its Deep Learning
counterpart is Deep Nearest Neighbors DkNN [8], where the neighbors constitute a human-
interpretable explanation of the predictions through a confidence term defined as credibility.
The intuition is based on the rationalization of a DNN prediction based on evidence. This
evidence consists of a characterization of confidence termed credibility that spans the
hierarchy of representations within a DNN, that must be supported by the training data [8].

A different perspective on hybrid XAI models consists of enriching black-box models
knowledge with that one of transparent ones, as proposed in [404] and further refined in
[169]. It allows the network to express what is confident or confused about, in a context that
helps to tackle bias [168]. Other examples of hybrid symbolic and sub-symbolic methods
where a knowledge-based tool or graph-perspective enhances the neural (e.g., language
[328]) model are in [329, 330].

Another hybrid approach consists of mapping an uninterpretable black-box system to a
white-box twin that is more interpretable. For example, an opaque Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) can be combined with a transparent Case Based Reasoning (CBR) system [338, 339].
In [340], the ANN (in this case a DNN) and the CBR (in this case a k-NN) are paired
in order to improve interpretability while keeping the same accuracy. The explanation
by example consists of analyzing the feature weights of the ANN which are then used
in the CBR, in order to retrieve nearest-neighbor cases to explain the ANN’s prediction.
Description Logics [405] have successfully been used for enhancing deep learning models
for image interpretation through the use of knowledge bases [406, 348]. Description logics
can also help detect inconsistencies in automated knowledge representation and reasoning.
An example for automated symbol design and interpretation is in [407]. Some XAI systems
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consider counterfactual rule learning and causal signal extractions. Examples of rule
learning approaches can include learning from noisy or unstructured data, or learning with
constraints [408].

3.2 Neural-Symbolic computation for truly Explainable
AI

One of the applications of XAI is correcting models to make them more robust against, for
instance, biased data. However, there is also a risk of introducing a human-induced bias
when an user is trying to make his model explainable, as it can depend on his background
knowledge. Thus, it is necessary that the explanation of a DNN output is given directly by
the model, for it to be faithful with respect to what the network actually learned [404].

Truly explainable models should directly integrate reasoning, in order to not leave
explanation generation to the human user. In the model proposed by [404], the black box,
i.e. the connectionist part, is giving the final output, while the KB is externally provided
to the model. This allows the system to generate itself an explanation in natural language,
thus linking the high level features identified by the model and the final output. It also
highlights the logical path the model should have taken: since the KB is given by the user
and (therefore we assume) cannot be incorrect, a reasoning error in the natural language
explanation would signify a mistake in the black box between high level features and
the final output. In addition, as stated in [404], the inclusion of reasoning in the model
eliminates the potential corruption of the explanation that could arise from using external
sources to justify the actual model we want to make explainable.

However, we can propose some adjustments in this architecture: the causal links given
by the KB do not directly reflect the operations that took place in the black box, and it is
therefore impossible to affirm that the model predicted this output for the reasons given
in the natural language explanation. Since nothing connects the KB and the black box,
therefore it is impossible to link the explanation and the predicted output. The objective of
not leaving explanation generation to human is fulfilled, as the model formulates a line of
reasoning, but the explanation given is not correct and does not have guarantees of having
accurate provenance, as it only explains what the black box should have learned, and not
what it actually learned. A possible adaptation would be to not use the output of the black
box in the reasoner and solely use the high level features detected by the model so that
the natural language explanation would match the reasoning that led to this result. This
would mean truncating the potential of the black box. It is possible to link the reasoner and
the black box by considering that the output is no longer the final result, but rather high
level features. The model would then produce an explanation on what the system should
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conclude when seeing those features but not why it detected those features. A last option to
achieve an explanation of the model decision would be to directly populate the KB from
the data. This would allow to provide an explanation in natural language directly from
the black box, emphasizing in the meantime the model’s reasoning errors and highlighting
possible bias in the dataset or model. This is the option we propose pursuing as we believe
it provides the most faithful explanation of how the model actually works. We summarize
the different scenarios in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Scenarios for Neural-Symbolic Reasoning, depending on the origin of the KB
and the origin of the final output. The cell with text in bold is our contributed proposed
model to achieve faithful neural-symbolic visual reasoning.

We derive two prerequisites that are necessary to create a truly reasoning AI: i) The KB
must inherently emerge from the data used by the black-box model in order to conceptually
(symbolically) reflect what the model should learn. ii) The symbolic part must influence
the connectionist part to be able to explain the predictions of the model.

We propose an adaptation of the architecture in Fig. 3.2. Instead of externally providing
a KB to complement the model, we propose to i) directly extract a knowledge base from the
data and ii) reflect those rules in a black box by influencing learning according to perceived
properties, e.g., by modifying initialization protocols, loss functions or hyperparameters.
Therefore, the model’s ultimate output would come from the reasoner but would be directly
influenced by both the black box and the KB, i.e., it would not truncate the black box
potency but reveal, as expected by an explanation, the biases learned by the model and lead
to performance improvement while explaining in natural language its prediction.

3.2.1 Required Data

In order to create and populate a knowledge base it is necessary that some terminology
axioms TBox and assertion axioms ABox can be extracted from some of the training
labels. To this effect, we consider a subset of labels YKB ⊑ Y , with Y the full set of labels
from dataset D, from which a set of Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples of
subject, predicate and object (s, p, o) can be extracted. This is the case, for example, when
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Figure 3.2: Proposed neural-symbolic explainable model extended from [404]: the black
box model provides, along with its output, an explanation of its reasoning to highlight bias
and improve performance. Our contribution with respect to [404] is the way we populate
the KB directly from the data and the way we constraint the DNN thanks to the KB. It can
be seen with the dashed lines.

the labels are in a text or caption form1.

3.2.2 Extracting and populating the Knowledge Base

In Description Logics [411], a terminology box TBox, or schema extracted from the dataset,
together with the class instanciations (in our case, that compose the datasets seen by the
network), i.e., the assertional ABox, form the KB =< TBox, ABox >. This particular

1This is also possible for plain named class labels (e.g., through using external lexicons or semantic
parsers such as DBPedia [409] or Wordnet [410].
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KB will serve as database, in form of a knowledge graph (KG) that interlinks individuals
of different classes through roles or relationships with possible constraints or semantic
restrictions.

The key insight is that knowledge base KB =< TBox, ABox > serves to guide the
NeSy XAI framework to explain a DNN output. Concretely, KB must cover as many
concepts and relations as relevantly possible , expressed in terms of each seen dataset
D. Therefore, in order for YKB to be as semantically rich and accurate as Y , we will
use a Description Logics [411] formalization of the labels in Y in an ontological form to
represent the DNN knowledge in the KB.

Definition: Extracting a knowledge base KB =< TBox, ABox > from a dataset D
(AKBC Problem).

Let y ∈ YKB be a data label component. The Automatic Knowledge Base Construction
(AKBC) from a dataset problem consists of finding a process t : YKB → {(s, p, o)} able to
triplify each data point following the RDF language2. The triplification process consists
of extracting two entities or concepts, subject (s) and object (o), and a predicate (p) that
connects them. This predicate expresses a relationship, i.e., a data property or an object
property [412] among the subject and the object.

The AKBC problem in the NeSy framework for XAI thus, more generally, consists
of finding a process p : YKB → TBox× ABox that automatically constructs a KB from
labels YKB in D whose TBox is composed of at least hierarchical (isA), compositional
(partOf ), and attribute-based (hasAttribute) relations. Analogically, the ABox in KB must
be uniquely composed by description logics assertional axioms solely extracted from
applying the triplification process on datapoint tuples (x, y) ∈ D.

Example: Applying the KB extraction process to a neural network trained on MSCOCO
and KITTI datasets could lead to obtain, e.g., YKB ⊑ Y = {Cl ∪ Ca ∪ SM ∪ BB ∪ T},
where each set corresponds to a label type in the training dataset (Cl are regular class labels,
Ca are captions, SM are segmentation masks, BB bounding boxes, and T text labels).

The area of AKBC is a field itself, and existing methods can be adapted to the different
datasets and data formats a DNN ingests. Concrete examples include learning a KB
through semantic parsing, using Markov Logic [413] or relational probabilistic models
[414]. Therefore, we assume that a process p from which obtaining KB = pAKBC(Xi,Yi)
exists (in order to abstract away the input data and dataset-dependent implementation details
of the supervised learning problem).

The modelling assumption in this problem is thus that the TBox in KB must contain
the union of concepts and relationships extractable from the samples and labels (X ,Y) in
every dataset Di seen by the DNN. This is the assumption that will allow to generate NLE
containing atttribute-based, hierarchical and compositional reasoning. e.g. for the latter,

2W3C standard model for data exchange: Resource Description Framework w3.org/RDF/
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one NLE could be: "x is of type Y because elements contained by class Y are detected."
Example An example of extracted KB in simplified Notation33 format of the subject,

predicate, object triples (s,p,o) is in Table 3.1 below.

Table 3.1: Examples of RDF triples contained in a KB terminological (TBox) and assertional
(ABox) components [hasPredLabel = hasPredictedLabel]

KB RDF (s,p,o) triple examples

TBox (Cactus Wren, isA, Wren)
(Cactus Wren, hasCrest, False)
(Cactus Wren, hasWing, Brown)

ABox (img01.jpg, hasPredLabel, senior1)
(senior1, isSittingOn, bench1)
(senior1, isA, Senior)
(bench1, isA, Bench)

3.2.3 Constraining the Deep Neural Network
Since the objective of the framework is to explain the prediction of any DNN, no limitation
is made on the type of network used. It is necessary, however, for the KB to constrain the
DNN in order to be able to explain the latter’s predictions. The main challenge is to do so
while minimizing the modification of the DNN accuracy. Diverse mechanisms can be used
to constrain the predictions of a neural network. We will show an example using constraints
via the use of loss functions.

Given a dataset D = {X ,Y} where X ∈ X is a set of features, and Y ∈ Y a set of
labels, we address supervised learning problems implemented with a black box predictor
f : X → Y that assigns a target value f(x) = ŷ for x ∈ X and y ∈ Y .

Concretely, our problem consists of finding a function fKB : X ×KB → Y that assigns
a target value fKB(x) = ŷ′ with ŷ′ as close as possible to ŷ. As there is a well-known
trade-off between the performance of a model and its transparency [11], it is worth noting
that a DNN may lose accuracy due to being guided by the KB; however, we hypothesize the
explainabilty would improve thanks to the compositional semantic knowledge of the KB.
As a concrete example, Section 3.3 will show how constraining the loss functions through
the KB can improve highlighting learned bias.

3Notation3 (N3) triple format for RDF: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Notation3
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3.2.4 Querying the Reasoner to generate a NLE

Once the KB has been extracted and the DNN trained, we need to be able to explain the
prediction of any input fed to the network. The following steps will transform the prediction
into a natural language explanation (NLE).

Definition: Natural language explanation (NLE) generation from a prediction prob-
lem. Generating a NLE ex,y of a DNN output ŷ′ consists of finding a mapping among the
two, i.e., implementing NLE(m,KB, x, y), where m is the trained DNN model and KB is
the KB extracted from each dataset D used to train m.

In order to select relevant statements to compose the NLE ex,y, this problem may
involve other subproblems such as datatype learning [415], KG alignment [416] with
existing and/or external knowledge sources [323] (e.g., to highlight biased or unfair neural
network reasoning contradicting human commonsense reasoning [416]), or other neural
models. Explanations may also be produced accounting for graph theory metrics (e.g.,
influence or novelty in the KG [329]), or via graph-to-text models [417].

Ontologies serve to extract a minimal set of covering models of interpretation from
a KB that can explain the observations [418]. Since the set of one or more axiomatic
actions (i.e., input x fed into the ABox) are in form of triples, these facilitate not only
the generation of a NLE, but also performing further automated reasoning tasks. Among
other description logic reasoner capabilities [419], these include tasks such as satisfiability,
consistency checking [407], entailment, and many others.

Fig. 3.3 proposes the NeSy for XAI ontology underlying the KB. Its objective is twofold:
first, to facilitate expressing provenance of a DNN output decision; secondly, conveying a
realistic explanation of the output that is amenable of human understanding. For instance,
the reification pattern shows how to associate a NLE to a given DNN prediction while
preserving its provenance components. This feature facilitates tracking provenance but also
tracking or accountability on the decision of the DNN.

The mapping done in function NLE() must be application-driven; however it must align
with ontology building methodologies such as TDKGC (Test Driven KG Construction)
[420] (where requirements for the KB ontology to help create e are expressed in form
of query-answer pairs T =< q, a >. Other method to be used can be by employing
competency questions4, OMQA (Ontology Mediated Question Answering) [422], or CQOA
(Competency Questions Ontology Authoring) [423].

Inspired by the ontology CQs design methodology [423], we formulate the basic kind
of possible ontology-based NLEs that the NLE() mapping could generate. These require
the use of a reasoner containing the NeSy for XAI ontology in Fig. 3.3, the KB extracted

4CQs: Question expressions an ontology must be able to answer (functional reqs. of the ontology) [421].
They can assess how suitable is a given graph for the purpose of an scenario.
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Figure 3.3: Proposed neural-symbolic model ontology expressing the relationships among
a deep network components, the dataset it is trained with, and the automated knowledge
base extracted to guide the generation of a natural language explanation (NLE).

during training, and queries involving the following OWL5 entities and relationships:

• C = Concept (ontology class).

• PC = Part-of Concept (i.e., pc where the triple (pc, isPartOf, c) ∈ TBox is
an object property axiom (whose inverse is (c, hasPart, pc)).

• UC = Upper Concept (i.e., uc such that the triple (c, isA, uc) ∈ TBox.

• LC = Lower Concept (i.e., lc such that the triple (lc, isA, c) ∈ TBox.

• A = Attribute (i.e., a such that the triple (c, hasAttribute, a) ∈ TBox.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the different steps needed to use the neural-symbolic XAI
framework in an end-to-end manner. It shows how to go from a dataset to an explained
prediction of a DNN’s output.

5Web Ontology Language (OWL) [424]
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Figure 3.4: Explanation types and examples of natural language explanations (NLEs) to
be generated by the NeSy for XAI framework. These are designed to respond to ontology
driven competency questions (CQs) [423]. [C = Concept, PC = Part-of Concept, UC =
Upper Concept (superclass), LC = Lower Concept (subclass), A = Attribute].

Algorithm 1 NeSy Computation for XAI: End-to-end model to explain an output

Input: Dataset D = (X ,Y), a DNN, and a pair (x, y).
Output: a NLE of prediction ŷ′: ex,y

1: Create a sub-set of labels that can be triplified
for all y ∈ Y do

if pAKBC(y) ̸= ∅ then
YKB.append(y)

end if
end for
2: Populate the Knowledge Base from labels in D
KB ← pAKBC(YKB)
3: Constrain the training of the DNN via the KB
ŷ′ ← fKB(X, KB)
4: Query the reasoner with the pertinent competency questions CQ involving the predic-
tion’s entities and relations to obtain an explanation.
for all QCi ∈ CQ do

e← query(KB, CQ, ŷ′)
end for

return e
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3.3 Use case: Explaining Image Captioning Outputs

As it seems intuitive that the presence of a KB is useful to provide an explanation, how to
use it to influence a network raises some questions. The role of the reasoner linking a KB
with its black box is also a post-processing step to be determined and studied further.

One barrier to transparency is a "mismatch between the mathematical optimization
using high-dimensionality characteristics of machine learning and the demands of human-
scale reasoning and styles of interpretation" [425]. With the objective of reducing this
gap, and inspired by the work of [168], we hypothesize that the use of loss functions that
have a concrete and more graspable perceptible meaning could make it easier to provide
an explanation than a classic non intuitive cross-entropy. In [168], authors introduce two
new loss functions: the "Appearance Confusion Loss" and the "Confident Loss" in order
to counter-balance gender bias during an image captioning process. The Appearance
Confusion Loss is based on the fact that for an image devoid of gender information, the
probability of predicting man or woman should be equal; and the Confident Loss exists to
encourage the model to predict gender words correctly when gender evidence is present.

In order to show an example of how to use the framework, we address an image
captioning problem on MSCOCO dataset [426] inspired by [168]. It consists in training
a neural network using images I, image captions S, and image segmentation annotation
masks M, with a neural image caption network [427] as a base. In this problem, X = I
and Y = {S, M}. In this particular example, the subset of labels YKB ⊑ Y is similar to Y
as image captions S and image segmentation annotation masks M can be used together in
order to populate the KB. The architecture is shown in Fig 3.5

Populating the Knowledge Base

As captions can be considered as raw text and segmentation masks certify the existence
of an entity, the process t : YKB → (s, p, o) chosen consists of an information extraction
problem [428]. This makes it possible to obtain relationships such as shown in Table 3.2.

Constraining the Deep Neural Network through a Knowledge Base

We decide the function fKB : X ×KB → Y to be a loss function modification, since these
loses were already designed in [168].

As shown in Table 3.2, there is numerous is-a predicates bounding different sub-
jects and the Person object. The AKBC process allows us to extract a list Bperson =
[Man, Teenager, Boy, Senior] where ontology concepts, i.e., classes Man, Teenager, Boy
and Senior are subclasses of the class Person. This extracted list of basic concepts will
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Figure 3.5: Captions are used to create the KB thanks to a Continuous Bag of Word
model. The KB influences our Neural Network by modifying its losses, depending on the
relationship between words. Images, segmentation masks, captions and the new losses are
used to train the neural network. The prediction is used to retrace the KB in order to give
an explanation of the outcome.

constitute a set of classes in our KB for which the model will have to hesitate when trying
to predict one word rather than another.

We want to force the model to hesitate about which ontological sub-class it should
predict when a class is present on an image. In order to not make any mistakes, but to be
confident enough to nevertheless predict an ontological sub-class rather than a super-class,
in this case the objective is to be as specific as possible. We use masked images I ′, where
the information relevant to making a decision, such as the interior of a segmentation mask
for a human in the image (if we are trying to determine whether or not the human classified
is a senior or not), is removed. To ensure equiprobability among the different words in
Bword when there is no appropriate information for the system to predict a specific word,
but rather its generic category, we use a confusion function [168]. We denote confusion
function C, which operates over the predicted distribution of words p(w̃t), to the following
function:

C(w̃t, I ′) =
∑

b∈Bword

(p(w̃t = b|w0:t−1, I ′)− 1
J

)2 (3.3.1)

where J is the length of Bword. As we try to minimize C(w̃t, I ′), we have a sum of
squares that tends toward zero. Given that if a sum of squares is zero, each term must
be zero, each probability tends to be equal. As in [168], we define the confusion loss
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Table 3.2: Examples of triples contained in the Knowledge Base terminological box (TBox)
after being populated.

KB RDF (s,p,o) triple examples

TBox (Boy, isA, Person)
(Girl, isA, Person)
(Man, isA, Person)
(Woman, isA, Person)
(Person, isA, Thing)

LConfusion as:

LConfusion = 1
N

N∑
n=0

T∑
t=0

1(wt ∈ Bword)C(w̃t, I ′), (3.3.2)

with 1 an indicator variable that denotes whether or not wt is a bias-prone word, N the
batch size, and T the number of words in the given sentence. As we want the model to be
confident about its prediction when there is an appropriate information on the image, this
time we use complete (i.e., non masked) images I as input instead of masked ones I ′. With
j the index of word b in list Bword, we have the confidence function F j .

F j(w̃t, I) =
∑

b∈Bword\bj
p(w̃t = b|w0:t−1, I)

p(w̃t = bj|w0:t−1, I) + ϵ
(3.3.3)

We add an ϵ for numerical stability. F j will tend towards zero if p(w̃t = bj) dominates
the sum of the predicted distribution of every other bias-prone word.

We use F j to define the confident loss LConfidence:

LConfidence = 1
N

N∑
n=0

T∑
t=0

J∑
j=1

(1(wt = bj)F j(w̃t, I)) (3.3.4)

By adding a standard cross-entropy loss LCE to non-bias-prone words, we obtain a
model able to use context priors when there is no interchangeable word for the predicted
one, and to be confused/confident when the question arises, thanks to the loss function L:

L = αLCE + βLConfidence + µLConfusion (3.3.5)

with α, β and µ hyper-parameters.
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After being trained with these losses, the DNN is able to make predictions ŷ′ that can
be used to do reverse engineering on the KB by querying it.

Querying the Reasoner

In order to query the reasoner, we use the explanation templates shown in Figure 3.4. As
in our example the only type of explanation extractable from the triplification process
is class inheritance-based explanations, we query the reasoner using triples (uc, isA, lc)
and (lc, isA, uc) to produce explanations following the template It is a [UC] because I
can recognize a [LC] (where upper concept UC is a superclass of lower concept LC). By
adding to the generated explanation the definition of our constraints on the DNN, we obtain
complete explanations as presented in Fig. 3.6 and Fig 3.7.

This model, when applied to image captioning or object recognition tasks, has several
advantages: i) it detects the provenance of bias in a black box model such as a neural
network, ii) gives an unbiased prediction for which the context has not been overused,
and iii) gives an explanation in natural language on the neural network’s functioning;
particularly, on its loss-based optimization procedure.

3.4 Results and Discussion
We compare ourselves to Burns et al. [168] on gender a captioning task but adding 2
subclasses to the training, boys and girls. We focus on the captioning of men and women.
The dataset is MSCOCO-Bias and Balanced, composed of images from MSCOCO which
are labeled as “man” or “woman” with respectively a 1:3 and 1:1 woman to man ratio.
The Baseline is the Equalizer model [168], a linear combination of a confusion loss, a
confidence loss and a cross-entropy loss. We measure the performance for each class
("men" and women"). We also count instances where men and women are classified as
"People", which is not wrong but is not the most accurate answer possible. Results shown
in Table 3.3 demonstrate that our model provides a very accurate prediction, making the
model less hesitant and less likely to label women and men as "persons".

Models combining connectionism and symbolism are not widely represented in the
state of the art of XAI. These paradigms are rarely combined when providing explanations.
The use of a symbolic basis with a neural network can provide explanations close to
the functioning of human reasoning while maintaining the state-of-the-art performance
at the same time. We build upon [404] and extend [168] to further characterize what a
neural-symbolic explainable model could output. We propose a model endowed with a
non-external KB, i.e., directly built on the learning data of a neural network, that allows
to influence its learning and to correct bias thoroughly, while giving a fair explanation
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Figure 3.6: Example of prediction and explanation where the model is not able to differen-
tiate the subclasses of the class Person.

Figure 3.7: Example of a prediction and explanation where the model is able to differentiate
the subclasses of class Person.

Model
Women
Correct

Women
Incorrect

Women
Predicted as

"Person"

Men
Correct

Men
Incorrect

Men
Predicted as

"Person"
Neural-Symbolic

Framework 62.48% 16.46% 21.06% 69.58% 4.96% 25.47%

Equalizer [168] 59.98% 13.80% 26.22% 62.47% 5.63% 31.90%

Table 3.3: Mean prediction performance in both MSCOCO-Bias and Balanced for the
Neural-Symbolic and the Equalizer model.
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from its predictions. As the user or expert external knowledge does not interfere the
predictions in the explanation process, it constitutes a truly explainable model that is
faithful to communicate the reasoning behind its output decisions.

One of the concerns, however, is the number of predicates that can be used through
the loss constraint, and the quality of the generated explanations: we only know that the
model is confuse/is confident, and only the is-a predicate is being used. In the next chapter,
we introduce the Greybox XAI framework which follows the same philosophy as this
framework but adds the possibility to use the is part-of predicate and thus to produce
explanations based on the membership of the subpart of an object to an object.
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Chapter 4

Greybox XAI: a Neural-Symbolic
learning framework for interpretable
image classification

Although Deep Neural Networks have great generalization and prediction capabilities, their
functioning does not allow a detailed explanation of their behavior. Opaque deep learning
models are increasingly used to make important predictions in critical environments, and
the danger is that they make and use predictions that cannot be justified or legitimized.
Several eXplainable Artificial Intelligence methods that separate explanations from ma-
chine learning models have emerged, but have shortcomings in faithfulness to the model
actual functioning and robustness. As a result, there is a widespread agreement on the
importance of endowing Deep Learning models with explanatory capabilities so that they
can themselves provide an answer to why a particular prediction was made.

Deep Learning models suffer from two kind of bias. The first one is a learning bias,
when the data is skewed. This can happen when associations of concepts are over- or
under-represented in the training set. For example there were cases of a dataset with women
under-represented in offices compared to men, leading a captioning algorithm to assume
that a person in an office was necessarily a man while it could also be a woman [429]. One
of the applications of XAI is highlighting this bias. The second type of bias is the human
induced one, when using common sense knowledge about the world to explain the output
of a DNN or when using particular parameters, architectures or loss functions to model a
problem [404]. One of the goals of XAI is to correct this bias, for example by forcing the
model to be careful when a decision is prone to bias as in the case of gender classification.
[169].

A large number of methods for model probing have emerged in recent years. Some have
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the advantage of being model-agnostic, i.e. separating the explanation from the machine
learning model. This has the advantage of providing flexibility to the user as tools are
available to extract explanatory elements from each model [70]. Some of these methods,
the best known of which are LIME [430] and SHAP [224], are based on the use of surrogate
models. These proxy models will locally mimic the behaviour of the black-box in order to
explain individual predictions. While this has the advantage of being easy to use, there are
problems of robustness [431, 432]. Moreover, it is not possible to have a global view of the
model’s behaviour since the explanation is local.

In image recognition, another family of methods widely used is based on visualization.
They express an explanation by highlighting characteristics of the image that objectively
influence the output of a DNN [433]. The best known of them, Grad-CAM [291], creates
class activation map using the gradients of the DNN’s output with respect to the last
convolutional layer. This provides a visual explanation easy to understand as it allows
recognizing the important regions of the image. However it is difficult to know whether an
explanation is correct, in the sense that a human non-expert in the field does not necessarily
know what the important points of an image are, and a part of the evaluation is subjective.
Furthermore, it has been shown that some of the most used methods are insensitive to model
and data [293]. In addition, there is also a risk of introducing a human-induced bias when a
user is trying to interpret the visual explanation. His or her understanding would depend on
his or her own background knowledge. Thus, it is necessary that the explanatory elements
of an AI model come directly from the data seen by the network, for it to be faithful with
respect to what it actually learned [169].

One of the goals of having interpretability in a model is to explain its reasoning
by expressing it in a way that is understandable and readable by human beings, while
highlighting the biases learned by the model, in order to validate or invalidate its decision
rationale [18]. There is a trade-off between the performance of a model and its transparency
[11] but it is also possible to consider that the advocacy for interpretability may lead to
a generic performance improvement for 3 reasons: i) it will help ensure impartiality in
decision-making, i.e. to highlight, and consequently, correct from bias in the training
data-set, ii) interpretability facilitates the provision of robustness by highlighting potential
adversarial perturbations that could change the prediction, and finally, iii) interpretability
can act as an insurance that only meaningful variables infer the output, i.e., guaranteeing that
an underlying truthful causality exists in the model reasoning. Combining the prediction
capabilities of connectionist models with the transparency of symbolic ones could put aside
the trade-off by increasing either the interpretability or the performance of AI models,
the challenge being to increase one without sacrificing too much of the other. It has
been proven that using background knowledge within a DNN can bring robustness to the
learning system [323, 324, 325]. The use of a Knowledge Base to learn and reason with
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symbolic representations has the advantage of promoting the production of explanations
while making a prediction [327]. The ability to refer to established reasoning rules allows
symbolic methods to fulfill this property.

In order to obtain a model that meets the above criteria, we introduce the Greybox
XAI framework. This new architecture is transparent by design when used for an image
classification task. It combines an encoder-decoder used for the creation of an Explainable
Latent Space which is then used by a logistic regression. The Explainable Latent Space
allows knowing for which reasons an image has been classified in a certain way with
the help of logistic regression. Moreover, we propose a formalization of the notion of
explanation and we pose definitions allowing to judge its quality.

The contribution of this section is threefold:

• A theory of explainability of deep learning models to qualify what is a "good"
explanation.

• An explainable by design compositional framework called Greybox XAI.

• We show that this new framework provides state-of-the-art results on an image
classification task regarding the explainability/accuracy trade-off in various datasets,
as its accuracy is close to the existing models while being more explainable.

This section is organized as follows: first we present the literature around XAI and
part-based classifiers in Section 4.1. We describe our framework in Section 4.3 and we
illustrate its use by experiments on several datasets in Section 4.4.

4.1 Related Work
The literature [434, 435, 436] distinguishes Deep Learning’s XAI methods into two cate-
gories: transparent models and opaque models that need to be explained thanks to post-hoc
methods. As our model is a composition of a transparent model and an opaque model, we
will put a particular focus on compositional models.

Compositionality in computer vision refers to the ability to represent complex concepts
by combining simpler parts [437, 438]. Compositionality is a desirable property for CNNs
as it can improve generalization by encouraging networks to form representations that
disentangle the prediction of objects from their surroundings and from each other [439].
For example, handwritten symbols can be learned from only a few examples using a
compositional representation of strokes [440]. The compositionality of neural networks is
also seen as key to the integration of symbolism and connectionism [441, 442].
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Part-based object recognition is an example of semantic compositionality and a classical
paradigm where the idea is to collect information at the local level in order to make a
global classification. In [443], the authors propose a pipeline that first groups pixels into
superpixels, then performs a superpixel-level segmentation, converts this segmentation into
a feature vector, and finally classifies the global image thanks to this feature vector. A
similar method is proposed by [444], extending it to 3D data. Here, the idea is to classify a
part of the image into a predefined class and then use these intermediate predictions to create
a classification of the whole image. The authors of [445] also define intermediate-level
features that capture local structures such as vertical or horizontal edges, hair filters, and so
on. However, they are closer to dictionary learning than to the approach we propose in this
paper.

One of the best known models for object part recognition is [446]. It provides object
recognition based on mixtures of deformable part models with multiple scales based on
data mining of hard negative examples with partially labeled data to train a latent SVM.
The evaluation is performed in the PASCAL object detection challenge (PASCAL VOC
benchmark [447]).

Semi-supervised methods have been developed more recently, such as [448]. They pro-
pose a two-stage neural architecture for fine-grained image classification supported by local
detections. The idea is that positive proposal regions highlight different complementary
information and that all of this information should be used. For this purpose, an unsuper-
vised recognition model is first built by alternately applying a CRF and a Mask-RCNN
(considering an initial approximation with CAM). Then, the recognition model and the
positive region proposal are fed to a bidirectional LSTM, which generates a meaningful
feature vector that collects information about all regions and is then able to classify the
image. This can be considered as unsupervised part-based classification.

Finally,[449] proposes a methodology designed to learn both symbolic and deep rep-
resentations. It involves a compositional convolutional neural network that makes use
of symbolic representations called EXPLANet and SHAP-Backprop, an explainable AI-
informed training procedure that corrects and guides the DL process to align with such
symbolic representations in form of knowledge graphs. To the best of our knowledge, this
model represents the state of the art in terms of compositional learning models.

As introduced in [450], there is a need for causability in certain domains like the
medical field for example. Causability is the measurable extent to which an explanation to
a human expert achieves a specified level of causal understanding [451]. This notion refers
to usability and must not be confused with causality as the relationship between cause and
effect [161]. Causability can be measured with the System Causability Scale, a system to
measure the quality of explanations based on causability and usability [452].
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4.1.1 Existing XAI formalism
Self-Explaining Neural Networks were first defined in [453]. They propose a definition of
what a self-explaining model is. They make possible to ensure that any model is explainable
if it follows the criteria they have established. [454] established an objective metric for XAI
and showcase its robustness in an user-study. [455] proposes a metric [456] proposes a
comprehensive taxonomy for XAI, showing and explaining in a clear manner the different
terms used in XAI.

4.2 Clarifying the concept of Explainability
As stated in [434], explainability can be considered as an active characteristic of a model,
which refers to any action or procedure implemented in order to clarify its internal functions.
The explainability of a model thus denotes its capacity to produce an explanation. In order
to make a non-transparent model explainable, many post-hoc methods were designed.
Post-hoc methods are used on a model after its training and are designed to probe the model
in order to improve its explainability.

An accepted definition of explainability is that given a certain audience, explainability
refers to the details and reasons a model gives to make its functioning clear or easy to
understand [434]. One difficulty arising from this definition is the notion of audience. It
implies that an explanation is a social phenomenon [13], which makes its quality to be
subjectively assessed and therefore, difficult to measure mathematically and systematically.

An explanation is thus considered to be a transfer of knowledge between an explainer
and an explainee. The explainer is the explanation produced by the model and the explainee
is the human user receiving this explanation. Since the objective is that the explanation
is understood by the user, a second notion appears in addition to the explanation: its
interpretation. As a matter of fact, depending on the audience, the explanation will not be
perceived in the same way. This is linked to the fact that we do not all have the same beliefs,
knowledge or understanding of concepts. Two randomly chosen persons can therefore have
a different interpretation of the same and unique explanation given by a model.

Thus, we separate our evaluation of the explainability of a model into two parts: 1/ its
explainability, i.e. its capacity to produce an explanation and 2/ the interpretability of this
explanation, i.e. how understandable is this explanation for the audience.

While most of the different terms used in explainable AI have been widely debated in the
literature, the one about What constitutes an explanation has not been widely mathematized.
We propose a formalization of the notion of explanation, inspired by [453] in order to
establish objective criteria to affirm that an explanation is "good" or not. Whether it comes
from the transparency of a model or from a post-hoc method applied on an opaque model,
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an explanation must meet certain indispensable characteristics to be considered as a "good"
explanation.

4.2.1 Explanation Formalisation for an image classification problem
Let us denote E = {(e)|e ∈ {0, 1}∗} a set of explanations e. This set is binary in order
to be able to encode any type of communication because an explanation can be given in
various forms: a text, an image, a graph, etc.

Definition 1. Let f : X → Y be a classification model with X the input space and Y the
label space. The explanation function Φ on a f(x) prediction with x ∈ X is defined by:

Φ : Y → E (4.2.1)
f(x)→ Φ(f(x)) (4.2.2)

On the basis of this definition of an explanation function, we define several axioms
characterizing an explanation. These axioms intend to formally qualify what a "good"
explanation is, following desired properties. Based on the literature [434, 404, 13] and the
above definitions, we highlight 3 properties that we consider necessary to obtain a "good"
explanation:

1. Objectivity. The point of having an explanation that is as objective as possible
is to minimize the amount of subjectivity a human might have in interpreting that
explanation. This allows for an unbiased explanation that can be understood in the
same way by two different users. In order for an explanation to be more objective,
we consider that it must be expressed in such a way that it is understood in the same
way by the majority of members of a given audience. The real world contains objects
and we want compact representations of those objects [457]. We assume this can
be obtained in an explanation by the use of logical semantics, using symbols and
relations that can be conceptualized by the human user of the explanation. This
implies the use of ontologies, specifying what individuals (things, objects) and
relationships are assumed to exist and what terminology is used for them.

Definition 2. An explanation e of a classification model f : X → Y is said to be
more objective if e does contain symbols and/or relationships.

Example 4.1 (Objectivity:). Figure 4.1 shows the example of one explanation making
use of symbols and/or relationships and another one not making use of them. A less
subjective explanation minimizes the amount of interpretation left to the explainee
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because it uses symbols (words) commonly employed to represent objects. Moreover
the subjective explanation based on a visualization of the attention areas of the model
leaves a lot to the explainee’s interpretation. From one user to another, some will say
that the hot area is the head of the rabbit while others will talk about the color of its
muzzle, the carrot strand it is holding or its eyes.

Figure 4.1: Subjective and less subjective/more objective example of explanations. The
subjective explanation is a superimposed visualization of Grad-CAM’s heatmap and the
input image, showing the model mostly used the center-right of the image (where the head
of the rabbit is) in order to make its prediction. The more objective explanation is a textual
explanation using attributes detected on the rabbit to categorize and describe it.

2. Intrinsicality. The complete explanation of a prediction should come directly from
the model (or its intrinsic elements) that produced the prediction. In order for the
explanation to be totally faithful to what happened in the model, it is necessary that
only the inputs, parameters and operations present in the model that we are trying to
explain are used. This is essential to ensure that the explanation that is given is what
actually happened in the model during its inference rather than the expected behavior.
The value of having an intrinsic explanation is to be sure that the explanation exactly
describes how the model works, rather than an approximate or desired operation. As
a matter of fact, if the explanation depends on something that is not related to the
model we wish to explain, it is impossible to ensure that this explanation does not
distort the real reasons for which a decision was taken.

Definition 3. An explanation e of a classification model f : X → Y is said to be
intrinsic if e only depend of elements, parameters and operations present in f , X or
Y .
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Example 4.2 (Intrinsicality). In order to produce an explanation for a black box
model f , the post-hoc method LIME [430] generates a new dataset consisting of
perturbed samples and the corresponding predictions of f . On this new dataset,
LIME trains an interpretable model h, which is weighted by the proximity of the
perturbed samples to the instance of interest. The prediction of the model h should
be a good approximation of the predictions of the model f locally, but it does not
have to be a good global approximation of the model f . The produced explanation
can be expressed as follows:

e = Φ(f(x)) = arg min
h
L(f, h, πx) + Ω(h) (4.2.3)

with L(f, h, πx) the local fidelity, i.e. how close the predictions from h are close to the
predictions from f . The proximity measure πx defines how large is the neighborhood
around the explained instance. Therefore, explanation e does not only depend of
elements, parameters and operations present in f , X or Y since the explanation
depends on the surrogate model h. Consequently, this explanation is not intrinsic. It
is the prediction of the model h that is explained, not that of the model f .

Example 4.3 (Intrinsicality). In opposition, the explanation resulting from a linear
regression h can be considered as intrinsic because the learned relationships between
the inputs and the labels can be written as follows:

e = Φ(f(xi)) = θf × xi (4.2.4)

with θf the set of trainable parameters of f and xi an instance.

3. Validity and Completeness. An explanation of a prediction must be valid, meaning
that it should assert that the model is Right (or wrong) for the Right Reason (RRR). It
must show that the functioning of the model is consistent, that it is not biased by the
training data. The explanation should be similar to what an expert in the field would
give. To this notion of validity we could add a desideratum notion of completeness:
an explanation could be judged as incomplete if it does not contain enough valid
elements in its constitution. However, it has been established in the literature that
a "good" explanation is selective [13]. Selectivity means that humans are adept at
selecting a few causes from a sometimes infinite number of causes. It is therefore
necessary to talk only about the few major causes.

Definition 4. Given a field expert human being h : X → Y , we define Evalid as the
set of valid explanations Φ : Y → Evalid
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Definition 5. An explanation e of a classification model f : X → Y is said to be
valid if e ∈ Evalid and complete if e is discriminative enough.

Example 4.4 (Validity). To illustrate this, we take the example of the image 4.2 of a
ram rabbit that we see in its entirety, from the front, and that the model classifies as
a rabbit. We can say that the explanation is valid if it contains elements explaining
why it is rabbit, i.e. the ones that an expert looking at the image would use to justify
the fact that it is a ram rabbit.

Figure 4.2: Valid and invalid examples of explanations. The valid explanation contains
elements that are present in the expert explanation set and that are therefore good reasons
to justify why a rabbit is present in the picture. On the contrary, the invalid explanation
contains elements out of the expert explanation set.

Example 4.5 (Completeness). To illustrate the notion of completeness, closely related
to validity, we take the example of the image 4.3 of a ram rabbit that we see in its
entirety, from the front, and that the model classifies as a rabbit. We can say that the
explanation is complete if it contains enough elements explaining why it is rabbit,
i.e. some of the most important that an expert looking at the image would notice
and use to justify the fact that it is a ram rabbit. Technically, it is not "wrong"
to say that a rabbit can be of different colors. However, it is not a discriminating
element to recognize a ram rabbit and it would be improbable to see a human giving
this explanation. If this justification on the colors had been accompanied by very
characteristic elements of the rabbit like its big droopy ears, the explanation would
have been complete.
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Figure 4.3: Valid and invalid examples of explanations. The valid explanation contains
elements that are present in the expert explanation set and that are therefore good reasons
to justify why a rabbit is present in the picture. On the contrary, the invalid explanation
contains elements out of the expert explanation set.

4.3 Greybox XAI framework
In this section we present the Greybox XAI framework. It is designed to be transparent
according to the definition of transparency proposed above. This framework is also made
to produce "good" explanations in relation to the 3 criteria of objectivity, intrinsicality and
validity. The goal of this framework is to perform compositional image classification and
to explain its predictions by the different parts-of the object that has been classified. It
consists of two separately trained models:

• A Deep Neural Network trained to predict a segmentation map from an RGB image
input. Its purpose is to detect the different parts-of objects that constitute the image.

• A transparent model trained to predict an object, using as input a vector encoding the
presence and absence of parts-of objects.

These two models are linked in a sequential manner: the output of the DNN is trans-
formed into a vector serving as input to the transparent model. We call the space in which
the transformation is carried out the Explainable Latent Space. In this space, the predicted
segmentation map is transformed into a one-hot vector. This vector indicates all the parts-of
objects present in the segmentation map. The transparent model classifies this vector. It
gives a prediction of the object present on the RGB image according to the different parts-of.
It is then possible to produce an explanation of this classification based on the Explainable
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Latent Space and the transparent model computation. In the rest of the chapter, parts-of
object are called attributes and objects are called classes.

First, in Section 4.3.1 we describe the architecture of our framework and the required
data to exploit its full potential. Then, in Section 4.3.2 we explain how we sequentially train
the different parts of the framework. Finally, we prove in Section 4.3.3 how this Greybox
XAI framework is explainable.

4.3.1 Greybox Architecture and Data Requirements

Let us denote X and Y two random variables, with X ∼ PX and Y ∼ PY . Without
loss of generality we consider the observed samples {xi}N

i=1 ∈ XN as vectors and the
corresponding labels {yi}N

i=1 ∈ YN as scalars. From the set of observations XN and the set
of corresponding labels YN we derive a training set denoted D = {(xi, yi)}N

i=1 with N the
number of pair elements (xi, yi) of dataset D. The elements of dataset D are assumed to be
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to an unknown joint distribution
PX,Y .

Let us denote f a DNN. We assume that a DNN is a function that takes two inputs.
The first input is the input data xi and the second input is the set of trainable weights
θ = {θk}K

k=1 with K the number of weights of the DNN. Hence we denote f(xi, θ) the
DNN f applied on xi with the set of weights θ.

We can consider that a DNN has a probabilistic representation [458]; hence a DNN
outputs a likelihood probability function of the random variable Y given X parametrized
by θ : f(x, θ) = P (y|x, θ).

Using the fact that the training data is independent and identically distributed according
to PXY , the set of training weights θ are optimized by Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(MLE) over the training data D.

θMLE = arg max
θ

P (D|θ) (4.3.1)

= arg max
θ

N∏
i=1

P (yi|xi, θ) (4.3.2)

= arg max
θ

N∑
i=1

log P (yi|xi, θ) (4.3.3)

Since the arg max of a function does not change if we multiply it by a strictly positive
scalar, it is possible to write:
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θMLE = arg max
θ

1
N

N∑
i=1

log P (yi|xi, θ) (4.3.4)

in order to get to the definition of Cross Entropy (CE). As a reminder, the CE between
P (yi) and P (yi|xi, θ) in the discrete case is equal to:

CE(P (yi), P (yi|xi, θ)) = − 1
N

N∑
i=1

P (yi) log P (yi|xi, θ) (4.3.5)

with P (yi) = 1 for the labels yi ∈ D whence:

θMLE = arg max
θ

−CE(P (yi), P (yi|xi, θ)) (4.3.6)

= arg min
θ

CE(P (yi), P (yi|xi, θ)) (4.3.7)

The Greybox XAI framework is compositional. Hence, let us decompose f into 2
sub-models g and h such that f = h ◦ g. Let us write g a first model that extracts an
Explainable Latent Space Z from the observations {xi}N

i=1 and h a second model that maps
this Latent Space Z to labels {yi}N

i=1. Hence we have:

f : X → Y , f(xi) = h(g(xi, θg), θh) = yi (4.3.8)
g : X → Z, g(xi, θg) = zi (4.3.9)
h : Z → Y , h(zi, θh) = yi (4.3.10)

with θg and θh representing the set of trainable weights of g and h.
Our goal is to map the internal representation of the first model to an Explainable Latent

Space that will be explainable. In addition, since the prediction of h rely on this Explainable
Latent Space, we can ensure the prediction to be explainable.

This requires not only to have couples Dcouple = {(xi, yi)}N
i=1, directly linking images

and classes, but rather triples Dtriplet = {(xi, zi, yi)}N
i=1 with {zi}N

i=1 ∈ ZN with Z being
an intermediate Explainable Latent Space serving as a bridge between X and Y . Moreover,
it is necessary that each element belonging to Z is a concept that can be expressed in natural
language, and thus that this set Z represents nameable features. This is necessary in order
to obtain objective explanations.

The architecture we propose is therefore a compositional model consisting of two
elements. First, an opaque DNN called Latent Space Predictor denoted g capable of
predicting an Explainable Latent Space Z . Second, a transparent model called Transparent
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Classifier denoted h able of moving from this Explainable Latent Space Z to a final
prediction Y . It results in a framework able, for any image xi, to predict which label yi it
corresponds to. This prediction is justified by an objective and intrinsic explanation based
on zi and on the transparent model’s simulatability, due to the composition of both models
via Z being the output of g and the input of h. It is worth noting that while this framework
allows explaining the final prediction yi, based on zi that acts as the rationale, is not able
to explain why zi was predicted. The Greybox XAI framework is therefore a transparent
classifier that uses input features from an opaque detector.

Fig. 4.4 shows the Greybox XAI framework used for an image classification task. Here,
the dataset Dtriplet = {(xi, zi, yi)}N

i=1 consists of triples from a set X of RGB images, a
set Z of semantic segmentation masks and a set Y of labels. From Z we extract a second
subset Zatt, which we will call the set of attributes. This set contains a list of all attributes,
i.e. all different segmentation masks. These are all the part-of objects that can be detected
by the Latent Space Predictor.

Here the Latent Space Predictor that constitutes the model g is an Encoder-Decoder
model. Its role is to predict from an image xi a segmentation map zi. From this segmentation
map is extracted the vector zatt,i which constitutes a list of all attributes present on the
segmentation map zi. We call this operation a vectorization. The couple {zi, zatt,i} is the
Explainable Latent Space. A logistic regression model here acts as a Transparent Classifier
h. A Naive Bayes (NB) Classifier can also work, but the experiments conducted in the
Section 4.4 gave better results with logistic regression. We then use the inherent transparent
nature of h (developed in section 4.3.2) and the Explainable Latent Space {zi, zatt,i} to
explain prediction yi.

4.3.2 Training Process of the Latent Space Predictor and the Trans-
parent Classifier

The Latent Space Predictor g and the Transparent classifier h constituting our framework
are trained separately. Here are the steps constituting our training:

• Manually extract the subset Zatt from Z in order to have the attributes in the form of
a segmentation mask and in the form of a vector.

• Train the Transparent Classifier to predict Y using Zatt. This model is predicting a
class based on an attribute vector.

• Train the Latent Space Predictor to predict latent space Z using X . This model is
predicting a segmentation map based on an RGB image.
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Figure 4.4: Example of use of the Greybox XAI framework for the task of image classi-
fication. The framework produces a prediction of what class of object is present on the
image while generating a natural language explanation based on the weight matrix of the
transparent classification. It also outputs a visual explanation based on a predicted semantic
segmentation image representing different object parts of the predicted class.

In Section 4.3.2 we explain how we extract the subset Zatt. Section 4.3.2 show how we
train the Transparent Classifier and in Section 4.3.2 we explain how we train the Latent
Space Predictor.

Subset Extraction for Knowledge Base Construction

The goal of the dataset subset extraction task is to obtain a Knowledge Base from a Dataset
Dtriplet = {(xi, zi, yi)}N

i=1 with a set X of RGB images, a set Z of semantic segmentation
masks and a set of (final, whole object) labels Y . We call a Knowledge Base a common
repository of semantic annotations to facilitate a fast and efficient search in the given set of
resources [459].

In Description Logics [411], a terminology box TBox, or schema extracted from the
dataset, together with the class instanciations (in our case, that compose the datasets seen by
the network), i.e., the assertional ABox, form the KB =< TBox, ABox >. This particular
KB will serve as database, in form of a knowledge graph (KG) that interlinks individuals
(i.e. instances) of different classes through roles or relationships with possible semantic
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restrictions. In order to create and populate a Knowledge Base it is necessary that some
terminology axioms TBox and assertion axioms ABox can be extracted from some of
the training labels, from which a set of Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples of
subject, predicate and object (s, p, o) can be extracted. This is the case, for example, when
the labels are in a text or caption form1. The Automatic Knowledge Base Construction
(AKBC) from a dataset problem consists of finding a process t : YKB → {(s, p, o)} able
totriplify each data point following the RDF language2. Concrete examples of AKBC
include learning a KB through semantic parsing, using Markov Logic [413] or relational
probabilistic models [414]. The triplification process consists of extracting two entities or
concepts, subject (s) and object (o), and a predicate (p) that connects them. This predicate
expresses a relationship, i.e., a data property or an object property [412] among the subject
and the object. The AKBC problem in the Greybox XAI framework consists of finding a
process that automatically constructs a KB composed of hierarchical (isA), partOf, and
attribute (hasAttribute) relations. Analogically, the ABox inKB must be uniquely composed
by description logics assertional axioms solely extracted from applying the triplification
process on datapoint.

We flatten each semantic segmentation image zi ∈ Z to obtain a single dimension
vector and we return zatt,i, a sorted list of every unique element contained in zi in order to
obtain a set Zatt of each element present on each semantic segmentation image. By using
OWL3 entities and relationships we obtain the following type of KB, linking any element
{zatt,i,j}N,K

i,j ∈ ZN,K
att with the corresponding xi ∈ XN and yi ∈ YN , with N the number of

triple elements of dataset Dtriplet and K the number of different attributes in Z:
This Knowledge Base stands for the Explainable Latent Space which will be used to

produce the rationale of an explanation.
Our framework is composed of 2 sequential and connected models that do not perform

with the same representation of information: while it is possible for the DNN to work with
images, it is necessary for the transparent model to work with a much more reduced and
compact representation of the data. It is not possible for a model such as a logistic regression
to take images as input because it would lose its transparency due to the exploding number
of variables and parameters. A logistic regression needs to have human readable predictors
and interactions among them kept to a minimum [434]. It can be the case on a compact 2D
representation of the semantic segmentation image but not on the image itself because it
has too many variables. Therefore, Zatt will be used to train the Transparent Classifier.

1This is also possible for plain named class labels (e.g., through using external lexicons or semantic
parsers such as DBPedia [409] or Wordnet [410].

2W3C standard model for data exchange: Resource Description Framework w3.org/RDF/
3Web Ontology Language (OWL) [424]
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KB RDF (s,p,o) triple examples

TBox (zatt,1,1, isPartOf, y1)
(zatt,1,2, isPartOf, y1)
...
(zatt,1,k, isPartOf, y1)
(zatt,2,1, isPartOf, y2)
...
(zatt,n,k, isPartOf, yn)

ABox (x1, hasLabel, y1)
(x1, hasAttributes, zatt,1,1...k)

Table 4.1: Examples of Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples extracted from
a Dataset D = (X ,Z,Y) with n the number of samples and k the number of different
attributes. These triples are contained in a KB terminological (TBox) and assertional
(ABox) components.

Training of the Transparent Classifier

We use a logistic regression to statistically fit the attributes Zatt and classes Y present in
the database. The goal is to see if we have fairly discriminating attributes. The choice of
using a logistic regression is motivated by the fact that this model predicts probabilities
easily interpretable [460].

In binary logistic regression the function h(zatt,i, θh) used to model the dependence of
a regression target yi ∈ {0, 1} on features zatt,i where yi ≈ h(zatt,i, θh) can be written as:

h(zatt,i, θh) = 1
1 + exp(−θ⊺hzatt,i)

(4.3.11)

with θh the set of weights trained to minimize the cost function

J(θh) = −
[

n∑
i=1

yi log h(zatt,i, θh) + (1− yi) log(1− h(zatt,i, θh))
]

(4.3.12)

Multinomial logistic regression is a generalization of binary logistic regression to
multiclass problems, meaning that the label yi ∈ {1, 2, ..., k} can take K different values
depending on the number of classes. A softmax function is used to generalize hθ(zatt,i)
from the binary to the multi-class classification problem:
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h(zatt,i, θh) =


P (y = 1|zatt,i; θh)
P (y = 2|zatt,i; θh)

...
P (y = k|zatt,i; θh)

 = 1∑k
j=1 exp θ⊺h,jzatt,i


exp θ⊺h,1zatt,i

exp θ⊺h,2zatt,i
...

exp θ⊺h,kzatt,i

 (4.3.13)

θh,1, θh,2, ... θh,k ∈ Rn are all the parameters of the regression and are represented as a
n-by-K matrix:

θh =

 | | | |
θh,1 θh,2 . . . θh,K

| | | |

 (4.3.14)

J(θh) = −
[

m∑
i=1

k∑
k=1

1{yi = k} log
exp θ⊺h,jzatt,i∑K

j=1 exp θ⊺h,jzatt,i

]
(4.3.15)

Equation 4.3.15 is minimized thanks to an iterative optimization algorithm with the
gradient:

∇θh,k
J(θh) = −

m∑
i=1

[zatt,i (1{yi = k} − P (yi = k|zatt,i; θh))] (4.3.16)

with

P (yi = k|zatt,i; θh) =
exp θ⊺h,kzatti∑K

j=1 exp θ⊺h,jzatt,i

(4.3.17)

Thus, for any {zatt,i}N
i=1 ∈ Zatt is it possible to find the associated {yi}N

i=1 ∈ Y by
using the following equation:

P (yi = k|zatt,i; θh) = softmax(θ⊺h,jzatt,i) (4.3.18)

Since the softmax function is monotonic, the ranking of probabilities given by
softmax(θ⊺h,jzatt,i) is the same as the one given by θ⊺h,jzatt,i. Therefore, we can approximate
that:

h(zatt,i, θh) ≈ θ⊺h,jzatt,i ≈
K∑

j=1
θh,jzatt,i,j (4.3.19)

Each parameter θh,j provides a quantitative contribution of the corresponding attribute
zatt,i to predicted class.This logistic regression is transparent by design because it meets the
criteria of algorithmic transparency, decomposability and simulatability from [434]:
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• Algorithmic Transparency: the user can understand the process followed by the
logistic regression to produce any given output from its input data. Just multiply the
weight matrix θh by the attribute vector zatt,i to obtain the prediction yi.

• Decomposability: every part of the logistic regression is understandable by a human
without the need for additional tools. The input zatt,i, the parameters θh and the
calculation are interpretable.

• Simulatability: the logistic regression has the ability to be totally simulated by a
human. It is self-contained enough for a human to think and reason about it as a
whole. For this condition to remain true, the complexity of the logistic regression must
remain low. Thus, it is necessary that the attribute vector zatt,i and the parameters θh

are not too big.

We can produce explanations following customized templates, for instance:

Example 4.6 (Explanation:). The model predicts this attribute vector zatt,i to belong to
class yi, because attributes {zatt,i,1, zatt,i,..., zatt,i,k} are linked to the class yi with weights
{θh,1, θh,..., θhk

} in training dataset Dtriples.

Regarding the definitions expressed in Section 4.2.1, we can say that the explanation
function Φ(h(zatt,i)) = θ⊺hzatt,i of our model h : Zatt → Y is:

• Objective: as the explanation ei uses symbols (zatt,i) and relationships (θh,i) that can
be conceptualized by the human user.

• Intrinsic: as the explanation ei only depends of elements (zatt,i), parameters (θh,i)
and operations present in original model h

The validity of the explanation will have to be measured when applying the Greybox
XAI framework to a use-case, as this criterion is dataset-dependant. This notion can be
easily measured by comparing the weights θh,i and an expert knowledge base.

Training of the Latent Space Predictor

The Latent Space Predictor must predict a segmentation map zi from a RGB input image xi

thanks to an Encoder-Decoder architecture. This segmentation map will then be vectorized
in an attribute vector zatt,i to constitute the Explainable Latent Space {zi, zatt,i}. We
choose to use a DeepLabv3+ [461] as a Latent Space Predictor with a ResNet101 as
backbone model. The specificity of DeepLabv3+ is to use an atrous convolution, allowing
the developer to adjust filter’s field-of-view in order to capture multi-scale information,
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and a depthwise separable convolution. As it is a semantic segmentation task, we use an
output stride of 16 for denser feature extraction as it is the best trade-off between speed
and accuracy. The objective is to make a pixel-wise prediction over an entire image and
the performance is measured in terms of pixel intersection-over-union averaged across the
attributes (mIOU).

In order to test the performance of our model, we do not train it with images of semantic
segmentation masks but with bounding boxes showing the presence or absence of attributes,
in a weekly supervised manner [462]. The main objective is to have an Explainable Latent
Space that accounts for the presence of each attribute as much as possible. It is therefore
necessary that each attribute present on the xi image is segmented but the segmentation
map does not need to be very accurate because it is afterwards vectorized. Pixels that do not
belong to any bounding box are considered as background pixels, while the ones belonging
to several bounding boxes are accounted as belonging only to the smallest one. We select
the smallest rather than the largest in order to not lose the small attributes encompassed by
large ones (like eyes in the middle of a face for example).

The input of the Latent Space predictor is an RGB image xi while its output is a
segmentation map zi of dimension h ∗ w with h and w the dimensions of xi. As the spatial
information is not used by the Transparent Classifier, we extract from zi an attribute vector
zatt,i containing the list of each unique value contained in zi. A confidence mask is applied
in order to keep only the attributes that were predicted with a confidence above a certain
threshold. We finally use a one-hot encoding to obtain a vector of 0s and 1s, describing the
prediction of presence or absence of each attribute in the input RGB image xi. Because
this extraction does not allow backpropagation, the Latent Space Predictor is trained by
maximising its mIOU. It is therefore not directly trained to predict a good attribute vector
zatt,i but a good segmentation map zi. Note that this segmentation map prediction is opaque,
no explanation is given as to why a certain pixel has been predicted as representing a certain
attribute.

4.3.3 Inference prediction and its explanation rendering through a
Natural Language Explanation

When the Latent Space Predictor g and the Transparent Classifier h are trained and provide
good results on their own, we freeze their weights and compose them to evaluate the
function (h ◦ g) : XY in order to predict a class yi from xi. As the Transparent Classifier
h is transparent by design, we are able to generate a natural language explanation while
making the prediction yi = h(g(xi)). As explained earlier we produce an explanation of
prediction ŷ from 3 elements:

• The intrinsic transparency of h, allowing to know what would imply a change of zatt,i
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on the final prediction ŷ thanks to the learned weights in θh.

• zatt,i which takes the form of a list of attributes that can be named in natural language.

• zi which is a segmentation map, showing the position of attributes on the RGB image
xi, thus taking over the ease of understanding of the usual visual explanations.

We define the explanation function Φ : Y → E with Y the label space and E the expla-
nation space. The Transparent Classifier h and the Explainable Latent Space {zi, zatt,i}
make it possible to produce explanation e in natural language.

ei = Φ(h(zatt,i)) (4.3.20)

Therefore, we have the following explanation:
ei = "Image xi represents a yi because attributes zatt,i,1, zatt,i,... and zatt,i,m are present,

and the classifier h leads those attributes respectively with weights θh,1, θh,... and θh,n to
class yi."

In addition, the segmentation map zi can be displayed as a visual explanation to show
the position of attributes zatt,i.

As a summary, the Greybox XAI framework makes a prediction yi of a random RGB
image xi ∈ X and produces an explanation ei by following Algorithm 0:

Algorithm 2 Greybox XAI framework pseudo-algorithm to produce a natural language
explanation of a prediction
Require: Input Image xi, Latent Space Predictor g, Transparent Classifier h, Explanation

Function Φ
1: Step 1: Predict Explainable Latent Space
2: zi ← g(xi)
3: Step 2: Vectorize Explainable Latent Space to obtain an attribute vector
4: for j ∈ zi do
5: Append(zatt,i, j) if j /∈ zatt,i

6: end for
7: Step 3: Predict Object Class
8: yi ← h(zatt,i)
9: Step 4: Generate a Natural Language Explanation

10: ei ← Φ(h(zatt,i)) return Prediction yi, Natural Language Explanation ei, Segmented
Image zi
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4.4 Experimental Study
We illustrate the use of our framework with 2 datasets: MonuMAI, PASCAL-Part. The
extensive use case proving the utility of the model is developed on MonuMAI because
this dataset has already been used in the state of the art [449] to prove the utility of
compositional models. The hypothesis tested is to verify that the Greybox XAI framework is
able to produce accurate and explainable predictions. Our goal is to solve a compositional
classification problem and to be able to predict for each image which object is present,
justifying this prediction by the parts-of object (attributes) of this object present on the
image.

MonuMAI dataset [463] allows to classify architectural style classification from facade
images. The idea here is to be able to classify an image by predicting which type of
monument is present in the image based on the distinctive architectural attributes of the
different types of monuments. This dataset contains approximately 1500 images labelled
with 4 classes (architectural styles) and containing bounding boxes describing the presence
of 15 different attributes (visible characteristics of these architectural styles). Each image is
labelled with the architectural style of the monument present on the image and bounding
boxes inform about the presence and position of the attributes present on the image. We call
this datasetDtriple = {(xi, zi, yi)}N

i=1 with a setX of RGB images representing architectural
monuments, a set Z of bounding boxes representing architectural attributes and a set Y of
architectural styles.

A Knowledge Base 4.2 is built based on the expert knowledge of the MonuMAI dataset
[463].

We repeat the various steps described in the Section 4.3.2 in order to train and use the
Greybox XAI framework:

• A transparent model h is trained to predict an architectural style, using as input a
vector encoding the presence and absence of architectural attributes.

• A Deep Neural Network g is trained to predict a segmentation map from an RGB
image input. Its purpose is to detect the different architectural attributes that constitute
the image.

4.4.1 Logistic Regression as a Transparent Classifier
The purpose of the Transparent Classifier is to represent a more accurate and closer version
of the dataset than the Knowledge Base 4.2 itself. In fact, the knowledge contained in the
knowledge base is very generic (for example, a Hispanic-Muslim monument has a flat arch,
an horseshoe arch and a lobed arch). However, while this is true in a general case, not all
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KB RDF (s,p,o) triple examples

TBox (Ogee Arch, isPartOf, Gothic Monument)
(Pointed Arch, isPartOf, Gothic Monument)
(Trefoil Arch, isPartOf, Gothic Monument)
(Gothic Pinnacle, isPartOf, Gothic Monument)
(Flat Arch, isPartOf, Hispanic-Muslim Monument)
(Lobed Arch, isPartOf, Hispanic-Muslim Monument)
(Horseshoe Arch, isPartOf, Hispanic-Muslim Monument)
(Broken Pediment Arch, isPartOf, Baroque Monument)
(Solomonic Column, isPartOf, Baroque Monument)
(Rounded Arch, isPartOf, Baroque Monument)
(Rounded Arch, isPartOf, Renaissance Monument)
(Porthole Arch, isPartOf, Baroque Monument)
(Porthole Arch, isPartOf, Renaissance Monument)
(Lintelled Doorway Arch, isPartOf, Baroque Monument)
(Lintelled Doorway Arch, isPartOf, Renaissance Monument)
(Serliana, isPartOf, Renaissance Monument)
(Segmental Pediment, isPartOf, Renaissance Monument)
(Triangular Pediment, isPartOf, Renaissance Monument)

Table 4.2: Examples of RDF triples extracted from the MonuMAI dataset and contained in
a KB terminological (TBox) and assertional (ABox) components
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such monuments have all these attributes and some representations (i.e. images) of these
monuments may have some attributes missing. Also, in this particular case of monuments, it
is possible that some images have architectural attributes belonging to several architectural
styles. It is the result of the progressive evolution of the construction or reconstruction
processes.

Following Section 4.3.2, a logistic regression h(zatt, θh) is trained on the set of attributes
‡att of the dataset to predict classes from the set of labels Y . We compare the performance
of the logistic regression to a Naive Bayes Classifier. The definition of the NB Classifier
can be found in Section 5.2.1 of the next chapter.

Model Accuracy
Logistic Regression 97.65%
Naive Bayes Classifier 94.32%

Table 4.3: Mean Accuracy of 2 transparent models on MonuMAI dataset. The logistic
regression have a better accuracy than the Naive Bayes Classifier. We therefore choose to
use it as the Transparent Classifier of the Greybox XAI framework

Figure 4.5 represent the set of trainable weights θh of the logistic regression, linking
attributes from zatt and classes from Y thanks to the relationship yi ≈ θ⊺h × zatti

. These
weights provide a statistical link between attributes and classes.

Figure 4.5: Weights of the logistic regression model fitted to link attributes and classes
from the MonuMAI dataset.

From the set of trainable weights θh of the Transparent Classifier we extract a Knowl-
edge Graph (KG) (Figure 4.6) representing the link between attributes and classes. It is
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a visual representation of the weights from Figure 4.5. If a weight is superior to 0, an
edge is drawn between the 2 concerned nodes. Representing knowledge this way has a
simple explanatory interest: when an attribute is detected, it is straightforward to see which
classes are linked to this attribute. We see for example that the attributes Trefoil Arch,
Pointed Arch and Ogee Arch are only linked to the architectural style Gothic. Therefore,
if those attributes are present in the vector zatti

, the class Gothic will be predicted by the
Transparent Classifier.

Figure 4.6: Knowledge Graph representation automatically extracted from the Logistic
Regression weights on the MonuMAI dataset. Green nodes represent attributes while yellow
nodes represent classes. Distances between nodes represent weights linking attributes and
classes in the θ matrix of the fitted logistic regression model: the closer 2 nodes are, the
larger the weight linking them. An edge is set to black if the associated weight is superior
to zero and transparent otherwise.

4.4.2 Deeplabv3+ as a Latent Space Predictor
Logistic regression cannot remain transparent when taking images as input because the
number of parameters and variables would be far too large. Moreover, these variables would
be pixels rather than symbols. To overcome this and to make the logistic regression take
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as input a vector of attributes, we train an Encoder-Decoder on the images on a semantic
segmentation task. We chose to use a DeepLabv3+ [461] as it gives the best performance
on this dataset.

On this dataset we do not have a semantic segmentation image representing the ground
truth but only bounding boxes around each attribute. We use these bounding boxes to
predict a segmentation map thanks to a cross-entropy loss. As the model was trained
with images annotated with bounding boxes instead of semantic segmentation images, the
segmented attributes have a square shape. It is not a problem as unlike most semantic
segmentation models, what we are interested in here is not the mIoU or the accuracy of
the prediction at the pixel level but rather how well the attribute vector zatt,i is predicted.
Since the Transparent Classifier takes as input a one-hot encoded vector of attributes, the
mIoU and the average precision of the Deeplabv3+ have no influence on the classification
result: what counts is to detect at least 1 time each attribute, not to detect all pixels of each
occurrence of each attribute. Whether we detect 1 pixel of 1 attribute or 3000 pixels of 1
attribute is the same because the segmentation map is put in the form of a vector of attribute
presence in order to be used by the Transparent Classifier.

To generate this attribute vector, we compare the list of sorted unique elements of
the predicted semantic segmentation image and the list of attributes present in the image.
Figure 4.7 represents on the left an RGB image used as input to the Deeplabv3+ and on
the right the predicted semantic segmentation image. The attribute vector associated with
this semantic segmentation image would be, for example, [1, 0, 1, 1, 0, ..., 0] representing
the 3 attributes (in dark cyan, pink and blue) present in the image. It is this vector that
is subsequently used by the pre-trained Transparent Classifier to predict the class of the
image.

4.4.3 Performance of the Greybox XAI framework: Accuracy and
Explainability

We judge the performance of our framework according to 2 notions: its accuracy dur-
ing an image classification task and the explainability of its prediction during this same
classification task.

Accuracy

We evaluate our model on the image classification task and compare it to several baselines.
Our model is the Greybox XAI Framework, composed by a Deeplabv3+ and a logistic
regression. The first baseline is a ResNet101 classifier, in order to have the example of a
total blackbox. We then compare to the EXPLANet [449] model which is the state of the art
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Figure 4.7: Example of results obtained using semantic segmentation. Image a) represents
the RGB input data and Image b) represents the Ground Truth of semantic segmentation
masks. Image c) represents the result of this segmentation by the Latent Space Predictor
and image d) is an overlay of the prediction on the input image, in order to see where the
detected attributes are. The black pixels represent the background, the cyan and pink pixels
represent two architectural attributes.
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of compositional XAI models on this database. We also build a new baseline by modifying
the DeepLabv3+ to make it a classifier. This Deeplab Classifier is a usual Deeplabv3+
architecture, with a ResNet101 as backbone, with skip connections and atrous convolutions,
but instead of predicting the class of each pixel as in a semantic segmentation we use it
in a classification role by modifying the last layer. Instead of evaluating it by the MiOU,
it is now judged by the accuracy of the global class. By adding an AveragePooling and a
Softmax after the decoder, we obtain an end-to-end classification model. Since this is a
classification task, we compare ourselves in terms of accuracy. We also add the results on
the PASCAL-Part dataset, which contains more attributes and more classes. As our model
is transparent by design, we compare ourselves separately to models considered as opaque
(CNNs such as ResNet or Encoder-Decoder such as Deeplabv3+) and explainable models
(such as EXPLANet).

The results of Greybox XAI classification model based on Deeplabv3+ semantic seg-
mentation backbone and a logistic regression, together with these baseline classification
networks are shown in Table 4.4 for MonuMAI and PASCAL-Part dataset. The results
show that the Greybox XAI classifier achieves similar accuracy to the opaque models,
being outperformed by less than 1% each time. However, its accuracy is far superior to
the explainable baseline, which is the EXPLANet model. We can therefore consider that
there is a slight loss in accuracy compared to the opaque models but a gain compared to the
compositional models.

The loss in accuracy compared to opaque models should be counterbalanced by a
benefit in explainability because the Greybox XAI is transparent by design when used for
a classification task (see Section 4.3.2) and produces "good" explanations (objective and
intrinsic).

Explainability

In order to verify whether the explanations generated by the Greybox XAI are valid we
compare the Knowledge Graph extracted directly from the Transparent Classifier weights
in Figure 4.6 and the expert Knowledge Graph Figure 4.8. This figure is taken from [449]
and represents MonuMAI Knowledge Graph constructed based on art historians expert
knowledge [463]. The KG is extracted from the Transparent Classifier by creating a node
for every part-of and objects of the weights matrix and by drawing an edge between nodes
for every weights superior to 0. The Graph Edit Distance (GED) [464] between the two
KG is equal to zero, meaning that the explanation of the Transparent Classifier is the same
as the ones art historians experts would have produced. Therefore, we can consider that
these explanations are globally valid if the semantic segmentation is correct.

We also verify if our framework is a self-explaining prediction model according to the
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Dataset Model Accuracy (%)
Comparison with Opaque Models
MonuMAI ResNet101 95.69

Deeplabv3+ Classifier 96.02
Greybox XAI 94.04
MonuNet Classifier 83.11

PASCAL-Part ResNet101 90.12
Deeplabv3+ Classifier 90.18
Greybox XAI 88.30

Comparison with Explainable Models
MonuMAI EXPLANet 90.40

KG Deterministic Classifier 54.79
Greybox XAI 94.04

PASCAL-Part EXPLANet 82.4
Greybox XAI 88.30

Table 4.4: Explainable compositional vs opaque direct classification: Results of the Grey-
box XAI model (using semantic segmentation Deeplabv3+ and a logistic regression) on
MonuMAI and PASCAL-Part datasets, and comparison with embedded version of the
baseline model MonuNet, a vanilla classifier baseline with ResNet101, an expert KG-based
deterministic (non-trained) classifier, the compositional model EXPLANet and a classifier
derived from Deeplabv3+
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Figure 4.8: Simplified MonuMAI knowledge graph constructed based on art historians
expert knowledge [449, 463]. It links attributes and classes in a graphical representation
and shows, for example, that a Hispanic-Muslim monument is composed by Flat Arches,
Horseshoe Arches and Lobed Arches. This graph representing the expert knowledge of the
dataset is similar to the one extracted by the Transparent Classifier.
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definition of [453], i.e. if it has the form:

f(x) = g(θ(x)1h(x)1, ..., θ(x)kh(x)k) (4.4.1)

where:

• g is monotone and completely additively separable

• For every zi := θi(x)hi(x), g satisfies ∂g
∂zi
≥

• θ is locally difference bounded by h

• hi(x) is an interpretable representation of x

• k is small

Taking Equation 4.3.8, Greybox XAI framework can be written:

f(x) = (h ◦ g)(x) = h(g(xi, θg), θh) ≈ θh,1zatt,1, ..., θh,nzatt,n (4.4.2)

where:

• The Transparent Classifier h is monotone and completely additive separable as it
can be approximated with the multiplication between the weight matrix θh and the
features.

• Partial derivative of h with respect to θh,izatt,i is positive.

• θh is locally difference-bounded by zatt,i.

• zatt,i is an interpretable representation of x as zatt,i are nameable features.

• n = is small as interactions of the logistic regression are kept to a minimum to respect
the definition of simulatability.

From these different elements, we can conclude that the Greybox XAI model is trans-
parent and produces "good" explanations when used for the task of image classification.
Moreover, it is possible to accompany this textual explanation by a visualization, showing
the semantic segmentation image masks used to determine the attribute vector ‡att employed
by the Transparent Classifier to perform the classification. Figure 4.9 shows an example
of the visualization that can be produced. This image has been classified as Gothic based
on the different attributes detected by the Latent Space Predictor. The predicted semantic
segmentation map can be overlaid on top of the RGB input to visualize where these features
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Figure 4.9: Visual explanation of the Greybox XAI model. The image in the upper left
corner is the RGB input that the model must classify. In the bottom left corner is the
semantic segmentation image predicted by the model, showing in black the pixels classified
as part of the background. Cyan and black pixels represents two attributes. In the middle the
superposition of the two images on the left, removing black pixels from the background to
keep only the elements that will be used in the logistic regression. Finally, the image on the
right is the same sample image but replacing the attributes by their RGB value and hiding
the background pixels, which are not used during the classification by the Transparent
Classifier as it only uses an attribute vector.
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are located. The image on the right shows all pixels that were used during classification.
These are obtained by removing every pixel segmented as being a background pixel.

Figure 4.9 illustrates the ideal case where the semantic segmentation performed is
perfect and the ensuing classification is also perfect. However, there are some cases where
the prediction of the segmentation map is either flawed or false, which is sometimes
inconsequential but that will sometimes distort the prediction. Below we present the
different cases observed and associated example.

Example 4.7 (Incomplete segmentation, correct prediction). Some occurrences of an
attribute are not detected. As vectorization does not take into account the number of
occurrences of each attribute, this has no impact on the prediction or the explanation.
However, the predicted segmentation map is far from the real segmentation map, which
gives an incomplete visual explanation. See Figure 4.10. This is the kind of example that
ultimately has no impact on the result: the prediction remains good and the explanation
is valid and complete because it addresses the 2 main elements detected. The fact that
some occurrences of one of the attributes are forgotten is of little importance for our
classification task. However, for a detection task it could have been very problematic. A
future improvement could be to use an Optimized Loss Functions for Object detection [465]
when training the Latent Space Predictor in order to improve the detection.

Example 4.8 (Wrong segmentation, correct prediction). Some attributes are missing but
the classification does not change as the detected attributes are already discriminative
enough for the Transparent Classifier. See Figure 4.11. Here it is complicated to judge the
validity of the explanation without being an expert: is the explanation complete enough
by talking about the cyan and red attributes or was the blue attribute indispensable for
the classification of this monument? The justification is therefore valid but may lack
completeness. Looking at the Transparent Classifier weight matrix, we can see how
important the blue attribute should have been in the explanation.

Example 4.9 (Wrong segmentation, wrong prediction). Some attributes are detected while
they are not existing in the ground truth. It makes the classification totally wrong. See
Figure 4.12. This error is more problematic than the previous one because it misleads the
user by giving him an invalid explanation. The model is not Right for the Right Reason.
This is primarily a semantic segmentation problem: the model should not have seen the
yellow attribute and the cyan attribute. The model could thus be improved, maybe with the
use of a weighted FocalLoss[466] to penalize more strongly a bad prediction of attributes.
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Figure 4.10: Incomplete segmentation, correct prediction. Example of results obtained
using semantic segmentation. Image a) represents the RGB input data and Image b)
represents the semantic segmentation masks of the Ground Truth, which the Latent Space
Predictor must predict. Image c) represents the result of this segmentation and image
d) is an overlay of the prediction on the input image, in order to see where the detected
attributes are. Black pixels represent the background, cyan and black pixels represent two
architectural attributes. The red attribute is missing 5 times compared to the GT but it has
no impact on the prediction nor the explanation.
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Figure 4.11: Wrong segmentation, correct prediction. Example of results obtained using
semantic segmentation. Image a) represents the RGB input data and Image b) represents
the semantic segmentation masks of the Ground Truth, which the Latent Space Predictor
must predict. Image c) represents the result of this segmentation and image d) is an overlay
of the prediction on the input image, in order to see where the detected attributes are. The
black pixels represent the background, the colored pixels represent architectural attributes.
The red attribute is missing several times and the blue one is totally absent compared to the
GT but it has no impact on the prediction, as the presence of the red and cyan elements are
enough to consider that this monument is Gothic.
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Figure 4.12: Wrong segmentation, wrong prediction. Example of results obtained using
semantic segmentation. Image a) represents the RGB input data and Image b) represents
the semantic segmentation masks of the Ground Truth, which the Latent Space Predictor
must predict. Image c) represents the result of this segmentation and image d) is an overlay
of the prediction on the input image, in order to see where the detected attributes are. The
black pixels represent the background, the colored pixels represent architectural attributes.
The red and blue attributes are missing several times and the yellow, pink and cyan where
added while they do not exist in the GT. As the Latent Space Predictor segments the image
badly, the Transparent Classifier is not able to correctly predict the class.
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4.4.4 Counterfactual Explanations
While an explanation refers to a description of the internal state or logic of an algorithm
that leads to a decision, a counterfactual describe a dependency on the external facts that
led to that decision [467]. This allows to have an actionable element in the explanation,
allowing to know what could have caused a change in the prediction [468]. In short, a
counterfactual is the answer to the question "If X had not occurred, Y would not have
occurred.". It describes the smallest change to the feature values that changes the prediction
to a predefined output [469]. Several methods exist to produce counterfactual explanations
[470, 471, 472, 473, 474]. With our Greybox XAI framework, we propose to answer the
question "Which object would have been predicted if a different object part had been
detected?" to find the equivalent of a counterfactual to a specific prediction. We do not
propose to calculate what would be the minimal change in the object prediction, or in the
initial semantic segmentation, but rather to see what the final prediction would have been if
the Explainable Latent Space had been different.

For a given attribute vector zatt,i detected by the Latent Space Predictor, the probability
that the predicted class yi is the class k is expressed as follows:

p(yi = k|zatt,i; θh) =
exp (θ⊺h,jzatt,i)∑K

j=1(θ
⊺
h,jzatt,i,j)

(4.4.3)

with (θ⊺h,j the weight matrix of the Transparent Classifier. The attribute vector zatt,i

being composed of 0 and 1, each probability yi = k is written as an exponential fraction of
a sum of weights. Thus, it is straightforward to calculate what a change between a 1 and a
0 in the attribute vector zatt,i would change in the prediction.

4.5 Discussion
Although we have shown that the Greybox XAI framework, a compositional transparent
model, is capable of achieving an image classification with a satisfying accuracy, this is
largely caused by the quality of the attributes present in the dataset describing the set of
classes. Without the presence of discriminative attributes in the dataset, it would not be
possible to perform this kind of compositional classification.

In addition, the Transparent Classifier accuracy depends on the Latent Space Predictor
performances. Moreover, using a classification based on concrete features forsakes one
of the advantages of neural networks, which is to use abstract features. Furthermore, this
framework is only compatible with a classification task. Several usual Computer Vision
tasks (segmentation, detection) cannot be explained by this framework. Therefore, there
is no explainability progress for the Latent Space Predictor. Finally, the properties of
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the attributes (position, dimension, numbers) are not used by the Transparent Classifier
resulting in a loss of information.

However, the gain in explainability is important and the possibility to know exactly
why a certain prediction happened is very useful. We hope this will motivate the research
community to build datasets that inherently provide a greater granularity and hierarchy in
the organisation of datasets, in order to move from the widely used (image, class) pair to
triples (images, attributes, classes).

An important element to note about this model is its actionability. As we have seen
in the examples of the Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, having the possibility to visualize the
explanations of the predictions made by the model allows to explore ways to improve its
performances, by correcting its predictions, or the validity of the explanations, by correcting
the semantic segmentation.

4.6 Conclusions and Future Work
The contribution proposed in this chapter are:

• A formalisation of what is a "good" explanation. We propose 3 criteria - objectivity,
intrinsicality, validity - to assert that an explanation is "good" or not.

• The Greybox XAI, a compositional framework for explainable classification. It is
composed by a black box Latent Space Predictor and a Transparent Classifier.

We proved that this framework is transparent and produces "good" explanations, based
on attributes segmented on the image. We tested it on 2 datasets and showed that it has
SOTA results compared to compsotional models. Nevertheless, the accuracy is lower than
for opaque end-to-end models like ResNet101.

One of the reasons why accuracy is not at the level of end-to-end models like Resnet101
is that the semantic segmentation performed by the Latent Space Predictor is not per-
fect. This means that the Transparent Classifier takes as input a sometimes distorted or
incomplete representation of the RGB image to classify. Since the vectorization of the
segmentation map do not include a gradient, it is not possible to perform a direct back-
propagation between the Transparent Classifier and the Latent Space Predictor. Future
work could therefore involve finding a way to influence the semantic segmentation using
the Transparent Classifier. Also, the representation of the image in the Explainable Latent
Space causes a significant loss of information because the attributes are not enumerated
and their relative dimensions and positions are not taken into account. Future work will
involve the encoding of this information in the Explainable Latent Space, in order to be
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able to explain a prediction based on the size and position of the objects. Finally, it would
be interesting to test this framework on a new benchmark dataset specifically containing
images that differentiate between positional, numbering (counting), objects groupings and
relational concepts like Kandinsky Patterns[475, 476]

Finally, let’s take look at the Renaissance line in the Figure 4.5. We see that the attributes
are not very discriminative in favor of this class: the highest positive value is a weight of
0.14 for the attribute Serliana. On the contrary, some attributes like Ogee Arch or Column
Salomnic have a weight of -0.38 and -0.36, which implies that their presence leads to an
absence of Renaissance monument. Thus, it may be difficult to recognize a renaissance
monument because if a Serliana is not detected the class will have difficulty in gaining the
upper hand. It is therefore interesting to check whether this particular attribute is detected
with good accuracy. An attribute like Triangular Pediment which has for biggest absolute
weight a 0.03 is almost useless in the prediction. We can therefore give it less importance
during the semantic segmentation. Thus, the weight matrix could be used in the future
to fine-tune the semantic segmentation so as to give importance to certain attributes in
particular (the highest absolute value like Horseshoe Arch or Ogee Arch) and to neglect
others.
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Chapter 5

Transparent Distillation to teach expert
knowledge

In recent years, neural networks have become increasingly deep. Today’s most powerful
ones have several million parameters, making them more and more cumbersome and opaque.
In order to reduce their size while maintaining their high performance, model compression
techniques have been developed. One of them, knowledge distillation, consists in using a
large model as a teacher for a smaller, compressed student model. Rather than being trained
only on labels and training images, the learning of the student model is supervised by that of
a large teacher model. The idea is that by mimicking the teacher’s behavior, the student will
be able to achieve similar performance while using fewer parameters. Distillation systems
are composed of a student-teacher architecture, a distillation algorithm and knowledge. The
knowledge distilled from teacher to student is called dark knowledge. We consider that
it does not necessarily have to be opaque if the goal is not only to imitate the teacher’s
performance. Thus, if this method is effective for model compression, our hypothesis is that
it can also be effective for interpretability purposes if the knowledge transferred from the
teacher to the student is explainable. We therefore propose a student-teacher architecture
following a classical distillation protocol but inverting the usual size ratio between student
and teacher: instead of distilling a large model into a small model, we distill a Knowledge
Base into a Deep Neural Network through a transparent logistic regression. By ensuring
that the student is faithful to the transparent model, we obtain explanatory elements on its
behavior while having accurate predictions.
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5.1 Related Work
Knowledge transfer from one model to another thought distillation has proven to be effec-
tive in several domains like data augmentation [477, 478], defense adversarial perturbations
[479] and visual recognition [480]. Distillation also can be used to perform state represen-
tation learning [481], continual learning [482], sim2real transfer [483].

While the primary purpose of knowledge distillation methods is to do model compres-
sion [484, 485], experiments show that distillation affects the student learning [486, 487]
and knowledge transfer has been widely used for different purposes [488]. Distillation has
empirically proven to be very effective. However, few theoretical works have managed to
provide answers as to why it works [489].

The logits are commonly used as a source of teacher information in knowledge distilla-
tion. It is called response-based knowledge and the main idea is to train a student to directly
mimic the final prediction of the teacher model [490]. The most popular response-based
knowledge distillation for classification involves soft targets, where the logits are divided by
a temperature factor during the softmax function [79, 491]. Using soft targets is comparable
to use label smoothing [492] or regularizers [493, 494].

Knowledge distillation can also be used for transferring representations discovered by
huge black-box models into simpler, more interpretable models [495, 496, 497, 498, 499,
500]. Furthermore, we frequently wish to transfer attributes from bigger models, such as
well-calibrated uncertainty, so that we may securely deploy more efficient models in their
stead. It is critical in both circumstances to achieve high distillation fidelity [501].

5.2 Preliminaries on Knowledge Distillation
Following the formalism introduced in Stanton et al.[501], we focus on a classical super-
vised classification setting with an input space X and a label space Y of size n. We also
introduce a sub-label space Z . Let f : X ×Θ→ Rn be a classifier parametrized by θ ∈ Θ
whose outputs define a categorical predicted distribution over Y , p̂(y = i|x) = σi(f(x, θ)),
where:

σi(z) := exp(zi)∑
j(zj)

(5.2.1)

is the softmax function, and z represents the outputs of classifier f(x, θ); we refer to
them as logits.

The knowledge distillation that we will use in this chapter is the one originally described
by Hinton et al. [79]. The student learns by minimizing a weighted combination, Lstudent :=
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αLNLL + (1− α)LKD, of 2 losses with α ∈ [0, 1] -with teacher and student shortened to
t and s-:

LNLL(zs, y) := −
n∑

j=1
yj log σj(zs) (5.2.2)

LKD(zs, zt) := −T 2
n∑

j=1
(zt

T
) log σj(

zs

T
) (5.2.3)

where LNLL is the usual cross-entropy between the student logits zs and the label y and
LKD is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the teacher logits zt and the log-logits
zs. The T parameter is called Temperature, it is used to scale the logits and to smooth the
probability distribution. If T is equal to 1 then the logits will not be scaled and will take the
form of a usual softmax output. As T grows, the max of σi(z) will decrease and thus let
appear a more important granularity between the different possible outputs. This prevents
an overconfident teacher from giving one logits close to 1 and all the others close to 0,
which would finally have little difference with a one-hot label usually used in classical deep
learning.

The hyper-parameter α is used to move the trade-off between using LNLL and LKD. If
it is set to 1, then the learning of the student will only be done through LNLL and will be a
supervised learning by classical labels. If it is set to 0 then the student will never use the
labels in his learning, learning only through the teacher’s expertise.

5.2.1 Preliminary Study
Our first concern is to verify if it is possible to distill a small model into a bigger one, as it
is usually the opposite that is realized in the literature. To do so, we take a Naive Bayes
classifier as a transparent teacher and we test different Deep Neural Networks architectures,
for a classical image classification task.

Given a certain class Ci and an attribute vector Ai = a0, ..., an of all attributes (parts of
objects that can possibly be present in an input), and the naive conditional independence
assumption:

P (ai|C, a1, ..., ai−1, ai+1, ..., an) = P (ai|C), (5.2.4)

for all i and using the Bayes’ theorem, we obtain the following Naive Bayes model:

P (C|a1, ...an) = P (C)Πn
i=1P (ai|C)

P (ai, ..., an) (5.2.5)
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As the denominator is constant, the obtained classification rule is [502]:

P (C|a1, ...an) ∝ P (C)Πn
i=1P (ai|C) (5.2.6)

and thus,
Ĉ = argmax

C
P (C)Πn

i=1P (ai|C) (5.2.7)

where Ĉ is the NB model predicted class.
We tested this distillation on a modified version of the PASCAL-Part Dataset, a set of

additional annotations for PASCAL VOC 2010. We deleted all attributes with height or
width less than 6 pixels and removed the classes that have no attributes or that appear less
than 20 times in the whole dataset. We have 12 classes (like Dog or Train) represented by
35 attributes (such as Leg or ArtifactWing). We tried several networks pre-trained on
ImageNet. Table 5.1 shows the mean accuracy obtained, with and without distillation. We
chose Xception and MobileNet as baselines in order to test the distillation on a network
with a high number of model parameters and a smaller one.

Table 5.1: Mean Accuracy (over 100 runs) of the Student + Naive Bayes (NB) Teacher vs
traditional setting (Student alone without distillation) for several networks on PASCAL-Part
dataset.

Model Accuracy
DenseNet201 88.59%
DenseNet201 Student + NB Teacher 88.71%
Xception 85.85%
Xception Student + NB Teacher 87.08%
MobileNet 70.49%
MobileNet Student + NB Teacher 70.88%
VGG16 64.92%
VGG16 Student + NB Teacher 67.22%

These results show us that it is possible to distill a teacher model into a student model
without risking a loss of accuracy even if the teacher has far fewer parameters than the
student.

5.3 Proposed Architecture
Inspired by the Neural-Symbolic framework proposed in [169], we propose an adaptation
consisting in constraining the learning of a Neural Network through the distillation of a
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Knowledge Base as it can be seen in Figure 5.1. It will be demonstrated in the context of a
classification task of a set X of images, which represent classes of a set Y , and which will
have been sub-labeled at the pixel level in order to represent attributes of classes from a set
A.

Figure 5.1: Proposed neural-symbolic framework from [169] adapted to constrain the
student through distillation.

Since distillation works on the basis of logits as shown in section 5.2, the Knowledge
base here is enacted by a transparent model. In the same way as for the Greybox XAI
framework proposed in Chapter 4.3, a Transparent Classifier called Transparent Teacher,
takes the form of a logistic regression model trained on the data in order to act as the
statistical link between expert knowledge in form of object parts or attributes of classes,
and the final class output.

Since Logistic regression is unable to handle images with ease, the teacher’s training
requires not only to have couples Dcouple = {(xi, yi)}N

i=1, directly linking images and
classes, but rather triples Dtriplet = {(xi, ai, yi)}N

i=1 where {ai}N
i=1 ∈ AN . and A being

attributes serving as a bridge between X and Y .
The student takes the role of a state of the art Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). It

was modified in order to make it multi-task, i.e. in addition to predicting the class y present
on the image, it must also predict all attributes a present on the image. This is done with
the help of two Fully Connected layers linked to the last convolutional block of the CNN.
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Note that the layer for attributes prediction is entirely taken as input by the class prediction
layer, so that these cannot be ignored and the final model can aim not only at producing
right classifications, but also detecting the right attributes associated to this output class.

The complete architecture is shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Proposed neural-symbolic framework from [169] adapted to constrain the
student through distillation.

5.4 Metrics

Metrics considered can be divided in 2 branches , those related to the model performance
and those related to the fidelity of the student to the teacher.
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5.4.1 Model Performance
As any classification problem, we measure the accuracy of the student in term of class
prediction. Since we also want the student to take into account the different attributes
present on the image, we measure the accuracy of the prediction of the different attributes.
Finally, in order to know if the attributes detected by the student are the most important
ones for the classification, we measure the accuracy of the teacher when it takes as input
the attributes seen by the student. Proceeding in this way allows to obtain 2 predictions for
the same image: one end-to-end by the student and one compositional, with the teacher
taking as input the attributes detected by the student

5.4.2 Model Fidelity to the transparent teacher model
We report the following metrics used for distillation defined in [501]:

Average Agreement := 1
n

n∑
i=1

1{arg max
j

σj(zt, i) = arg max
j

σj(zs, i)} (5.4.1)

Average KL Divergence := 1
n

n∑
i=1

KL(p̂t(y|ai)∥p̂s(y|xi)) (5.4.2)

The Average Agreement is the average agreement between the teacher’s and the stu-
dent’s prediction. The Average KL Divergence is the average divergence from the predictive
distribution of the teacher to that of the student.

These two measures are used to account for the fidelity of the student’s prediction with
respect to the teacher’s prediction. The objective is to be as faithful as possible in order to
explain one by the other.

5.5 Results
We test our framework on the MonuMAI dataset. MonuMAI allows to classify architectural
style classification from facade images [463, 449]; it includes 1092 high quality photographs,
where the monument facade is centered and fills most of the image. Most images were
taken by smartphone cameras thanks to the MonuMAI citizen science app. The rest of
images were selected from the Internet. The dataset was annotated by art historian experts
for two tasks, image classification and object detection. All images belong to facades of
historical buildings that are labeled as one out of four different styles: Renaissance, Gothic,
Baroque and Hispanic-Muslim. Besides this label given to an image, every image is labeled
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with key architectural elements belonging to one of fourteen categories with a total of 4583
annotated elements.

We test 2 different configurations: one with distillation and one without distillation. In
both cases, the teacher is exactly the same (frozen, with exactly the same weights). It is
a simple logistic regression with only 64 parameters (4 classes times 16 attributes). The
architecture of the student is similar in both cases with a Resnet152 as a backbone.

In the configuration without distillation, the student is trained by optimising a loss
L = αLBCE + (1− α)LNNL with:

LNLL(zs, y) := −
n∑

j=1
yj log σj(zs) (5.5.1)

LBCE(zs, a) := −(aj,c log σj(zs,c) + (1− aj,c) log(1− σj(zs,c))) (5.5.2)

where c is the number of attributes. With distillation, it is optimized with Lstudent from
Equation 5.2.3.

The results obtained on this dataset are summarized in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Results on MonuMAI dataset with and without Distillation, with the same
backbone network (Resnet152) and a Logistic Regression as a teacher.

From a performance point of view, the difference with and without distillation is not
significant although the attributes seem to be slightly better detected with distillation.
The major difference is in the interpretability: distillation allows the student to have a
prediction that is faithful to the one made by the teacher. Furthermore, the accuracy of the
teacher’s prediction with the attributes detected by the student is lower than the same being
done end-to-end by the student. This is normal in the sense that the teacher has very few
parameters and is totally transparent, illustrating again the trade-off between performance
and explainability. Also, the teacher-student pair agreed on 95% of the predictions. This
means that on 95% of the images, taking the prediction of the teacher or the student is the
same.
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5.6 Discussion
First of all, it is important to note that the teacher is totally transparent. It is a simple one-
layer logistic regression, linking attributes and classes through a weight matrix computed
after fitting the regressor.

This framework gives 2 predictions: the student’s one, based on the image, and the
teacher’s one, based on the attributes seen by the student. The student’s prediction becomes
slightly more accurate than the teacher’s one. Both models agree 95% of the time.

We end up with some interesting remarks:

• In 95% of the cases, the teacher and the student agree. In this case, it is therefore
possible to substitute the prediction of the Deep Neural Network by that of the
Logistic Regression, and thus to have a fully explainable prediction. The explanation
would then take the form This image contains an object is of this class because those
attributes were detected.

• In 5% of the cases, the teacher and the student disagree. Starting from the assumption
that the student is slightly more often correct than the teacher, there are 2 possible
actions:

– Trust the teacher. On the basis of the explanation given by the teacher, the
human user can check if it is plausible and choose to believe it.

– Trust the student. In this case, there is no causal explanation of why the
prediction was made. We simply know which attributes were detected but
not whether they caused the final prediction. We do know, however, from the
low KL Divergence that the probability distribution predicted by the student
diverges slightly from that given by the teacher, although they do not agree on
the Top-1 prediction.

From an XAI perspective, the impact of distillation is not obvious. If it is possible to
explain at least 95% of the predictions, this is mainly due to the multi-tasking nature of the
framework. The distillation simply served to reconcile the probability distributions of the
two models but does not imply the learning of a causal link by the student.

The relationship between interpretability and fidelity can be discussed. Making the
student more faithful to the teacher allows us to have insights on his functioning but there
are still too many grey areas to explain his decisions.

• Even if the presence/absence of attributes is concatenated in the input of the classify-
ing layer, this represents only few neurons compared to the convolution block.
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• There is no evidence that distillation causes a better focus on attributes by the student.

• KL Divergence is a statistical distance and not a metric, as it’s not symmetric. Thus,
it does not express a distance but rather a loss of information that would occur if we
approximated the probability distribution of the student by the one of the teacher. It
is not causal or contrastive.

These works on distillation are not yet fully concluding and many avenues of research
are open. First of all, it would be interesting to verify if distillation and multi-tasking allow
to modify the student’s attention, making him focus on more relevant parts of the image.
This could be done using a Score-Cam [503]. Then, performing another type of distillation
might be wise. We have only used Response-based distillation, which refers to the neural
response of the last output layer of the teacher model. However, the interest of using a
transparent teacher is more to transfer the expert knowledge it contains, i.e. the causal link
between the attributes and the classes. It would thus be more interesting to distil the weight
matrix of the logistic regression directly into a layer of the student. Distilling Relation-based
knowledge, in order to transmit knowledge on the relations between different instances
could thus favour the interest of this distillation for interpretability purposes. Many works
exist on Relation-Based Distillation [504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512] and it
would be interesting to integrate it into our framework.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

XAI, as discussed in this thesis, is a rapidly emerging topic of critical relevance to society.
The ever-increasing complexity of AI models together with the growing need for their
application in a variety of real-world scenarios has given rise to this field. This thesis has
contributed to the development of the field on theoretical and practical aspects which are
summarized below.

6.1 Summary
• Surveying the field of XAI. We proposed a set of concepts that summarize the

diverse references found in the literature, trying to build a consensus around it.
This is accompanied by a new taxonomy to classify explainability methods. We
thoroughly analyze the literature on XAI and related concepts published to date,
covering approximately 400 contributions arranged into two different taxonomies.
The first taxonomy addresses the explainability of ML models using the previously
made distinction between transparency and post-hoc explainability, including models
that are transparent by themselves, Deep and non-Deep (i.e., shallow) learning
models. The second taxonomy deals with XAI methods suited for the explanation
of Deep Learning models, using classification criteria closely linked to this family
of ML methods (e.g. layerwise explanations, representation vectors, attention). We
enumerate a series of challenges of XAI that still remain insufficiently addressed
to date. Specifically, we identify research needs around the concepts and metrics
to evaluate the explainability of ML models, and outline research directions toward
making Deep Learning models more understandable. We further augment the scope of
our prospects toward the implications of XAI techniques in regards to confidentiality,
robustness in adversarial settings, data diversity, and other areas intersecting with
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explainability.

• Neural-Symbolic learning framework. Models combining connectionism and sym-
bolism are not widely represented in the state of the art of XAI. These paradigms
are rarely combined when providing explanations. The use of a symbolic basis
with a neural network can provide explanations close to the functioning of human
reasoning while maintaining the state-of-the-art performance at the same time. We
proposed a neural-symbolic learning framework, allowing to produce predictions
with a neural network while making them explicit through a symbolic knowledge
base. This framework is endowed with a non-external KB, i.e., directly built on the
learning data of the neural network, that allows to influence its learning and to correct
bias thoroughly while giving a fair explanation from its predictions. As the user
or expert external knowledge does not interfere the predictions in the explanation
process, it constitutes a truly explainable model that is faithful to communicate the
reasoning behind its output decisions. This framework is accompanied by a use case
showing an example of use.

• Greybox XAI Framework. We propose a compositional model designed to be trans-
parent according to the definition of transparency. This framework is also made to
produce good explanations in relation to the 3 criteria of objectivity, intrinsicality
and validity. The goal of this framework is to perform compositional image classifi-
cation and to explain its predictions by the different parts-of the object that has been
detected. It consists of two separately trained models: 1) A Deep Neural Network
trained to predict a segmentation map from an RGB image input. Its purpose is to
detect the different parts-of objects that constitute the image. 2) A transparent model
trained to predict an object, using as input a vector encoding the presence and absence
of parts-of objects. These two models are linked in a sequential manner: the output
of the DNN is transformed into a vector serving as input to the transparent model.
We call the space in which the transformation is carried out the Explainable Latent
Space. In this space, the predicted segmentation map is transformed into a one-hot
vector. This vector indicates all the parts-of objects present in the segmentation map.
The transparent model classifies this vector. It gives a prediction of the object present
on the RGB image according to the different parts-of it. It is then possible to produce
an explanation of this classification based on the Explainable Latent Space and the
transparent model computation.

• Transparent Distillation. We propose a student-teacher architecture following a
classical distillation protocol but inverting the usual size ratio between student and
teacher: instead of distilling a large model into a small model, we distill a transparent
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model that serves as theoretical and expert-like Knowledge Base of interpretations
into a Deep Neural Network through a transparent logistic regression. By ensuring
that the student is faithful to the transparent model, we obtain explanatory elements
on its behavior while having accurate predictions.

6.2 Future research lines
The different results obtained during this thesis have opened the way to research areas that
deserve to be explored. These can be divided into 4 axes, following the structure of the
different chapters of this manuscript.

• Theory around explainability. While the field has evolved over the past three years,
many gaps in the literature still seem to exist. Our reflections have led to the creation
of a taxonomy and a set of definitions covering important methods and notions of the
field. However, there is still no consensus on what constitutes a good explanation.
Many metrics have emerged to quantify the quality of explanations and explanatory
elements that can be given by models but there is no metric as consensual as those
that may exist on other AI tasks, such as accuracy for image classification. Thus,
the creation of XAI frameworks is slowed down by the difficulty to find a way to
quantify the gain in explainability brought by a method, especially when this gain is
done at the expense of other characteristics of the model. Therefore, we believe that
it is necessary to work on a standardization of explainability metrics.

• Neural-Symbolic learning framework. The neural-symbolic learning paradigm is
promising and could explain the predictions of a black-box through an expert knowl-
edge base. The framework proposed in this sense during this thesis faces the difficulty
of representing the KB in the neural network, constraining it in some way. Even
if attempts have been made to transfer this knowledge through expert optimization
functions or knowledge distillation, these two methods present flaws. It would be
interesting to try to find new methods allowing to make this link between expert
knowledge and neural networks and, in particular, to make sure that it has been well
realized, without sacrificing the capacity of generalization and abstraction specific to
deep neural networks.

• Greybox XAI Framework. This learning framework has shown interesting results.
However, it depends heavily on the ability of an opaque model to detect the different
sub-parts present in an image. Moreover, this detection requires a very good quality
data, with a labeling at the pixel level which can be expensive. Finally, this composi-
tional explanation system raises the question of how far we can explain something.
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For example, we can say that we recognize a human because we detect arms, a torso
and legs. We can say that we recognize arms because we detect a bicep, a forearm
and hands. We recognize a hand by the fingers, the nails, but then, how to justify that
we recognize a nail except by its texture? And how to explain why we recognized a
texture? This raises the question of the granularity of the explanation, how far can we
go back in a recursive way when we justify a classification based on the detection of
parts of objects. Whatever level model designers decide to stop explaining, it seems
that we will always end up with a not answered "Why?".

• Transparent Distillation. Surely the most interesting part as it approaches human
development, with a teacher who transmits his knowledge to a student. During this
thesis, the approach that was favored was to try to transmit this knowledge by means
of a copy of the answers of the teachers by the student. However, this is not exactly
how we learn as human beings: teachers transmit a reasoning, a way of seeing things
allowing students to understand, adapt and generalize. Thus, it could be interesting
to continue on this path of transparent knowledge distillation by trying to transfer
knowledge that is more significant than a simple output. Transferring a symbolic
representation of knowledge, logical rules or simply a causal link between different
notions could improve the use of distillation for interpretability purposes.

6.3 Publications during this thesis
[1] Adrien Bennetot, Jean-Luc Laurent, Raja Chatila, Natalia Díaz-Rodríguez, "Towards

Explainable Neural-Symbolic Visual Reasoning", at IJCAI19 Neural-Symbolic Learn-
ing and Reasoning Workshop

[2] Alejandro Barredo Arrieta, Natalia Díaz-Rodríguez, Javier Del Ser, Adrien Ben-
netot, Siham Tabik, Alberto Barbado, Salvador García, Sergio GilLópez, Benjamins
Richard Molina Daniel, et al. “Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI): Concepts,
taxonomies, opportunities and challenges toward responsible AI.” In: Information
Fusion 58 (2020), pp. 82–115.

[3] Adrien Bennetot, Vicky Charisi, Natalia Díaz-Rodríguez, "Should artificial agents
ask for help in human-robot collaborative problem-solving?", at Brain-PIL Workshop
- ICRA2020
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